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456 BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS 
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CHAPTER 

EIGHT 

TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN 
BIOPROCESS SYSTEMS 

The previous chapters have considered progressively l~r~er s~al_es of dis~a~ce: 
from molecular through cellular to fluid volumes conta1D1Dg m1lhons or b1lhons 
of cells per milliliter. As the sources and sinks of en!ities such as nutrien~s: ce)ls, 
and metabolic products become further separated ID space, the proba?1hty ID· 

creases that some physical-transport phenomena, rather than a chemical rate, 
will influence or even dominate the overall rate of solute processing in the reac
tion volume under consideration. Indeed, according to the argument of Weisz 
[I], cells and their component catalytic assemblies . operate at :hiclc moduli ~ear 
unity; they are operating at the maximum poss1qle rate without any serious 
diffusional limitation. If, in bioprocess circumstances, a richer supply of carbon 
nutrients is created, evidently the aerobic cell will be able to utilize them fully 
only if oxygen can also be maintained at a higher concentration in the direct 
vicinity of the cell. This situation may call for increased gas-liquid 11_iass transfer 
of oxygen, which has sparingly small solubility in aqueous solutions, to lhe 

culture. 
Evidently, the boundary demarcating aeropic from _ana:robic act!vity de-

pends upon the local bulk-oxygen concentra~ion, fh~ ~ 2 d1~u~1on coe~c1ent, and 
the local respiration rates in the aerobic region. This hne d1v1des th~ viable fro~ 
dying cells in strict aerobes such as mold in mycclial pellets or ussue cells m 
cancer tumors· it determines the depth of aerobic activity near lake surfaces; and 
it divides the ~ohabitating aerobes from anaerobic microbial communities in soil 

4S7 
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458 RIOCHEMICAL ENGINEFRING FUNDAMENTALS 

particles. Thus, while the modern roots of biological-process oxygen mass 
transfer began with World War II penicillin production in the 1940s, its implica
tions arc now established to include many natural processes such as food spoil
age via undesired oxidation and lake eutrophication due either to inadequate 
system aeration by natural oxygen supplies or to an excessive concentration of 
material such as phosphate or nitrate. 

Other sparingly soluble gases arc also of fermentation interest. Methane and 
other light hydrocarbons have been explored as gaseous substrates for single cell 
protein production; in this demanding conversion, both oxygen and methane 
must be dissolving continuously at rates sufficient to meet the biological demand. 
Methane transfer out of solution is important in anaerobic waste treatment, at 
the metabolic end of which light carboxylic acids (primarily acetic acid) are 
decarboxylated lo give the corresponding alkanes. 

Carbon dioxide is generated in nearly all microbial activity. In spite of its 
large solubility, the interconversion between gaseous and the various forms of 
dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2 , H2CO3 , HCO3, Co5- ) couples its mass transfer 
rate to the pH variation; this topic figures importantly in controlling the pH of 
acid-sensitive anaerobic digestors (Chapter 14) where CO2 and q-14 removal 
occur simultaneously. 

Liq11id- liq11id mass transfer is important in SCP production from liquid 
hydrocarbon feedstocks, as well as in fermentation recovery operations; e.g., 
filtered or whole broth extraction of pharmaceuticals (Chapter 11) employing 
organic solvents. 

Renewable resource bioconversions, such as the use of cellulosic, hemiceltu
losic, and lignin fractions of agricultural and forest wastes as fermentation feed
stocks, typically involve rate processes (biomass solubilization, liquefaction, 
hydrolysis} limited by available particµlate substrate surface areas and solute 
dilTusion rates. Other topics also involving liquid-solid mass transfer include 
various sorption and chromatographic methods for product recovery and purifi
cation, and liquid phase oxygen transfer to mold pellets or beads and biofilms 
containing immobilized cells. 

Operation at high cell densities may often result in mass-transfer limited 
conditions, as observed in reactors as diverse as laboratory shake flasks or large 
scale fermentors for penicillin or extracellular biopolymers (xanthan gum) or 
activated sludge waste plants. The process engineer must, accordingly, know 
when transport phenomena or biological kinetics are rate-limiting in order 
properly to design biorcactors. • 

Strong coupling often occurs between solute diffusion and momentum trans
port or chemical reactions or (even more complex) both. The case of diffusion 
and reaction interaction has been considered in Chap. 4. In such circumstances, 
the Thiele modulus and a saturation parameter KJs0 provide the unifying 
parameters needed lo completely describe cell and enzyme performance; i.e., ef
fectiveness factor, for such systems. Unfortunately, the variety of circumstances 
under which mass transfer couples with momentum transfer, i.e., fluid mechanics, 
is enormous; indeed, it is the substance of a major fraction of the chemical 

l 
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engineering literature. For this text, we content ourselves with fundamental c~n
cepts and tabulated formulas for calculation or estimation of the appropriate 
mass-transfer coefficients for solutes. 

A final brief section of this chapter concerns instances where heat transfer 
may provide an important transport effect which stron~ly influenc<:5 the bio
process system's behavior through spatial temperature inhomogeneity .. Ex?m
ples here include relatively exothermic fermentation processes, such as tnckhng
filter operation for wine-vinegar production or wastewater treatment, a~d that 
gardener's delight, the compost heap (municipal dump, etc.) and other sohd-state 

fermentations. 

8.1 GAS-LIQUID MASS TRANSFER IN 
CELLULAR SYSTEMS 

The general nature of the mass-transfer problem of primary concern in this 
chapter is shown schematically in Fig. 8. I. A sparingly soluble gas, usually 
oxygen, is transferred from a source, say a rising air bubble, into a _liq~id phase 
containing cells. (Any other sparingly soluble substrate, e.g., the hqu1d ~ydro
carbons used in hydrocarbon fcrmentatiO!lS, will give the same general picture.) 
The oxygen must pass through a series of transport resistances, the relative mag
nitudes of which depend on bubble (droplet) hydrodynamics, temperature, cellu
lar activity and density, solution composition, interfacial phenomena, and other 

factors. 
These arise from different combinations of the following resistances (Fig. 

8.1 ): 

I. Diffusion from bulk gas to the gas- liquid interface 
2. Movement through the gas- liquiq interface 
3. Diffusion of the solute through the relatively unmixed liquid region adjacent 

to the bubble into the well-mixed bulk liquid 
4. Transport of the solute through the bulk liquid to a second relatively 

unmixed liquid region surrounding the cells 
5. Transport through the second unmixed liquid region associated with the cells 
6. Diffusive transport into the cellular floe, mycclia, or soil particle 
7. Transport across cell envelope and to intracellular reaction site 

All of these resistances appear in Fig. 8. I. When the organisms take the form 
of individual cells, the sixth resistance disappears. Microbial cells themselves have 
some tendency to adsorb at interfaces. Thus, cells may preferentially gather at the 
vicinity of the gas-bubble-liquid interface. Then, the dilfus_ing_ solute oxygen 
passes through only one unmixed liquid region and no bulk l~qu1d before reach
ing the cell. In this situation, the bulk dissolved 0 2 concentration docs not repre
sent the oxygen supply for the respiring microbes. 
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460 BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS 
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Figure 8,1 Schematic diagram of steps involved in transport or oxygen from a gas bubble to inside a 
cell. 

Similarly, in the microbial utilization of other sparingly soluble substrates 
such as hydrocarbon droplets, cell adsorption on or near the hydrocarbon-emul
sion interface has been frequently observed. A reactor model for this situation is 
considered in Chap. 9. 

The variety of macroscopic physical configurations by which gas- liquid con
tacting can be effected is indicated in Fig. 8.2. In general, we can distinguish fluid 
motions induced by freely rising or falling bubbles or particles from fluid motions 
which occur as the result of applied forces other than the external gravity field 
(forced convection). The distinction is not clear-cut; gas- liquid mixing in a slowly 
stirred semibatch system may have equal contributions from naturally convected 
bubbles and from mechanical stirring. The central importance of hydrodynamics 
requires us to examine the interplay between fluid motions and mass transfer. 
Before beginning this survey, some comments and definitions regarding mass 
transfer arc in order. 

8.1.1 Basic Mass-Transfer Concepts 

The solubility of oxygen in aqueous solutions under 1 atm of ajr and near 
ambient temperature is of the order of 10 parts per million (ppm) (Table 8.1 ). An 
actively respiring yeast population may have an oxygen consumption rate of the 
order 0.3 g of oxygen per hour per gram of dry cell mass. The peak oxygen 
consumption for a population density of 109 cells per milliliter is estimated'·by 
assuming the cells to have volumes of 10· 1° ml, of which 80 percent is water. 
The absolute oxygen demand becomes 

0.3 g 0 1 (io9 cells)(to _ 10 ml)(t g cell mass)(o.2 g dry cell mass) 
g dry mass• h ml cm3 g cell mass 

= 6 x 10- 3 g/(ml · h) = 6 g 0 2/(l · h) 

I 
J 
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Figure 8.2 Gas- liquid contacting modes: (a) freely rising, falling particles, lluids. 
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Figure 8.2 (continued) (b) mechanically agitated. ,, . 

Thus, the actively respiring population consumes oxygen at a rate which is of the 
order of 750 times the 0

2 
saturation value per hour. Since the inventory of 

dissolved gas is relatively small, it must be continuously added to the liquid in 
order to maintain a viable cell population. This is not a trivial task since the low 
oxygen solubility guarantees that the concentration difference which drives the 
transfer of oxygen from one zone to another is always very small. 

For sparingly soluble species such as oxygen or hydrocarbons in water, the 
two equilibrated interfacial concentrations c91 and c11 on the gas and liquid sides, 

TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN BIOPROCESS SYSTEMS 

Table 8.1 Solubility of 0 2 at l atm 0 2 in water at various 
temperatures and solutions of salt or acid at 2s0 ct 

Temp, Water, Temp. Water, 

·c 0: mmol/ L oc 0: mmol/ L 

0 2.18 2S 1.26 

10 1.70 30 1.16 

15 J.S4 35 1.09 

20 1.38 40 1.03 

Aqueous solutions at 2s·c 

0:, mmol/ L 

Electrolyte 
cone, M HCI H2S04 NaCl 

0.0 1.26 1.26 1.26 

0.5 1.21 1.21 1.07 

1.0 Lt6 1.12 0.89 

2.0 1.12 1.02 0.71 

t Data from International Critical Tables, vol. 111, p. 271, McGraw
Hill Book Company, New York, 1928, and F. Todt, Electrochemische 
Sauerstoffmessungen, W. de Guy and Co., Berlin, 1958. 

respectively, may typically be related through a linear partition-law relationship 
such as Henry's law 

(8.l) 

provided that the solute exchange rate across the interface is much larger than 
the net transfer rate, as is typically the case: at 1 atm of air and 25"C, the 0 2 

collision rate at the surface is of the order of 1024 molecules per square centi
meter per second, a value greatly in excess of the net flux for typical microbial 
consumption requirements cited above. 

At steady state, the oxygen transfer rate to the gas-liquid interface equals its 
transfer rate through the liquid-side film (Fig. 8.1). Taking c, and c1 to be the 
oxygen concentrations in the bulk gas and bulk liquid respectively, we can write 
the two equal transfer rates 

Oxygen flux = mol O J (cm2 
• s) 

==- ko(c11 - c91) 

= ki(c11 - c1) 

gas side 

liquid side 

(8.2) 

Since the interfacial concentrations are usually not accessible in mass
transfer measurements, resort is made to mass-transfer expressions in terms of 
the overall mass-transfer coefficient K, and the overall concentration driving 
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force cf - c1, where cf is the liquid-phase concentration which is in equilibrium 
with the bulk gas phase 

Mcf-= c8 

In terms of these overall quantities, the solute flux is given by 
(8.3) 

Flux = K,(cf - c,) (8.4) 

Utilization of Eqs. (8.1 ), (8.2), (8.3), and (8.4) resulls in the following well
known relationship between the overall mass-transfer coefficient K

1 
and the phys

ical parameters of the two-film transport problem, k", k
1
, and M: 

I 1 I - = ~ +-
K, k1 Mk9 

(8.5) 

For sparingly soluble species, M is much larger than unity. Further, k
9 

is typi
cally considerably larger than k1• Under these circumstances we see from Eq. (8.5) 
that K, is approximately equal to k1• Thus, essentially all the resistance to mass 
transfer lies on the liquid-film side. 

The oxygen-transfer rate per unit of reactor volume Q
02 

is given by 

. (flux )(interfacial area) Q02 = oxygen absorption rate= r 'd 
1 reactor 1qu1 vo ume 

(8.6) 

= k1a'(cf - c1) 

where a'= A/ V is the gas- liquid interfacial area per unit liquid volume and the 
approximation K1 ~ k, just discussed has been invoked. Since our major empha
sis in this chapter is aeration, we shall concentrate on oxygen transfer and hence
forth use k, in place of K 1 as the appropriate mass-transfer coefficient. The sym
bol a, which appears in several correlations, is the gas- liquid interfacial area per 
unit volume of bioreactor (gas + liquid) contents. Head space gas is not included. 

It is important to recognize that Q02 is defined " at a point." It is a local 
volumetric rate of 0 2 consumption; the average volumetric rate of oxygen utili
zation (moles per time per volume) t,J02 in an entire liquid volume V is given by 

- 1 f" 
Qo, = V Jo Qo, dV (8.7) 

In general, Q02 is equal to Q0 , only if hydrodynamic conditions, interfacial area/ · 
volume, and oxygen concentrations are uniform throughout the vessel. 

For example, a complete description of the phenomena underlying the 
observed average transfer rate in a bioreactor depends on power input per unit 
volume, fluid and dispersion rheology, sparger characterization, and gross flow 
patterns in the vessel. Figure 8.3 indicates the relationship between observed 
average transfer rate and the causative phenomena. Since we generally lack 
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Power per unic volume 1------, 
.-----t (impeller rpm, etc) 

Coalescence and 
breakup or bubbles 

Bubble-size 
distribution 

Character and incensity 
or now of concinuous 
phase (turbulence) 

Relative vclocicies and 
'---~ path lengths of bubbles 

Dispersed•phase ~'--__ ___,. _____ '! Instantaneous 
holdup fraction transfer nux 

Ave rage 
transfer nux 

'--~ Total average transfer race --.--

Figure 8.3 Relationships between input agication intensity and resultant gas transfer rate. ( After ":'· 
Resnirk und B. Gui.Or, Ado. Chem. Eng., vol. 7, p. 295 ( /968). Reprimed by permission of Acaden11c 
Press.} 

crucial fundamental information on coalescence and redispersion rates, bubble 
size and residence time distribution, we are typically forced to develop cor~ela
tions based on appropriate averages of bubble size, holdup (gas volume fraction), 
gas bubble and liquid residence times, etc. . 

In Table 8.1 we saw that cf is determined by the temperature and composi
tion of the medium. Composition influences become more complicated when the 
dissolved gas can undergo liquid-phase reaction. This is the case for carbon 
dioxide, which may exist in the liquid phase in any of four forms: CO2, H:2C03, 
HCOj , and COi- . The equilibrium relations 

K _ [H • J[HC03] ,.,, rn - 6 .3 M 
I - [C0:2] + [H2C03J 

K = [H . J[co~- J = rn - 10.H M 
2 [HC03] 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 
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Figure 8.4 Equilibrium conccnlralions of dissolved CO Hco- co· d H co · I . 2, J• J an 2 3 • er 1s Iota con-
centrauo~ of all four forms of CO2, [pro, .. 10- 3 ' aim (ambient concentration); pH adjusted with 
strong acid or strong base.] ( After W. Stumm and J. J. Morgan," Aquatic Cl,emiury" John Wiley and 
S<111s, N. Y. p. 117, /970.) ' 

(values a~ 2?~C~ ind_icate that the total dissolved carbon concentration, c , as 
carbon d1ox1de 1s quite pH sensitive: 

7 

er= [CO2]+ [H2CO3] + [HCO3] + [COi - ] 

_ [i K, K 1K 2 ] 
- Co + [H+] + [H +]2 

(8.10) 

T.his relation appears in Fig. ~.4, s~owing that below pH 5, nearly all carbon is 
dissolved molecular CO2, while bicarbonate dominates when 7 < pH < 9 and 
carbonat~ fo_r P_H > 11. Only the dissolved CO2 molecule is transported across,~ 
the gas- hqu1d interface, and we may again write Eq. (8.2) for the interfacial _. 
transfer rate. :~e coupli~g of reaction and mass transfer may occur under neutral to basic 
cond1t1ons. While the reversible reaction (8.11) is rapid, 

H2C03 ~ HCO3 + H+ 

o [H+][HCOj'] 
Kcq(T = 28 C) = .;;;._-=- ~...:: = 2.5 X 10- 4 mol/ L 

[H2C03] 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 
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the important reaction 

(8.13) 

is far slower, with k 1 == 20s-• and k_ 1 == 0.03s- 1 (25°C). Thus, depending on 
circumstances, the slow step in CO 2 removal to the gas phase could be chemical 
[Eq. (8.13)] or physical [CO2 (dissolved) - CO2 (gas)]. 

8.1.2 Rates of Metabolic Oxygen Utilization 

In design of aerobic biological reactors we frequently use correlations of data 
more or less approximating the situation of interest to establish whether the 
slowest process step is the oxygen transfer rate or the rate of cellular utilization 
of oxygen (or other limiting substrate). The maximum possible mass-transfer rate 
is simply that found by setting c1 = O: all oxygen entering the bulk solution is 
assumed to be rapidly consumed. The maximum possible oxygen utilization rate 
is seen from Chap. 7 to be xµm

0
.fY02, where x is cell density and Y02 is the ratio 

of moles of cell carbon formed per mole of oxygen consumed. 
Evidently, if k1a'ct is much larger than xµm.JY02, the main resistance to 

increased oxygen consumption is microbial metabolism and the reaction appears 
to be biochemically limited. Conversely, the reverse inequality apparently leads 
to c1 near zero, and the reactor seems to be in the mass-transfer-limited mode. 

The situation is actually slightly more complicated. At steady state, the 
oxygen absorption and consumption rates must balance: 

Q02 = absorption == consumption = xq02 

k '( • ) xµ 
1a c1 -c1 =r. 

02 

(8.14) 

Assuming that the dependence of µ on c1 is known, we can use Eq. (8.14) to 
evaluate c1 and hence the rate of oxygen utilization. 

In general, above some critical bulk oxygen concentration, the cell metabolic 
machinery is saturated with oxygen. In this case, sufficient oxygen is available to 
accept immediately all electron pairs which pass through the respiratory chain, 
so that some other biochemical process within the cell is rate-limiting (Chap. 5). 
For example, if the oxygen dependence of the specific growth rate µ follows the 
Monod form, then 

(8.15) 

A general solution to an equation of this form was given in Sec. 4.4.1., but here 
for the sake of illustration we assume that the value of c1 is considerably less than 
ct. This is not an uncommon situation in biological reactors. Subject to the 
assumption that c, ~ er, C1 is easily seen to be 

_ •[ Y0 2K02 k,a'/xµma1 ] 
c, - c, V *k '/ I - i 02c1 1a xµm .. 

(8.16) 
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Table 8.2 Typical values of c01,c, in the pres
ence of substrate t 

Co1.cr, Organism Temp, •c mmol/L 

Awtohacter vi11elandii 30 0.DIS-0.049 
E. coli 37.8 0.0082 

15 0.0031 
Serratia marcescens 31 ~0.Dl5 
Pseudomonas denitrijicans 30 ~0.009 
Yeast 34.8 0.0046 

20 0.0037 
Penicillium chrysoge11um 24 -0.022 

30 ~0.009 
Aspergi//us oryzae 30 -0.020 

t Summarized by R. K. Finn, p. 81 in N. Blake
brough (ed.), Biochemical and Biological Engineering 
Scie11ce, vol. I, Academic Press, Inc., New York, 1967. 

If the resulting value of c, is greater than the critical oxygen value cc, (about 
3K01), the rate of microbial oxygen utilization is limited by some other factor, 
e.g., low concentration of another substrate, even though the bulk solution has a 
dissolved oxygen level considerably below the saturation value. The critical 
oxygen values for organisms lie in the range of 0.003 to 0.05 mmol/L (Table 8.2) 
or of the order of O.l to 10 percent of the solubility values in Table 8.1, that is, 0.5 
to SO percent of the air saturation values. For the higher critical oxygen values 
such as obtained for Penicillium molds, oxygen mass transfer is evidently ex
tremely important. 

Many factors can influence the total microbial oxygen demand xµ/ Y
01

, which 
in turn sets the minimum values of k1a' needed for process design through Eq. 
(8.14). The more important of these are cell species, culture growth phase, carbon 
nutrients, pH, and the nature of the desired microbial process, i.e., substrate 
utilization, biomass prodJction, or product yield (Chap. 7). 

fn the batch-system results of Fig. 8.5, a maximum in specific 0
2 

demand 
occurs in the early exponential phase although x is larger at a later time. A peak 
in the product xµ, and thus the total oxygen demand, occurs near the end of the 
exponential phase and the approach to the stationary phase; this is later than the 
time of achievement of the largest specific growth rate. 

The carbon nutrient affects oxygen demand in a major way. For example, 
glucose is generally metabolized more rapidly than other carbohydrate sub
stances. Peak oxygen demands of 4.9, 6.7, and 13.4 mol/(L • h) have been 
observed for Pe11icilli111n mold utilizing lactose, sucrose, and glucose, respectively 
(2). 

The component parts of oxygen utilization by the cell include cell mainten
ance, respiratory oxidation for further growth (more biosynthesis), and oxida-
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Figure S.5 Oxygen utilization rate in batch culture of MJ>rothccium verrucaria / Reprimed f rom R. T. 
Darby a11d D. R. Goddard, Am. J. B01., vol. 37, p. 379 ( 1950).j 

lion of substrates into related metabolic end products. I~ _ex~mining metab~l~c 
· h' t · Chap s we have seen that oxygen ut1hzat1on for growt 1s stoic 10me ry m · , b t sumed 

t ically coupled directly to the amount of carbon-source su stra e con . • 
/~rthermore more reduced substrates such as paraffins and methane_ require 

reater ox g~n uptake by the cell than substrates such as glucose which h~ve 
g · !tely the same carbon oxidation state as the cell. For example, the Y_teld ~!~:~:1~ c giving moles oxygen used per _mole or c~rbon source metabolized 
are 1.34, tl!o, and 0.4 for typical microorganisms growing on methane, paraffins, 
and carbohydrates, respectively. . F 

I b S med as a reactant in a biotraneformatw11. or Oxygen may a so C con u . . r 
example 5-ketogluconic acid production from glucose by ~atch cult1va~1on o 
Acecoba~ter begins with a growth phase in which some medium glucose is c?n-

1 · 'd Here o use for both growth and product formation verted to g ucomc ac, · 2 • • d · rted to 
occurs. After glucose exhaustion, growth ceases, and glucomc ac1 is conve 
5-ketogluconic acid with stoichiometry 

C6H 12Q 7 + JO2 _. C6H10O1 + H2O (S.t7) 

fn the final phase of the process which involves only_ this biotr~ns~o~a~i~~~ 
oxygen demand is directly coupled to product formation throug t e s o1c I 

ometry of Eq. (8.17). 
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8.2 DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN TRANSFER RATES 

Ideally, oxygen transfer rates should be measured in biological reactors which 
include the nutrient broth and cell population(s) of interest. As this requires all 
the accoutrements for inoculum and medium preparation, prevention of con
tamination, and environmental control for the cell culture, it is an inconvenient 
and troublesome way to conduct mass-transfer experiments. Consequently, a 
common strategy for study of oxygen transfer rates is to use synthetic systems 
which approximate bioreaction conditions without the complications of a living 
culture. In such approaches, the major objective is to elucidate the dependence of 
k,a' on hydrodynamics. 

In order for such synthetic media to represent the cellular broth of interest 
reliably, the following properties of the synthetic media and actual broth should 
be identical: 

l. Solution viscosity and other rheological characteristics (see Sec. 8.8). 
2. Gas- liquid interfacial resistance. 
3. Bubble coalescense tendencies 
4. Oxygen solubility and diffusivity. 

In general, the usefulness of a synthetic (cell-free) situation for approximating 
a bioreaction situation depends on the degree to which these conditions are met. 
Experiments with oxygen absorption into pure water, for example, satisfy few 
of these cr_iteria. We shall examine the quantitative influence of fluid viscosity, 
surface-active agents, and nature of mixing shortly. 

8.2.1 Measurement of k1a' Using Gas-Liquid Reactions 

Considering now the transport paths in Fig. 8.1, we see that if oxygen is con
sumed by chemical reaction in the bulk liquid at a sufficiently large rate we will 
find c1 ~ 0. Then the bulk-phase chemical-reaction rate is equal to k

1
a'c1, from 

which the k1a' value readily follows. A common bulk-phase oxygen sink in many 
previous mass-transfer studies is the oxidation of sodium sulfite to sulfate in the 
presence of catalytic metal ions such as Co2 +: 

catalyst 
(8.18)'. , 

The kinetics of the rate of oxidation of sulfite solutions to sulfate is complex. 
The reaction orders for oxygen and sulfite depend on the catalyst used and its 
concentration, apparently implying a nontrivial series of elementary steps leading 
to the overall result above. Regardless of the reaction order, the condition suffi
cient to ensure that the chemical reaction occurs to a negligible extent in the 
liquid film adhering to each bubble (and thus represents the situations in Fig. 8.1) 
is a negligible total reaction rate in the film compared with the mass-transfer rate 
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k,(c* - c). If ( denotes the mass-transfer film thickness, this criterion can be 
restated mathematically as 

(xratel <k,(c*-c) 
mm 

(8.19) 

The rate in the film will be less than that corresponding to bulk sulfite and 
saturation oxygen levels, i.e., rate (c*, sulfitebuu,), and so_ in te~ms_ of these me_a~ur
able or calculable quantities (c*, sulfitebuu,) a conservative cntenon for neghg1ble 
film reaction is 

( x rate(c*, sulfitebuti.) < k,(c* - c) 

The "thickness" of the mass-transfer film is given by 

(=,@OJ 

k, 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

Assuming the reaction to be of order cc 1 in oxygen and cc2 in sulfite leads to the 
inequality 

.@01[k,(c*)"'1sulfite"'1] k ( • ) 
_.:;=..:..:.....:..----"' < ,c -c 

k, 
(8.22) 

Thus 

k > [.@0 lk,(c*)"'
1
sulfite"'1]]''

2 

I c• - C 
(8.23) 

An illustrative example of Danckwerts' considers an experiment using 10- 5 M 
cobalt catalyst (known to give cc 1 = 2) and sufficient sulfite (say 0.5 M) for cc2 to 
be 0. For c ~ c•, the above inequality becomes 

k > [.@ k c*]' '2 I 01 , (8.24) 

Taking ,@01 = l.6 x 10- 5 cm2/s, k, for cobalt catalyst = 0.85 x 108 cm3
/ 

(g mol • s), c• ... 1.35 x 10 - 1 g mol/cm3 gives 

k1 ~ O.ot cm/ s 

A less effective catalyst (smaller k,) would reduce the right-hand side. 
Reference to the correlations to be presented later in this section indicates 

that for large bubbles in water, k, ~ 0.04 cm/s, and for small bubbl~s k, ~ 
0.01 cm/s. Thus this inequality places a minimum size_ ~n the bubbles whr~h may 
be used for such an interpretation. Smaller bubbles nsmg more slowly will have 
an appreciable reaction rate in the adhering fluid film under these speci_fic co~d!
tions. Similarly, larger bubbles in media more viscous than water will exh1b1t 
reduced mass-transfer coefficients. However, an enhancement factor E to account 
for film reaction can be calculated provided the reaction-rate constant and reac
tion order are known [3- 5]. 
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A closing series of caveats for sulfite oxidation is illuminating: the rate con
stant k, depends on ( 1) the catalyst and its concentration, (2) the ionic strength of 
the solution, (3) the presence of catalytic impurities, and (4) the solution pH; for 
example, in 10- 5 M cobalt, k, increases by a factor of lO between pH 7.50 and 
8.50 at 20"C. (The overall reaction generates H +, so that base must be added to 
maintain pH constant). 

In spite of these difficulties, the literature contains examples of reactors 
where k1a' determined from sulfite measurements for a given sparger, stirring 
rate, etc., correlate closely with the k,a' values observed in an actual fermentation 
(counterexamples are also evident). Assuming that the configuration in Fig. 8.1 
represents the bioreaction of interest, there is essentially no 0 2 consumption in 
the bubble liquid-side film. Thus, any chemical measure of 0 2 absorption at
tempting to simulate such cell broths must, inter alia, satisfy the fundamental 
inequality (8.19) above. On the other hand, if growing cells are concentrated in 
the bubble liquid-side film, a different model chemical reaction situation may be 
required. 

We can measure oxygen transfer rates in several other ways. If the experi
mental system is strictly a batch operation, with no addition or removal of 
liquid or gas, Q02 is revealed by monitoring the gas volume or pressure changes 
with time. Also, as discussed in the next section, measurement of c1 aids in k1a' 
estimation. 

When gas is continuously added to and removed from the liquid, we use the 
following 0 2 mass balance on the gas phase to determine Q02: 

(8.25) 

Here Fg is the volumetric gas flow rate and p02 is the partial pressure of 0 2 • 

[What assumptions are necessary to justify Eq. (8.25)? Are they generally valid 
for bioreaction processes?] 

We would like to use these Q02 values to determine k1a', but, as Eqs. (8.6) 
and (8.7) and the associated discussion reveal, this requires uniformity of condi
tions within the vessel, so that the local and average oxygen utilization rates are 
identical. Consequently, stirred vessels [Fig. 8.2b(2)] are frequently employed in 
laboratory mass-transfer studies for biological-reactor design. 

When the problem of spatial uniformity has been resolved, k1a' can be 
extracted from Eq. (8.6) if er and c1 are known. The first of these is available from 
solubility data such as Table 8.1 , and direct measurement of c1 is now feasible 
(even in pure microbial cultures) with the polarographic sterilizable oxygen elec
trode. The operating principles of this electrode, which produces a current pro
portional to local dissolved oxygen partial pressure, are described in Chap. IO. 
An additional method for k1a' estimation based on dynamic measurements with 
an oxygen electrode is also described in Chap. IO. 

In many reactor configurations or processes of natural origin, the local oxy
gen transfer rate varies with position. If such variations occur in the vessel in 
which mass-transfer rates are measured, the observed vessel-averaged value of 
k1a' cannot properly be used effectively in scale-up, the process of transferring 
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laboratory scale results into large capacity uni~s. _Desig~ ~~th~dsdfo~ su~~t~~~le~ 
are considered later in this chapter. Variations o isso ve 2 

~~omogeneous" phase (bulk fluid, mold pellet, micr_obi~ fi::• _etc.) t~:e 
0
~~:: 

. d with miniaturized oxygen probes, the sensmg ea e~ng o 
:t~':icrometers in diameter. Applications of this i~str~ment f 1:~~d~ 

st
uc::~ 

local oxygen profiles in mold pellets and the determmat1on o t us1on 

cients in microbial aggregates. 

8.3 MASS TRANSFER FOR FREEL y RISING 
OR FALLING BODIES 

The rate of material exchange between different regions is governe~ by t~e eq~a-
t' of change which describe conservation of mass, conse~vat1on o species 
ions d the momentum balance. When the equations of ch_ange_ are 

~:~::~ o~r!:~;i~~less in distance, velocity, and conc~ntrations for Sl~~ati~~: 
where the density difference between the two contacting phases prov1 es . 

. r driving force for fluid motion, three dimensionless paramete_rs appe~ m 
~;~nal expressions. These are the Grashof, Sherwood, and Schmidt num ers, 

which, for mass transfer, are defined by 

D3pi(p, - pg)g (8.26a) 
Grashof number ""' Gr = µr -

k1D 
Sherwood number = Sh = ~ 

02 

µI 
Schmidt number • Sc .,. ~ 

p,::uo, 

(8.26b) 

(8.26c) 

where D is a characteristic dimension and µ, is the v~scosity o~ t~e cot~n~~~~ 
phase. Consequently, we expect mass-transfer-coefficient corre a ions o 
convective motion to involve only these three groups. 

8.3.1 Mass-Transfer Coefficients for Bubbles and Bubble Swarms . 

The mass-transfer coefficient for a bubble, for example'. i_s the prop:rtionahty 

t t between the total bubble flux and the overall dnvmg force, c1 - c1. T~e 
cons an . /!I ) ( rd r r low mass-trans,er 
local flux at the gas- liquid surface 1s - fJol(iJc uz =•~ v~ 1 0 Th 
rates), where z is the coordinate measured into the hqu1d phase. us, 

- 1 iJc\ k, ---@01 -
ct - c1 iJz : • O 

(8.27) 

or, nondimensionally, 

k1D - 1 (iJ0 Sh - - :: - -
- f)O1 I - c1 iJi ? • 0 

(8.28) 
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. Near the gas- liquid interface, the dimensionless concentration c has a so
h.tt1on from the transport equations of the form 

c = f (£, Sh, Sc, Gr) (8.29) 

Usin_g th!s ex~re~sion to eval_uate the derivative (iJc/iJi)==o in Eq. (8.28), which is 
possible m pnncrple, leaves the desired mass-transfer coefficient k

1 
in the form of 

the Sherwood number 

kD 
Sh = - 1

- = g(Sc, Gr) 
!?)o, (8.30) 

Thus, the dimensionless mass-trahsfer coefficient Sh is a function of only the two 
parameters Sc and Gr. Here D denotes characteristic bubble diameter. 

Correl?tions for mass-tra~sfer co:fficients for falling or rising bubbles, drop
lets, or solids have appeared m the literature using other dimensionless groups 
such as the Reynolds number. (Re = p1Du/µ1) or the Peclet number (Pe = 
11D/ ~02 ~- The v~locity ti applied here is the velocity of the gas bubble relative to 
the h~uid _velocity. In both instances, when an expression for the characteristic 
velocity ti m terms of the density difference l!p = (p

1 
- p

9
) is substituted, the final 

result depends only orl Gr and Sc according to Eq. (8.30). 

M~ss t~ansfcr from an isolated sphere with a rigid interface, a reasonable 
approx1mat1on to small bubbles in a fermentation broth containing surface-active 
agents, may be determined theoretically for the case Re= p,Du/µ

1 
~ J and Pe = 

uD/902 • I. (Thus uD/902 • I ~ p1Du/µ1, which implies that µiJp
1
!?) = Sc • I. 

Is the converse true?) In aqueous liquids, since the kinematic viscosit;~ = µ /p is 
ab~ut rn -i cm

2
/s and !?)0 ,

3 
is of the order of 10- 5 cm2/s, the Schmidt numbe: is 

typ1call~ of the order of IO . Consequently, for Re of the order of 10- •- 10- 2, the 
theoretical result of Eq. (8.31) applies. 

(8.31) 

For small Reynolds numbers for which this prediction applies, the terminal 
velocity 11, of a sphere is given by 

D2!!p g 
11 - • 
, - 18µ, (8.32) 

Replacing II in Eq. (8.31) with 111 from Eq. (8.32) gives 

Sh= 1.01(~3 ti; g)11J = 1.01(DJp,ll.; g)l'J(-1!!.._)''J = 0.39 Gr' 'Jsc11J (8.33) 
Jl1 0 , I 8µ1 p

1
9

02 

[Th~ grouping (D
3 

tip g)/µ/202 is also known as the Rayleigh number Ra.] 
Notice here that Sh = /(Gr, Sc), as expected. 

For a larger Reynolds number, the single-bubble result for a noncirculating 
sphere in laminar How is 

Sh • 2.0 + 0.60 Re112Sc" 3 Re~ I (8.34) 
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Note that Sh varies as the square root rather than the cube root of the velocity, 
indicating that a different hydrodynamic regime is present. Again, replacement of 
11 by an appropriate terminal velocity expressi~n will yield Sh ~ /(Gr, _Sc). 

In many industrial air-sparged reactors (Fig. 8.2 configurations), air bubbles 
are produced in swarms or clusters of sufficient _intimacy ~hat s~ngle i~olated
bubble hydrodynamics and mass-transfer results fatl to descrtbe fluid motion and 
mass transport accurately in the vicinity of the gas- liquid interface. Calderbank 
and Moo-Young [ 10] report that two correlations arc sufficient lo describe their 
data for absorption of sparingly soluble gases into liquids which consume the gas 
chemically. Two distinct regimes of bubble-swarm mass-transfer are evident, the 
division between them being indicated by a critical bubble diameter Dc. In the 
absence of surfactants Dc::::: 2.5 mm. Bubbles larger than this are typically en
countered with pure water in agitated tanks and in sieve-plate columns. Smaller 
bubbles are frequently found in sintered-plate columns and in agitated vessels 
containing hydrophilic solutes in aqueous solution. 

For D < D, = 2.5 mm 

Sh = k,D = 0.31 Gr113Sc113 = 0.31 Ra113 

9.0 2 

For D > D, = 2.5 mm 

Sh = k,D = 0.42 Gr113Sc112 

9 0 2 

(8.35) 

(8.36) 

Thus Eqs. (8.33) and (8.35) indicate that in bubble swarms, the mass-transfer 
coefficient for the same Schmidt and Grashof numbers is reduced about 20 per
cent compared with the isolated single-bubble case with an immobile surface. 
Equation (8.36) has also been verified for air-lift operation, Fig. 8.2a, using a 
coefficient of 0.50 rather than 0.42. 

The change of Schmidt number exponent in Eq. (8.36) indicates a changed 
hydrodynamic regime from Eq. (8.35). For Newtonian fluids, i.e., viscosity -= 
constant, independent of shear rate due to stirring speed, bubble velocity, etc., the 
transition from the D < D, region to the D > D, regime is accompanied by a 
change of bubble shape from nearly spherical (small bubbles) to hemispheric and 
caplike shapes. For further discussion of bubble hydrodynamics in these s"'.arms, 
see Ref. [10]. The transition value of D varies with surfactant; values as high as 
7.0 mm have been reported. In some non-Newtonian fluids, which will be dis
cussed further later, transition with D is much more gradual than the abrupt 
change observed for Newtonian Huids. 

Mass-transfer results for small particles show that as the density difference 
Ap diminishes, the Sherwood number approaches 2.0 as a lower limit. For_ indi
vidual cells, clumps, floes, etc., as well as for gas oil or other hydrocarbon disper
sions, a more accurate form of the Sherwood number is 

Sh = k,p = 2.0 + 0.31 Ra 113 

9 0 2 

(8.37) 
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or 

~ = 2.0 + 0.31[ 11p JL]''J 
~ o, D µ,!$0, (8.38) 

T hus the relative importance of the pure-diffusion result (11p s 0, k
1 
= 2.0~

0
,ID) 

vs, the buoyancy term diminishes as particle size increases. For an isolated cell, 
2!20 ,ID is of the order of 10- 1 emfs compared with 10- 2 cm/s for the Raleigh 
number term; the mass transfer near its surface therefore resembles that for a 
sphere in a more or less stagnant medium. Larger diameters due to floes, films, 
etc., lead to greater relative contributions from the second term. 

8.3.2 Estimation of Dispersed Phase Interfacial Area and Holdup 

Having evaluated k1 from the appropriate previous formulas, we still must deter
mine the interfacial areA a' per unit volume. The value of a' can be estimated 
from sparger orifice diameter, overall reactor information, or photographic data, 
among other means. If bubble residence time in the reactor is tb, volumetric flow 
rate per orifice is F 0 , and total number of (equal) orifices is n, then the interfacial 
area per unit volume a' (neglecting coalescence and change of D with hydrostatic 
head or absorption) is given by 

, nD2 11F0 th 6 
a =--- 11F t -=---

volume O 
h nD3/ 6 V D (8.39) 

In the following discussion, then, we consider the factors which appear on 
the right-hand side of Eq. (8.39). In particular, we will examine in detail the 
physical processes which determine bubble size. Based on these, we will explore 
the feasibility of predicting bubble size as a function of operating conditions, 
contactor design, and fluid properties. While introduced here in the context of 
rising bubbles and bubble swarms, many of the concepts described are also cen
tral in determining transport properties in vessels with mechanical agitation. 

There are three main factors which interact to determine the size of bubbles 
in bioreactors (similar comments apply also to dispersion of a sparingly soluble 
second liquid phase). These are bubble formation, bubble breakup, and bubble 
coalescence. Bubble formation is dictated by instabilities in the gas stream enter
ing the liquid phase which result in this stream breaking into discrete bubbles 
rather than flowing through the vessel as a continuous stream. Bubble breakup 
depends on the competition between surface tension, which stabilizes the bubble, 
and local fluid forces, which tend to tear the bubble apart. 

The probability of bubble cbalescence depends on the properties of the gas
liquid interface. In the predomlttantly aqueous mixtures commonly encountered 
in bioprocessing, coalescence properties are determined primarily by liquid phase 
solutes such as fatty acids, polyalcohols, electrolytes, and ketones. Addition of 
these components suppresses coalescence. In subsequent discussions, it will be 
useful to consider two limiting cases: coalescing dispersions (e.g., air- pure water) 
and noncoalescing dispersions (e.g., air- water with electrolyte). 

, .. 
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f bubble formation as gas flows at volu-
Let us first consider the process o .fi f d1·ameter d The diameter of the 

h h single on ce o · . • A 1 metric flow rate F o t ro~g a Two regimes can be tdenttfied. t. ow 
initially formed bubble will be denoted .Do. t the orifice The simplest analysis of 
gas flow rates, bubbles form one at a ttme/ bubble ieaving an orifice. Bubble 

. . d a force balance 1or a . · 
this situation 1s base on f ( Dl !1p g)/6 equa1s the restrammg 
departure occurs when the buoyant orce 7r o 

force xud: 

g !1p D~ = 6 
ad 

(8.40) 

· ummarized in Ref. [21 J. f 
More elaborated theones are s h . transition from departure o 

. . fl te F* t ere 1s a ' fi At some cnttcal gas ow ra o, f a gas J·et at the on ce. 
h ifice to appearance o II 

single gas bubbles from t e or 'bl but this critical gas flow rate fa s 
Precise predictions are not presently poss1 e, 
in the range indicated by 

J-2 2 dJ u J: 3/ ·) ~ ~ Ft; ;s; 20.4 - (cm s 
16pll Pt g 

(8.41) 

* . itial bubble formation occurs by breakup of 
At gas flow rates greater than F o, •~ r Based on stability theory developed 

• b'l't of the mter1ace. . 
1 

· 
the gas jet due to msta I I y d' t for gas jet breakup m ammar 
first by Rayleigh, the expected bubble tame er 

liquid flow is approximately (8 42) 

Do ,.. d( 12x/0.485)113 = 4.2?d . 

provided [21] 

(8.43) 

. fi d d bioprocess conditions. 
This inequalit~ is ~suall! sat1s e u: ~r uid viscosity rather than bubble surface 

For spargmg mto viscous broth '. q b bble formation. Where the 
. d · ant resistance to new u • · 

tension provides the pre o1!'m f b bble to sparger orifice diameter, (D/d), ts given 
bubbles are formed, the ratio o u 
by 

(D) I ~~ d = 3.23 Recio.1 Frg.2 

where the orifice Reynolds and 
(8.46): 

Froude numbers arc given by Eqs. (8.45) and 

4pJ~ 
Reo = --d-

1rµ1 

(F~)l 
Fro = ds·g 

(8.45) 

(8.46) 
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ln some circumstances, the bubbles fo d . . . 
smaller than those formed at the g d. .~n m th~ gas-hqutd dispersion are 
bility of bubbles under the forces a a\ :tri u~or. This occurs because of insta
uous phase. For a dispersed Ii uid pp ie on t 7 bubble~ by the moving contin
maximum size of dispersed- iase ~~ gas phase m ~ continuous liquid phase, the 
agitated configurations is du: to a b al metersf for e1t_her freely rising (falling) or 

a ance o opposing forces: 

I. The dynamic pressure t (the sum of sheari 
tends to draw out the droplets. t h ng_and normal stress differences) 
smaller pieces; this subdivision ~~ o s apes ~h1ch eventually disintegrate into 

2. The surface-tension forces u/D or~;ss IS r~sted by the following two forces. 
spherical shape (minimum surf.a e part1c e tend to restore the droplet to 

3 . ce-energy configurat' ) 
. The viscous resistance of the dis ersed ion . 

to the term µ D - i C; - h p phase to deformation is proportional 
,1 v t / Pd, w ere subscript d · d. · property. m icates a dispersed-phase 

. _In ~as- liquid systems, term 3 will be ne r . . 
hquid- hquid contactors the last te h g ig1ble compared with term 2. ln 
of Example 9.2 indicates again th;;;\1/i!:e _relatively larger, but a later r~sult 
even for these all-liquid systems. s m term 2 appear to predommate 

The last two restoring forces diminish as D- P . . . 
Thus, at some critical diameter D th d . , where pis a positive number. 
countering resistances and rearrani~ the ;~~~1c pressure ~ill override the two 
At the critical diameter evidently th r ell u . e or dr_oplet mto smaller portions. 

' e •0 owing equahty holds: 

1111 ii+ 1112. µ,sD - •[;d]l /2 ... t 

where 1111 and 1112 are constants. 

(8.47) 

If the surface-tension forces are much more 
forces, as argued, then at the critical bubble size significant than the viscous 

or m, = t D, or D - 1111<1 
(1 C - t (8.48) 

Equation (8.48) states that the maximum stable . . ':. 
constant (1111) times surface tension divided b :ubble_ size is a dimensionless 
greater dynamic pressure, increasing! small by ynam~c pressure. Thus, with 

Theoretical relations or correlati~n er. ~bbles will be broken up. 
maximum stable bubble (or d ) . s descnb~ng the relationship between the 

1 
. rop size and Hutd and Ho . 

emp oy a dimensionless group based o th fi w properties typically 
number We is defined by n e orm of Eq. (8.48). The Weber 

D 
We = t -

(1 (8.49) 
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The critical Weber number We, is the value of We for D == D, which, according 
to Eq. (8.48), is a characteristic constant. Experiments for clean air- water systems 
and theoretical calculations indicate that We, is approximately unity (actually 

1.05). 
In order to calculate the maximum stable bubble size using these concepts, 

we need to determine a suitable value of the dynamic pressure -r for different flow 
situations. For freely rising bubbles, t is given by 

p,u: 
r = --

2 
(8.50) 

where u, is the bubble terminal velocity, given by Eq. (8.32) for spherical bubbles. 
In a complicated turbulent flow, estimation of the dynamic pressure is difficult. 
Turbulence is expected in bubble columns, for example, near aeration nozzles. 
Faced with this problem, we now consider some general concepts in turbulence 
which will be useful in several contexts which follow. 

In the statistical theory of turbulence formulated by Kolmogorov and others, 
the turbulent flow field is regarded as a collection of superposed eddies or veloc
ity fluctuations characterized by their fluctuation frequency (or length scale) and 
magnitude. The largest vortex elements or primary eddies have the scale of the 
main flow. These largest eddies are unstable and disintegrate into smaller eddies 
which are unstable and disintegrate into still smaller eddies and so on. Kinetic 
energy flows through this cascade from largest eddies to the smallest eddies until 
ultimately this energy is dissipated as heat. As the energy is transferred through 
this cascade, the directional character of the primary eddies, which depends 
on the geometry of the vessel, entering jets, mixers, and the like, decays. Kol
mogorov's theory asserts that the smaller eddies are statistically independent of 
the primary eddies and are locally isotropic (spatially uniform). The smallest 
vortices which dissipate the turbulence energy have length scale ).0 given by 

(8.51) 

where P/ V, is the power input per unit volume. 
In examining the effects of turbulence, we commonly use time-averaged 

quantities. The rms velocity u,m• = ( u2(t)) 112 (( ) denotes time averaging over 
the instantaneous velocity fluctuations) reflects the typical average magnitude of 
the local velocity variations. For length scales I much smaller than the scale of 
the primary eddies and much greater than ).0 , the rms velocity of vortices with 

characteristic size I is given by 

I (p)t/3( / )t/3 
u,m, =- Gt - -

cddlc, or,cDlcl V, P1 
(8.52) 

where ot is a constant. 
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Returning now to a suitable choice of dynamic pressure for use in the Weber 
number in turbulent flows, we can use 

T == P ,(utms l•ddics or) 
2 

•c-aleD~ 
(8.53) 

since this gives a measure of the turbulent shear stress which acts on a bubble of 
size D,. Combining Eqs. (8.49), (8.52), and (8.53), we obtain 

(10.6 
D-' 

, - ~(-:-p=-'/-:-V.:"".",):--;;o;-:,4,P-;;? ---.·2 (8.54) 

where a' is a constant. Thus, the maximum stable bubble size is reduced if the 
power dissipation per unit volume is increased. 

It is significant that, according to the theory of isotropic turbulence, the 
power input per unit volume is a key parameter in determining the scales of 
eddies obtained and the intensity of turbulent velocity fluctuations of length 
scales comparable to bubble and drop sizes. Local isotropic turbulence is an 
idealized situation not always obtained in practice; however, it is important to 
remember this physical view of the mechanism by which energy input to a pro
cess in the form of gas compression or mechanical agitation is ultimately trans
mitted to bubbles, drops, floes, and mycelial pellets. Furthermore, Eqs. (8.52) and 
(8.54) above prepare us well to expect important effects of P/ V, on mass transfer 
coefficients in sparged towers and agitated tanks. Another important aspect of 
this theory deserves special emphasis: what matters is the local energy dissipated 
per unit volume, regardless of the means by which that energy is delivered to the 
mixture (for example injection of compressed gas versus mechanical mixing, one 
impeller or two, etc.). Again, this is an idealization, but it is one that is consistent 
with experimental observations in some cases. 

Having considered coalescence, bubble formation, and bubble breakup 
separately, let us now examine the different possible outcomes of interaction of 
these processes in a sparged column. First we shall suppose that bubble (or 
droplet) coalescence is slow in the two-phase dispersion considered. If the initial 
bubble diameter D0 is less than the maximum stable bubble diameter D, eval
uated under conditions of greatest dynamic pressure (typically in the region of 
bubble formation in a sparged column), the characteristic bubble diameter is D

0 (Table 8.3). If D0 exceeds this maximum stable diameter, bubble breakup tending 
toward a characteristic diameter equal to Dc is expected. 

On the other hand, if coalescence occurs rapidly, bubbles initially formed will 
coalesce and grow in size until they exceed the maximum stable bubble size after 
which breakup occurs. ln this case, except in the region of the Sparger, the initial 
bubble size D0 has little influence on bubble size in the vessel. Remembering that 
turbulent velocity fluctuations generally vary from point to point in the vessel so 
that Dc does also, the coalescing system is characterized by a tendency at each 
point toward local coalescence-breakup equilibrium with characteristic bubble 
size given by D,. 

TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN BIOPROCESS SYSTEMS 

Table 8.3 Characteristic bubble dia~eter D de
pends on bubble coalescence properties and on 
the relationship between bubble diameter at for
mation (Do) and the maximum stable bubble 
diameter (D,) 

Condition Noncoalescing 

D0 < D, D~ Do 

0 0 > D, D ~ D,l•P•••" 
(1tlrrcrl 

Coalescing 

Transition toward 
dispersion equilibrium 

D~D,I 
local 
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. . . lications for equipment design. In a 
These observations have 'n:1P~rtant ~mp as dispersion is most efficiently ex• 

noncoalescing sy~tem, ~n~r.gy i1
~:at;

0
~

0
:ti~n and dispersion. Uniform dissipa

pended at the pomt _of im~1al . u e when coalescence is important. These facts 
lion or energy for d1spers1on is best_ . d application of many alternative 
have motivated i~v~ntion, charac!er1z~~;~i:r~actors as we shall see in Chap. 9. 
contacting and mtxmg configuration\ t' ones may be at present the most 
These points and other related qua ita d~e discussion of mechanisms. In fact, 
practically useful re~~lts _from the prec;s J~~rbulence properties, and gas/ liquid 
spatial inho~ogene1t1es m flo~ pa~t~~ ~ost situations that quantitative predic
volume fractions are ~o. complicate I el lions to obtain useful numbers. 
tion is difficult, requmng reco~rse to_ corr a ver we now should be alert to 
Armed with the physical. insight Ju;t ~ame1 ~;;e ap~lying them. A correlation 
check the basis for vanous c_orre at1ons d \ence coalescing system, will likely 
based on data from a clean air- water, :~ . a relatively noncoalescent twohave little relevance for a process con ammg 

phase mixture. . E (B 39) which determine interfacial area 
Re.turning no~ to the ~~~~~r:h~n butble. residence time tb . This ti~e may be 

per umt volume a • we con . l ·1 . tegrated over the reactor height Ii, estimated from the bubble nse ve oc1 y m 

r- --~ I hr dz ~ ~ (8.55) 
b - o ub(z) u, 

. . he ri ht-hand side the bubble rise veloc-where in the approximate expression on t_ I g locity For isolated small bubbles 
ity has been taken to be the bubble ~ermm~o~~ iv~n in Eq. (8.32) can be used. 
at small Reynolds numbers_thl term1~al ;; bu[b!s (diameter D) in Newtonian 
In the case of _largl e~ sph~:~~y-ct~ b~ ~~ed in these calculations is fluids, the termma me ve 

u = 0.11 l(gD)112 = 22.26.jD cm/s (8.56) 1 

1 ion of the characteristic bubble rise 
For bubble c!ouds 

0
~ swarn:1\~al~u a~ubbles influence each other's motion velocity is more d1fficult, smce ne1g ormg 
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and sinc1: hubbl1: coall!scence and breakup may occur. As ,l crude approxi111a11on, 
comp,1riso11 of Fqs. (8.JJ} and (8.35) suggcsls 1lnt1 for i<fon1ical Sc and Sh. 

[ 
111 ( bubbk cloud)}' ·1 __ O.J I 

IUO( 111 Ml< \J I M,lNI l J(IM, l 11M>,\,\JI r-,:·t,\J S 

11, (single bubble) 0.39 (8.57} 
M) Ill.It 

Any real disp1:rsion will generally contain a dislribulion of bubble -;izes. Thi!-. 
rai!>es the ques1ion of suitable definition of a characteristic or mean sile. The 
value of D for h11.. (8.35) lo (8.38) is the surface-averaged. or Sauler mean bubble diameter /)",,: 

11, (bubble cloud) ~ 0.5011, (single bubble) 
(8.58) 

'111 -/J·J I) .,. L J .t 

"" ' !)_' L. lllj j ( li.59) 

where 111, is the number of huhblcs of di.imeter /Jj. 

The qua111ity 11/- 0 11, in Fq. (8.39) is the 101;11 bubble volume 111 the reaclor. 
The hubhle volume per re;1c1or volume is known <1s the holdup ll ( volum1: gas 
per volume re;1c1or). If !he holdup value is av;1ilable from olher lahon11ory. plan(. 
or literalure correlations ( Example 8.1 ). it is used directly in 

6 
(I ~ J-1 

/) ( 8.60) 

When writing mas, balances on lhe liquid pha-;e volume only, it was con,·e
nient to define an interfocial area per liquid ro/111111:, a'. as in Fqs. (8.14) .ind 
(8.15). A second common quantity is a, lhe interfacial area p1:r (liquid t ga'>) 
rnlume. The~e lwo inlcrfocial mea<;un:s arc relakd lhrough the holdup/-/: 

a'( I 

Thus. in using correlations for mass transfer, care mu~, he la~cn 10 note whelher 
the original n.:ferent.:1: calculated k

1
a or k,a'. 

/-/) .:, " 
(X.61) 

/Jul,/,/, · , ,1/r,11111 1 

I\ here llo 

G.1 

I r 

llt•ntl no. ,1d,!1,, n 
C ,;1hko 110. ,1,/; 11/ 
I roude lh>. 11,, , q,I, 

g,1, .,11p,:rfiu1l I do~Hy 
h>l\,:r (ranl-) d1.1111e1.:r 

IS i I r, 

' M Ch:r~r:l\:r1·1}. S. lkgtun. If D. !-,ini;h, J. N. Baru;1h. and M. S. l~rnt!ar. //win h. !Ju•, 11,1. S111111 .• -' 1/,l, l'171 

1'111 'lOl\11 N,\ IN 11101'1!0( r-;s S\ STI l\1S 1 IU'-Sl'Olt I 

11,,ldup inlenor lo drart tulle (spari;cd): l.11/,,muror t ·" 11/,• 'l'"•li/1 < olu11111t 

7l3 
l'n,oli ~ t 1.(,1 7-1 I : ]io "u" "" 

l-loldup 111 :1111111111, 

II, I 
7-12 

I 21 x 10 ' 79.1 
(I l O J. 'i -' inl 1 1 .\ti 

1
1 It "" 1r, I 

r, .·l,.urn 

J i.,ldup ,thovc haflk · 

u, 7.5 X 10 .IU1l • H 

r ot:tl cohnnn holdup 

II O 00,u" "" 

wl11:rc ,,, 

/t11 0 

hqmd \lst.:o,it} ;11 <.olumn h:mpcralurc (d:) 
.· , .,·t\' .11 column 1cmpera1un: (d l \\,tier vi,c,' . · 

" 
Ir 

·l ._un 

gas-liquid surfow ten,1011 (dyne <.:Ill) 

,uperlidal ga, ,docltv (un ,j . . , 

cro,,-,ccuon,11 are;1 of ,lrafl lu l>c (<.~n • 
cross se<.li,,n.tl area of a nnulus (<.ill") 

/ ,r/,,w,rron -" al,· ,,a, liJi ,-,./,,,1111' in drafl !Ube 

II, 
l 06511,, + u. 

void fra<.1 ion 

when: r,J is !he ,npcrlirntl g:,s vdo<.ll} Ill , r.1 . . 1 . fl iuhc am.I. usmg volumctri<. flow,. 

ga, llow raic 

J° gas t lu.iuid llow rate 

II {
P cm s 

257(, 0 41) i- .12 

,·, 0.-13 

, 0.43 

, ,ti,tmc·ler a: h<.:tt!hl 1, ,r Re; ,,,11111, ,/ 1,111,, 

II J'u II + 001~11,. 
II, V 

(-\ , /), 11) '' · 2x(0° 

,tnd I'"•,,"~ (")I ' 
14..J (Jon ll, 

l,1rRe ' l\ ,l>, 11 •' ' -~ ~ Ill' 

,tlHI 

II 

::! 1a1 
l1 H! 

... du 

11
' J" , II + 0.1115,r, 

' '(• o, 

_ (NJ),)" 1 

I .tJ5 x IO ' Re:' ' 
11 

1xr1 ~> 

(llfl1) 

(l<fl.-1 • 

. I . l M <.; l,c111,?,1r. /lior,, /r. lliu,·11,1 S111111. , ;\I. Cha~r:rvart} , S. lki;um. II D. Singh, J. N. llarr,1 ,. ,1111 

l 150, M ;i,s.idm,t:l h 111, 111111c of -l 
1

71. l 'J7 · . 1. I Scicnc:c and Nutriti, ,n. P· : R -1 11,tldi. Ph D. I hcs1, Ill ""' · 
, I I . l\hss 1971 

J cd 111olt1~ \'. ( ;1111 lftl [!c. ' · · .. I-' 1( --1--1.l (<158. 
1 ' . 11 . t .,ldcrh Ill k. '/ ram. I r/\1. ( /ic111. .1111 .• • • . 
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1110( lll ~II( Al. I '-;(;JNl.1 IHM, Fl 1Nf>AI\.II t-·IAJ S 

\\hen, ,1., . ''1 !111<:rfadal mca per un11 volume of hroth 
Re, tmpcllcr lk~110ltb munhcr 1,,y.f)i 11 r I ' ' " super ILt'.t ga~ vclod1y (cmply-rank hasis) 
u, huflhlc me ,cloc:i1y 

and N,. D,. I'. f'. t1 :m: a, in lhe tt:xt (sec ScL-. 8.4). 

h•r air tn water Rich· d .• d· .,r s ,tta ,:in he rcprcsc1Hcd t,y 

(I')". ' 
1. u' • 7.63// + :?.17 

where /' horscpol\cl' (hp) 
I t111gasscd h,111id volume. m 1 

u supcrlkial vclodry. m h 
11 1 (>fume •oid fra.:tion ( valid for o o:i r II • O.:?) 

8.4 FORCED CONVECTIVE MASS TRANSFER 

Vigorous mechanical mixing of air Ii uid d.. .· . . . 
economic rates of biomass increase q_ b. ,_spersrons Is often necessary to obtain 
t' Tl · , su str,tte consumption or d ,. 
•o~. le concerns of this section arc a,. . , : . . . , pro uct iorma-

vanablcs allowing estimation of m·1. ·t .ga'.; relat1on_sh1ps between appropriate 
imcrfaciaf area per appropriate vof~:e. r,tns er coelllc1ents k, and 'or " or a', the 

8.4.1 General Concepts and Key Dimensionless Groups 

!he functions served by mechanical a •itatio . ' , . 
mate) the inlluences of convection d;ivcn ~ ,1ug,men1 .<~md m some cases dom
plwscs: Y freely ns,ng or foiling dispersed 

I. The high dynamic pressure near the im die . . 
duce small bubbles t/1crcby ,· . p, I r lip or other mixer devices pro-

., ncreasmg a oc·ifly p ·d d 
bubble coalescence is not corr. . · d. 

1 
. • · rovr e that the rale of 

J 
cspon !Ilg Y mcre·1scd elscwl · I 

t lC rcsufl is an incrc:1scd v·lfue of th. I . '. . lcrc m t le vessel. 
., Tl 1· ' c vo umetnc avenge value lf , 

ic crmentalion fluid may contain ·1 . . • .· , . . ( ". 
pha~es which may tend to ri., r. If'. su,spcns1on of sol rd or other liquid 
. 1 sc or i.t 1n t 1c vci.scf Mech· · 1 . , 

Vil cs a more uniform volumetric di .•. · f ,.. . .1.nica mixmg pro-
hir hvdrocarbon disJJcrsions ,. _spetr~1on o t le~e phases m lhe bulk liquid. 

·. · · · • ,,, con ams a term proport · I 1 root ol the phase-density difference , . , i .l , , ion:t to t lC cube 
resufling small mass-transfer coeflict1:tro I ud __ [ rcc,tll l:q. (8.311~.J: _ 1hc 
fc,rmcntations is incre,1sed hJ agitation. r hydroc,1rbon-s11hstratc-hm1ted 

J. l·or gas huhblcs of given size in vi •orou ·I . . , 
significantly with . , · . g s Y ,lgll,lled vessels. k, docs not vary 
. po\\cr input since the refariv • ,, , fl · 1 . . 
mated hy density differences (WI . . I.. c ~••s or UI(. vcloi:uy is dom-

.. 1y is t Hs lruc !) The agllator turhulence. 

1 
J. W. Richards. /'roy. / 11,I. \11erobiol. J · l-ll. l%1. 
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howe\er, will decrease D and thus increase a' for a given holdup; note that 
this result will change the size of the bubbles and thus k1 through the in
llucncc of D. 

4. The maximum si1,e of loosely aggregated mycelia. microbial slimes. mold 
pellets. etc .. may be diminished by agitation. thus maint.t ining a smaller 
microbial Thiele modulus (Sec. 4.4) and aguin rendering the vessel more 
uniformly mixed with respect to the liquid phase. Exumpfcs of decreased 
yields of desired products have been reported at relatively high agitation 
rates; these may be due lo cellular or extracellular enzyme damage, mixing 
interference with morphological development and differentiation. etc. 

5. The liquid-cell suspension may be so viscous that only mcclrnnical agilation 
provides any degree of bulk-liquid mixing (considered further in Sec. 8.8). 

In forced convection, the action of the applied mechanical work produces some 
characteristic velocity against which other motions can be scaled. For impeller 
agitation, two scales exist : therms lluid velocity fluctuation 11,111, . and the impeller 
tip velocity 11,. which is proportional to N;D;, where N; is the impeller rotation 
rate in revolutions per unit lime, and D; is the impeller diameter. 

Reduction of the forced-convection balances for total mass, species, and 
momentum produces the following dimensionless groups using 11,,11, as the char
acteristic velocity: 

kD 
Sherwood number = Sh = .1 

:f:o: 

Schmidt number = Sc = 11,/p,:.1-<h 

Reynolds number = Re= p1D11,n1J J11 

Froude number = Fr = 11;mJUD 

(8.62a) 

(8.62/,) 

(8.62c) 

(8.62t/) 

Alternately. in stirred systems, the characteristic dimension may be t.iken ;ts 
the impeller diameter D; , and the reference velocity is N ;D;. The subscripts i 
remind us that the scaling is to the impeller rather than the gas. liquid. or solid 
particles present in the dispersion, In this case, the appropriate Reynolds and 
Froudc numbers arc given by 

and F 
NfD; 

r; = 
!I 

(8.63) 

The Froudc number has received other definitions. For mass transfer into a 
suspension of "neutrally buoyant .. particles, the following relationship has hecn 
suggested: 

F 
N fDf 

r, -. uL (8 .64) 

where L is the reactor height. As the Froudc number represents 1hc conlribution 
of free-surface dynamics vs. mechanical mixing, the distance of the surface from 
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the tank bottom could logically enter in i d . . 
refers to the mixing of two ph ~s escnpt1on: When the stirred volume 
sities, e.g., hydrocarbon droplet:s~s _(continuous and dispersed) of different den
modified Froude number may ber:s:iu~~ous phases, the following definition of a 

pN2D2 
Frlwophosc = ----;---1-_J_ 

apgL (8.65) 

It is clear that close attention should b "d 
the definitions of the groups in vol de_ p~~ to both the form of correlations and 
never be used or cited without v; I m iteratur~ ~eports; a correlation should 

care,u group defimt1ons. 

8.4d.2 Correl~tions for Mass-Transfer Coefficients 
an Interfac1al Area 

The mass-transfer coefficient of gases de d 
the liquid film near the bubble· th· . pen_ s larg_ely on the hydrodynamics of 
. • is m turn is dominated b th 

t1on buoyancy forces and the turbulent R y e_ natural convec-
bubble residence time· thus correlations i eynold~ _number during most of the 
associated with the R~ynolds numb f oEr freely nsmg bubbles are most usefully 

. er o q. (8.62c). 
. !n sufficiently large reactors fitted with baffi . . .. 

wrthm the continuous phase (Ch 9) h . es lo max1m1ze m1xmg rates 
(Froude number) becomes unimpor;P· t F t e mlluence of free-surface effects 
cant in bench-scale bioreactors butanth: ree-s~brfa~e gas exchange can be signifi-

' 1s contn utron fade t · · 'fi 
reactor scale increases. In the absenc f h . s o ms1gm cancc as 
less solutions for the velocity and e o sue_ surface mlluences, the dimension

concentration fields yield 

c "" f (i, Re, Sc, Sh) 

so that the dependence of the Sherwood number is 

Sh 
k1D 

"= - = g(Re, Sc) 
.@o, 

Data of Calderbank's (11] give the correlation 

Sh (turbulent aeration) = 0.13 Scl!3Re3t4 

In terms of power input per unit reactor volume . . 
show that the variation of k,(Sh) with PJV is ' usmg relation 

Sh et: -(p)lf4 
V 

Thus 

k, ... 0.13 I s - 2(3 
(

rxJµ (P'/V))1;4 
p,D C 

(8.66) 

(8.67) 

(8.52) we can 

'· ' 

(8.68) 

(8.69) 
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Once turbulence has been achieved, so that the previous equation applies, the 
specific increase in k1 with P diminishes rapidly, as is seen by evaluation of 

I dk1 

k, dP = 4P (8.70) 

From the previous discussion of bubble breakup, we expect to be able to 
correlate the maximum stable bubble diameter De as a function of u and the 
variables dominating dynamic stress. Since this value is closely related to the 
characteristic actual bubble diameter D,,,. in many cases, it is not surprising that 
correlations for D.,,. have a similar form. The inclusion of additional terms 
depending on the gas holdup Hand dispersed phase viscosity µ4 in these correla
tions indicate important but not dominant contributions from other processes. 
The earlier caveat about comparing coalescence properties in the correlation 
basis experiment and the system of interest stands also in connection with the 
correlations in Example 8.2. 

Example 8.2 Correlations for maximum (D,) or Sauter mean (D,.,) bubble or droplcl diameters 
For freely rising bubbles, experimental valucs1 arc 

( 

(1 )1,2 
D, - 1.452 x 10· 2 IJ.p cm (8E2.I) 

For agitated vessels, on a power-per-unit-volume basis we !isl the results or several experiments: 

Experiment I /iquitl-liquid:1 

u0.6 (µ )o.U 
D,., .,. 0.224 pf 2(P/ V)o 4 H

0
· ' ;, 

(8E2.2) 

Experiment 2 gas- liquid clectro/y1e: 1 

110 .6 (µ )o.n 
D.,., • 2.25 pf l(P/ V)o.4 Ho 4 ;, (8E2.3) 

Experiment 3 gas in alcohol solutions.-, 

(8E2.4) 

For gases in viscous liquids,• 

D - 0.1---
1 (10 6 (µ )0,1 

,., (P/ V)o4pr·2 µ, 
(8E2.5) 

t S. Hu and R. C. Kintner, "The Fall of Single Liquid Drops Through Water," A/ChE J., 1: 42, 
1955. 

1 P. H. Calderbank, Trans. Inst. Chem. Eng., 36: 443, 1958. 
! J. A. McDonough, W. J. Tomme, and C. D. Holland, "Formulation of lnterfacial Areas in 

Immiscible Liquids by Orifice Mixerst AIChE J., 6 : 615, 1960. 
1 S. M. Bhavaraju, T. W. F. Russell, and H. W. Blanch, " Design or Gas Sparged Devices for 
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For agilatcd vessels, impeller variables [26] 

for (8E2.6) 

D, ( er )o.6 D = (cons!) - 1- 3-, N1D1 p1 
(8E2.7) 

For lurbulcnt pipe flow [I I] 

(8E2.8J 

where 

Weptp, !!!I (--u--)-1 and Re • Dptp,u,,.,/l, 
/l,(112)Dpto, oto, µ, (8E2.9) 

For flow through an orifice in pipe flow (measured one fool downstream)' 

D010, {D0,,,,.,)l.13 
D ~ 21. - - H0-121we- o 722R - o 06 S D

010
, olpc c,,,, (8E2. IO) 

where ~cplp, and Re.1,, arc as in Eq. (8E2.9). 
Given D, or D,,. and lhc holdup JI, the value of a . . I I· 

si1uations like 1hosc applying 10 mosl of the . 15 ca cu alcd from Eq. (8.60). For complc• 
macroscopic contacto ·1 t' · F' 

measured directly or obtained from correlation i . ·1 r s, ua ions m ,g. 8.2, H must be 
of such correlations was given in Example 8. I. s or s1m1 ar configurations. A represenlative sampling 

8.5 OVERALL k1a' ESTIMATES AND 
POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR 
SPARGED AND AGITATED VESSELS 

In this section we summarize different experimental findings on the volum t . 
;a~s transfc~ coefficient k,a'. Experimental results are often reported in this ~;; 

~cause of _lack of knowledge of a' directly. Also, in some cases this combined 
pa~ameter is ~sed. to ac~ount for other effects such as long residence times of 
small bubbles m highly viscous fermentations. These bubbles become depleted of 

d
oxygen_ and therefore contribute little to oxygen transfer Thus an optical! 
etermtncd a' value may n t h · · · ' y . . o represent t e mterfacial area per unit volume of 

oxygen-contammg bubbles. 

, We hav~ already_ noted _that increasing power input can reduce bubble size 
~nd th_ereby increase mterfac1al area. Here, we cite methods for calculatin ower 
mput 10 terms of the. gas sparging and agitation parameters. Also, we ;o~sider 
the common case of simultaneous gas sparging and mechanical agitation. 

t J. A. McDonough, W. J. Tomme and C D H II d "F . 
Immiscible Liquids by Orifice Mixers," AIC/1E i., 6: 61~, ~;60, ormulallon of lntcrfacial Areas in 
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Many studies of gas-liquid mass transfer in low viscosity fluids in agitated 
vessels have been reviewed by Van't Riet [9]. Results or many experiments in 
many different vessels with different mixer configurations are all fit within 20 to 
40 percent by the relationships 

Stirred vessel, water, coalescing: 

(V ~ 2600L; 500 < P/ V < 10,000 W/m2
) 

Stirred vessel, water, 11oncoalesc:i11g: 

k
1
a ,o: 2.0 x 10· 3(~)°_.7(u91)

0
·
2(s- 1

) 

(2 < V < 4400L; 500 < P/ V < 10,000 W/m
2

) 

(8.71 ) 

(8.72) 

Here 11
9
, is the superficial gas velocity which is equal to the gas feed volumetric 

flow rate divided by vessel cross section area times the gas holdup. The ranges of 
vessel volumes and volumetric power input considered in obtaining these correla• 
tions is indicated with each. 

It is significant to note that, consistent with the concepts of turbulence dis
cussed earlier, these correlations have been applied (within the indicated 20 to 40 
percent) regardless of the type of stirrer (turbines, paddles, propellers, rods, self
inducing agitators) and the number of stirrers. Stirrer position also seems to be 
immaterial unless the stirrer is close to the bottom of the vessel (less than the 
stirrer diameter), which decreases dissipated power, or close to the surface, which 
results in air entrainment and lower power consumption. 

Similar examination of mass transfer data from bubble columns shows: 

Bubble column, water, coalesci11y: 

k1a = 0.32(u9,)°·' (8.73) 

If noncoalescing conditions exist in a bubble column, no general correlation can 
be presented since spargcr construction influences k1a'. 

As indications of the other types of correlations which have been proposed, 
and because " priori determination of power consumption or gas superficial 
velocity may not be simple, we summarize next several additional correlations. 
For gas transfer in a bubble coturrin, Akita and Yoshida [12) reported 

k (ad2
) · ' ~ = 0.6(Sc)' '2Boo.62Gao.l1H1.1 (8.74) 

where the Bond number (Bo E t1dff') <1) and Galileo number (Ga == gd;/111) arc 
referred to the tower diameter d,. This equation is found accurate ford, ~ 60 cm, 
and also useful if, for d, > 60 cm (0.6 m), the value of 0.6 m for d1 is used in Eq. 
(8.74). 
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490 BIOCHEMICAL ENGINE[RING FUNDAMENTALS 

In the same spirit, the volumetric mass transfer coefficient, k1a, for an airlift 
column is given by Bello ct al. [13] as Eq. (8. 75) 

. 0.0005·(P/ V)0
·
8 

k,a .., ---"-----=-- (8.75) 
(I + A4'A,) 

where Ai A, • ratio of areas of downcomer and riser sections and P/ V -
aeration power input/volume. This correlation is useful, but hides the fact that 
mass transfer, holdup, etc., are not the same in the riser headspace and down
comer portions of the air lift equipment. 

All correlations have a limited range of applicability. For example, the strong 
dependence of k1a' on P/ V indicated in Eq. (8.75) vanishes at sufficiently small 
P/ V values (P/ V < I) since bubble fluid dynamics are here dominated by natural 
convection driven by bouyancy. 

A motionless mixer may be used to subdivide and remix repeatedly the liquid 
phase, as well as to maintain the upward bubble flow and reduce or eliminate 
large bubbles or air "slugs." Wang and Fan [14] suggest the volumetric mass
transfer correlation 

(8.76) 

where tt9 , 111 arc gas and liquid superficial velocities (cm/s). 
A potential shortcoming of using any correlation is the frequent implicit 

assumption of uniformity of power dissipation and/or k1a' in the contactor in 
which data underlying the correlation was taken or in the vessel to be designed 
or analyzed. As an indication of potential difficulties in this connection, consider 
the variations in mean flow velocities measured in a standard agitated, balled 
tank. The lines in Fig. 8.6 indicate circulation patterns and the numbers give 
local average velocities as a fraction of the impeller tip velocity. 

Several studies of sparged column contactors vividly illustrate important 
spatial variations in k1a'. Figure 8.7 shows experimental measurements of dis
solved oxygen axial profiles in a bubble column and in a three phase fluidized 
bed containing particles of diameter 0.1 cm. In both cases, there is an entry zone 
near the sparger in which oxygen transfer rates are relatively large and a later 
zone of much smaller transfer rates. This may be due to a transition from bubble 
sizes dominated by sparger conditions to bubble sizes dictated by coalescence
breakup equilibrium. Other indicated points in Fig. 8.7 are calculated from a 
mathematical model which assumes plug flow of gas through the column through 
two zones with different volumetric mass-transfer coefficients for each zone. The 
interface between the two zones was estimated to be around 33 cm above the 
sparger. Decreasing k,a' values over the first 27.6 cm above the sparger, then 
constant k,a' were successfully employed in another model for a different bubble 
column contactor. 

A clear pitfall exists here for scale-up. The entry region identified above will 
contribute significantly in small laboratory systems but will constitute only a 
small fraction of the vessel volume in a tall, large-scale column. 
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Fi11urc 8.6 Average now velocilics (as 
fraction of impeller tip speed • 
5.2 ft/s) and circulation patterns in 
water in a 12." high tank stirred a t 
200 rpm. ( W. l .. McCabe anti J. C. 
Smii/1, U11it Opera/ions i11 Chem. Eng., 
3d L'tl, /976, p. 234, J.frGruw-Hi/1, New 

Ylirk .J 

Next we consider calculation of power requirements to achieve desired gas 
sparging and mechanical agitation rates. Our emphasis here is on important 
overall concepts and trends; more detailed treatments considering energy losses 
in process equipment components are available in the references. For gas sparg
ing into a column, the power used in compression to sparge a gas volumetric 
flow rate F 0 , at pressure Pi, is 

(8.77) 

where p
2 

is the pressure at the top of the vessel and 110 is the gas velocity at 
sparger orifice. The fraction of gas kinetic energy transferred to the liquid, a, is 

typically about 0.06. 
The power consumption for stirring nonaerated fluids depends upon fluid 

properties p1 and µ1, the stirrer rotation rate N1 and diameter D1, and the drag 
coefficient of the impeller C 0 ,. The latter is expected to vary with impeller 
Reynolds number in a different manner for each flow regime: laminar, transition, 
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In the turbulent regime. tlw power input is independent of Re,. 

/',,,, con st 
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/' 'f ,\'lf>;' or ' I 
I,,., t Re, 

(8.78) 

The proportion,llit}' cons!,11t1 in each ca•,c di.!pcnd!. on the 11npdlcr gcoml.!!ry. I! is 
interesting !o note the -;trong similarity hctween this figure ,tnd the plot of the 
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494 BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS 

When the agitated vessel is simultaneously aerated, the power requirements 
for agitation decrease. The ratio of power requirements in aerated vs. nonaerated 
vessels, P JP vs. a dimensionless aeration rate Na 

N = _!__,_ 
a N,Df (8.79) 

(where F9 is volumetric gas rate) has been correlated, as shown in Fig. 8.9. 
Except for the most rapidly changing part of the curve, these forms can be 

fitted to 

PaCNa) - Pa(N,. = oo) - N 
-=.;._.::.:..,._....::..;:__::.__~ = e m • (8.80) 

P-Pa(N,.=oo) 

where m = const. An alternative form which is also useful in turbulent aeration of 
non-Newtonian fluids is due to Michel and Miller (28]: 

(8.81) 

where m' = const. In both the above correlations, P is the nonaerated power 
input of the earlier chapter formulas. 

From the relations of the previous paragraph, at constant N, and D1, the 
power input diminishes with increased N,., that is, increased air flow F

9
• This 

effect appears partially due to the decrease in average density of the fluid being 
agitated. Uniformity of bulk mixing diminishes with increasing N,.. 

In several bioreactor designs, mixing is provided by injection of a liquid 
jet into the vessel. In this case the power dissipation may be estimated from (see 
Ref. 29) 

where DJ is the jet diameter. 

0 __ _._ __ .,__ _ _._ __ ,..__....L _ __, 

0 2 4 6 8 lO 12 

/11
0 

X 10? 

(8.82) 

': . 

Figure 8.9 Ratio of power require
ment for aerated vs. nonaerated sys
tems as a function of N. (see text): A, 
flat blade turbine (8 blades); B, vaned 
disc (8 vanes); C, vaned disc (6 vanes); 
D, vaned disc (16 vanes); £, vaned 
disc (4 vanes); F, paddle. ( Reprinted 
by permission from Y. Ohyama and K. 
Endoh, "Poll'er Characteristics of Gas
Liquid Contacting Mi.rer.s," Chem. 
Eng., Japan, vol. /9, p. 2, 1955.} 
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8.6 MASS TRANSFER ACROSS FREE SURFACES 

Gas transfer through gas-liquid free surfaces (Fig. 8.10) plays a major role in 
oxygen supply and CO1 removal from animal cell _cultur~s. Surface mass ~rans~er 
is also important in shake flask and small-scale sttrred b1oreactors for microbial 
cultivations. Transport across free liquid surfaces is essenti~I for stream re~e_ra
tion and respiration of aerobic life near the sea surface and m lake commumt1es. 
Free-surface mass transfer is also important in many industrial microbial pro
cesses employing trickle-bed reactors, e.g., wine-vinegar manufacture and 
wastewater treatment. In the former cases, the depth of oxygen transfer depends 
on the scale of eddy motions near the liquid surface. Mass transfer into or out ~f 
falling-liquid films has been studied frequently, though not often under condi
tions appropriate to microbial processes. This circumsta~ce is_co~sidered firs~. 

The area-integrated absorption rate for a falling lammar hqutd film of thick
ness /1, length L, and width W and with zero initial concentration of dissolved gas 
is given by 

Integrated absorption rate (moles/unit time) = W Lcr( 4!!.d~~mu) 
112 

(8.83) 

1 u .. ,, - o ____./ ~= ~ =-7 

Flow 
~ 

(a) Quiescenl surface (shit lake) 

No enlramment 

0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 O 0 
oooo no oO 

Wilh , o rlex enuainment 

(/,) Stirr•tl ,esscls 

Well mixed bulk 

mww(l?l//?)~ 
~;t~~a;";J';~= J/4 

ld) Turbulent stream now 

Atlherenl microbial film ~ 

k) Falling film 

Flow 

= 

Figure 8.10 Free surface operation configurations: (a) quiescent surface, (/,) stirred vessels, (c) fa lling 

film, (d) turbulent stream flow. 
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~he~ the agitated vessel _is simultaneously aerated, the power requiremen 
~~:s:f ~t~1./0Pn decread~e. Th~ ratio of po~er requirements in aerated vs. nonaerate~ 

, vs. a 1mens1onless aeration rate N 
0 

N = _!_,_ 
0 N,Df (8.79) 

(where F11 is volumetric gas ~ate) has been correlated, as shown in Fig. 8.9. 

ft d
Except for the most rapidly changing part of the curve these forms can be 

lie to ' 

Po(N0 ) - Po(N,, = oo) 
= e - mNo (8 P - Po(N,, = <YJ) .80) 

wher~ m = c?nst. ~n a!ternative form which is also useful in turbulent aeration of 
non- ewtoman fluids 1s due to Michel and Miller (28]: 

F~-56 m No.s6 
a 

(8.8 I) 
P,, = m'(P

2 

N,Df)
0
·
45 

== ,(P2(N,D/)°-44)0.4s 

:,vhere mf , = con~t. In both the above correlations, p is the nonaerated power 
input o the earher chapter formulas. 

Fr~m the .rel.at_ions of. the previous paragraph, at constant N, and D the 
power mput d1m1mshes with increased N , that is increased air flow p ''Th' 
effect appears partially d t th d o ' g• is 

. . . ue o e ecrease in average density of the fluid b · 
agitated. Umforn:iity of bulk ~ixing d!tt:iinishes with increasing N,,. emg 
. t . In s~veral btoreact?r designs, m1xmg is provided by injection of a liquid 
:e/"d;) t e vessel. In this case the power dissipation may be estimated from (see 

where D1 is the jet diameter. 

0 0::---:--~--L.--L _ _j_ _ _J 
~ 4 6 8 10 11 

N, X 102 

(8.82) 

Figure 8.9 Ratio of power require
ment for aerated vs. nonaerated sy,. 
tems as a function of N. (see text):· A, 
fl~t blade turbine (8 blades); 8, vaned 
disc (8 vane~); C, vaned disc (6 vanes); 
/J_, vaned disc (16 vanes); E, vaned 
disc (4 vanes); F, paddle. ( R,•primed 
by permissio11 from Y. Ohruma and K. 
Endoh, "Poll'er Characteristics of Gus
Liq11id Con1ac1ing Mixers," Chem. 
Eng., Japan, vol. 19, p. 2, 1955.) 
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8.6 MASS TRANSFER ACROSS FREE SURF ACES 

Gas transfer through gas-liquid free surfaces (Fig. 8.10) plays a major role in 
oxygen supply and CO2 removal from animal cell cultures. Surface mass transfer 
is also important in shake flask and small-scale stirred bioreactors for microbial 
cultivations. Transport across free liquid surfaces is essential for stream reaera
tion and respiration of aerobic life near the sea surface and in lake communities. 
Free-surface mass transfer is also important in many industrial microbial pro• 
cesses employing trickle-bed reactors, e.g., wine-vinegar manufacture and 
wastewater treatment. In the former cases, the depth or oxygen transfer depends 
on the scale of eddy motions near the liquid surface. Mass transfer into or out of 
falling-liquid films has been studied frequently, though not often under condi
tions appropriate to microbial processes. This circumstance is considered first. 

The area-integrated absorption rate for a falling laminar liquid film of thick
ness /1, length L, and width Wand with zero initial concentration of dissolved gas 
is given by 

Integrated absorption rate (moles/unit time)= WLct(
4!7}:~ma1)112 

(8.83) 

1 """'fl ~ ~--==-~ 

Flow 

= 

(a) Quiescent surface (slill lakcl 

No cnlrainmcnt With vorte• entrainment 

I/,) Shrred vessels 

Well mixed bulk 

A<lhercn1 mktob1al film --=--

Ir) Falling film 

Flow 
~ 

Figure 8.10 Free surface operation configurations: (a} quiescent surface, (h) stirred vessels, (c) falling 
film, (d) turbulent stream fiow. 
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where umui is the free-surface velocity. In the derivation, it is assumed that the 
solute concentration near the solid boundary never departs from zero; i.e., the 
diffusing solute does not "penetrate" the entire film thickness during the fallingtime interval (5]. 

We define the Reynolds number for the situation as 

BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS 

where the hydraulic radius R,. is used as the length scale 

Wh h 
R,. = 2W + 21, ~ 2 if I,~ w 

From the definition for the mass-transfer coefficient 

For c
1 

approximately zero relative to ct, Eqs. (8.83) and (8.84) can be rewritten in the form Sh = /(Sc, Re): 

Integrated absorption rate= k
1
(c1 - c

1
)WL 

(8.84) 

k h 
Sh = -L. = 2h(Sc Re)112 

~o, 

where I, is the length scale for the Sherwood number and b = (l/h)
112

• Thus, Sh varies as Re112• 

Livansky et al. (18] studied CO2 absorption into aqueous films moving 
down a slope of known area using water, algal suspensions, and nutrient medium 
as absorbing fluids. The value of k1 at Re = 7 to 8 x !03 was the same for all 
three fluids; only the algal suspensions were studied at different Reynolds 
numbers. (These films may have been turbulent.) Their results can be described by 

(8.85) 

k1 = 4 x 10-s Re2 13 

In turbulent flowing streams, the scale of circulation is important since this 
scale determines the depth to which fluid carries fresh, nearly saturated liquid 
from the surface into the bulk liquid. If we imagine a circulating eddy of length 
and depth A, as shown in Fig. 8.11, the average Sherwood number for mass 
transfer under turbulent conditions can be defined analogously to Eq. (8.28) a~ . 

for 2000 s Re .s; 8000 

Sh=~= f/\ (a~) div 
~o, )o az : • o 

where £ and 1v are dimensionless coordinates scaled by A, and f, is the average value over the eddy length. 

The rate of mass transfer is ultimately dependent on ~o, locally and on the 
rate at which fluid near the surface is renewed by the circulation pattern. An 
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-A- . 8.ll Sketch of circulating Figure . . rfacc 
eddies near a free hqu1d su . 

1 ts with identical . · t ued that for fluid e emen · k should ly derivation due to H1g~1e "darg r the mass-transfer coefficient , ear . t the gas- hqm sur1ace residence times • a 
be 

- [ g}01]112 
k1 - 1tT 

(8.86) 

. "b tions of surface residence db Danckwerts for d1stn u am of average 
This form has bee~ ex~e~de f, ~ (Et)o )112. A flowing turb~lent str:al to the ratio 
times the result still g1vmg , t d to have a renewal time• eq 

' • ( ) has been sugges e 
flow velocity u,.. ge velocity (uw): 
of stream depth h to avera 

It 
•s1rcam = (uw> 

thus predicting 

- (ftlo, (uw))lf2 
k, - n h 

. r stream volume is . dth W the interfacial area a pe If the stream has w1 ' 

W(l) l 
-W-( 1:-:--:)(:;-:/t) - h 

Thus 

(
~ o, ( uw) 

k1a = -;- ltJ )

1/ 2 
(O'Connor-Dubbins) (8.87) 

r describing reaeration ~f _oxygen
h 'ch has had reasonable success fo t accounting for the variation of k, a form w ' d t ms Another treatmen 

deficient lakes a~ s rea . rovides 
'th position w m the eddy p 

M )I~ .@0111,ms 
f, "" 1.46( A (8.88) 

. . AIChE 35: 365 (1935). , R. Higbte, Trans. • 
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where 11,m. is the rms velocity in the eddy circulation. In general, it appears 
reasonable to take A and 11,m, proportional to mean stream depth and mean 
stream velocity, respectively: 

y x depth = A y x mean stream velocity = 11,m, 

with the same constant of proportionality y. 

The motion of waves at air- water interfaces is known to inlluence gas 
transfer strongly. Here, in contrast to the preceding treatments, the gas-How pat
terns, e.g., average and turbulent velocity components of wind which drives ocean 
waves, are of major importance. However, the general topic is too complex for 
this text ( see the references). 

8.7 OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING k
1
a' 

From the definitions of k1 and a' and consideration of the factors responsible for 
the thickness of the mass-transfer resistance zone near bubble and droplet sur
faces, k1 and a' will be inlluenced by alteration of the values of liquid-phase solute 
diffusivity 9 0 P continuous-phase viscosity µ" and the gas- liquid interfacial 
resistance. The liquid "viscosity" may vary with shear rate; this non-Newtonian 
behavior is of sufficient importance to be discussed separately (Sec. 8.8). The 
remaining inlluences are summarized in this section. 

8.7.l Estimation of Diffusivities 

The Wilke-Chang correlation is a useful means of estimating (usually to better 
than 10 to 15 percent) the diffusion coefficient of small molecules in low-molecu
lar-weight solvents: 

where M ... solvent molecular weight 

V,. == molecular volume of solute at normal boiling point, cm3 /g mo) 
µ 1 = liquid viscosity (cp) 

(8.89) 

The parameter xa represents the association factor for the solvent of interest,; • 
some values for Xa are 2.6 (H 2O), 1.9 (methanol), J.5 (ethanol), and 1.0 (benzene, 
ether, and heptane). 

The dilTusion coefficient will vary with ionic strength (as does solubility, 
Table 8.1) and with concentration of solutes which change the solution viscosity. 
Provided that the solute-solvent interactions are not altered in the latter case, the 
relation 

provides a useful scale to correct for changes in solution viscosity from a refer
ence point, say that of pure water, with temperature held constant. 

TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN BIOPROC[SS SYSTEMS 

Table 8.4 Diffusion coefficients in microbial film 

Biomass 

Bacterial slimes 

Zooy/oea ramigera 

Rcaclor 

Rolaling tube 
Submerged slide 
Fluidized reactor 

!i'mc.-, cm1/s 
X 10' 

1.5 
0.04 
0.21 

70 
2 
8 

499 

. . I tes is usually less than that in 
The diffusion coefficient in m1crob1a ~ggdre~a Table 8 4 for oxygen. A recent 

.,5 10- s m2/s) as summarize m · . 
pure waler (2.- x c . ' 1 d d that the o diffusion coefficient m 
study examining other variables concdu e s from the2 pure H 2O value in the 

· b' I ggregates ecrease 
waste-treatment micro ia a rr, Cme in the reactor and with in-
range 20: 1 to 5: I with increased aggregate I c I 

creased C/N ratio of the entering wasted substrates. 

8.7.2 Ionic Strength . . 
. . . th influences into all pertment factors ap-

The precise resolution ?f t~mc-sftrNeng ., lluids gives the physical-absorption 
pears difficult. An exammat10n o ewtoman 
result 

(
p )n(F )m(P0.533!7)213) 

K 1a = ). ~ i ~o.6µ,"~
2

-
(8.90) 

h re M - solvent molecular weight . . 
3
/ 

1 w e - 1 1 olume of solute at normal boilmg pomt, cm g mo v. = mo ecu ar v 

;, = liquid viscosity (cp) 

An empirical fit for J., n, and 111 

Z; = species charge) is possible: 
vs. ionic strength l( = } L Z;c;, i = species, 

28.7/' 
). = 18·9 - 0.276 + I' I' = {~.40 

0.862/' 

{

0.40 + 0.274 + /' 
II = 

0.90 

if 

if 

o ~ J ~ 0.40 g ion/ L 

/ > 0.40 g ion/ L 

I ' = I~ 0.4 

I> 0.4 

{

monotonic increasing 

111 = from 0.35 
to 0.39 

I = O 
J 2: 0.4 

in ft3, Fg in ftl/ s, A in fl 2, and physical for K,a in s - 1
, Pa in fl-lbrfmin, V, 

properties in cgs units. 
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8.7.3 Surface-Active Agents 

As discussed in Chap. 2, many biochemicals are amphipathic, i.e., contain 
strongly hydrophobic an() hydrophilic moieties which tend to concentrate at 
gas-liquid and liquid-liqUid interfaces. In various phases of fermentations, cells 
secrete species such as polypeptides which may behave like surfactants, at times 
leading to foaming tendencies in aerated vessels. Addition of chemical antifoams 
also affects interfacial resistances to mass transfer, though typically in a manner 
opposing that of surfactants. 

Adsorption of surfactants at the phase interface is a spontaneous process; the 
interfacial free energy and thus the surface tension <1 is reduced relative to the 
original value. From the correlations in Example 8.2 the values of Ds.utcr and 
D, are expected to decrease, leading to higher values of the interfacial area per 
volume a'. 

This tendency for a' to increase is countered by the effect of surfactant films 
on the mass-transfer coefficient k1• The adsorption of a macromolecular film 
results in a stagnant, rigid interface. The decreases in k

1 
discussed below are 

thought to be due to either or both of two mechanisms: (I) the ease of liquid 
movement near the interface is reduced due to the decreased mobility of the 
interface; thus, the variety of mass-transfer theories based on estimating exchange 
rates of small fluid elements between the surface and the bulk will predict a 
decreased mass-transfer coefficient (see Refs. 3 and 4 for further discussion); 
(2) like the cell membrane itself, the molecular film is expected to contribute 
a resistance of its own, which may cause a departure from the presumed gas
liquid equilibration in the plane of the interface. 

Addition of 10 ppm sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) reduced k
1 

for oxygen 
transfer by 56 percent versus pure water. A constant or plateau value of k

1 
was 

observed at all higher surfactant concentrations. The surface area per volume a' 
increased slowly throughout the range of SLS concentrations from O to 75 ppm, 
with a minimum of k1a' at about 10 ppm surfactant. 

The product k1a' has been observed to increase continuously with surfactant 
addition in a turbine aerator. Inspection of the data for the reported ratio of a' 
(surfactant)/a' (no surfactant) and the corresponding ratio for the product k

1
a' 

shows that while a' increased 400 percent for addition of 4.0 ppm sodium dodecyl 
sulfate, k1a' increased only about 15 percent, implying a decrease of about 71 
percent in the value of k

1
• 

This reduction observed in both sets of data is in agreement with results of 
others. For a variety of sparingly soluble gases, the average plateau values of k,· 
upon surfactant addition correspond to reductions of k

1 
by a factor of 60 percent. 

The sodium dodecyl sulfate data of Benedek and Heideger (33) suggest that 
turbine-agitated aeration corresponds to the transition region between the two 
correlations presented earlier in Eqs. (8.35) and (8.36); a similar result appears to 
be the case for aeration with sieve trays (Danckwerts). This serves to warn the 
reader that such correlations are useful estimates but should be replaced by 
experimental values from more pertinent equipment when possible. 

TRANSPORT PHENOM ENA IN BIOPROCESS SYSTEMS SOI 

8.8 NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS 

For fluids, the ratio of shear stress r, to .the velocit_y gr~dient du/'{: is d
1
~fine!e~~ 

the viscosity ti. (the subs.::ript v distinguishes the v1scos1ty from t e ear ier e 
tiveness factor 11). Thus, 

r = - ,, du (8.91) 
$ V dy 

A plot of r vs. du/dy for a Newtonian fluid is linear and pass.es throug: the 
ori in A variety of non-Newtonian behaviors has been observed 1~ stead~ ~w~ 
for~iq.uid solutions of polymers and/or suspensions of di~pe~s~d ;.hds

8 
~;h~u~~:~ 

the features of the more common of these are summanze m ig. . • 
shear rate y is used rather than du/dy. 

8.8.1 Models and Parameters for Non-Newtonian Fluids 

The dilatant, Newtonian, and pseudoplastic b~haviors ar~ examples of the gen-
eral Ostwald-de Waele or power-law formulat,_ons ~or fl_utds : 8 92 

r. = -•1ol'ir - 'y = -(apparent VISCOStty)(y) = - t/v'I ( • ) 

{

> t - dilatant 
where n = 1 - Newtonian 

< 1 - pseudoplastic 

Bingham plastic 

Shearr•le,-y(s• 1 ) 

Figure 8.12 Stress vs. shear-rate behavior 
of New1onian and common non-Newton
ian fluid models. ( Reprimcd from J. A. 
Roets, J. va11 den Berg, and R. M. 
Vmrcken, "The RheofooJ' of MJ celia/ 
Broths," Billlech. Bioeng., vol. 16, P· 181, 
/974.) 
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Some sysle~s appear ~ot to produce a motion until some finite yield stress 
To has been applied. For Bingham plastic fluids, the form 

where 
is useful. 

11 :; I, T0 # 0, T., > T0 (8.93) 

The last form with finite r 0 and II less than unity would give a curve simil.tr 
to the Casson equation, which is given by 

(8.94) 
. In the subsequent discussion of mass-transfer coefficients, power input, mix
ing, e~c., we shall refer to various fermentation or other fluid systems of interest 
as bemg (apparently) pseudoplastic, Newtonian, etc., and indicate correlations 
between the fluid-model parameters and the former quantities of interest. The 
fluid descriptions in Fig. 8.12 refer to behavior in steady shear flows. Under 
~nstcady-state conditions, such as follow a step change in the applied shear rate, 
llme-dcpcndent responses in apparent viscosity 11,. arc often observed, thus de
~an~ing a more structured fluid model (in the same sense as the Chap. 7 cell 
krnct1cs models) to describe transient situations. Such transient states may more 
accurately apply to turbine agitation and turbulent mixing in non-Newtonian 
systems. These more structured models arc a relatively dillicult and undeveloped 
area of mechanics: we simply insert the caveat here that our understanding of the 
factors responsible for non-Newtonian behavior and their description is weaker 
than the theories for the previous sections of this chapter. 

Non-Newtonian behavior may arise in at least two distinct cases; ( I) sus
pensions of small particles and (2) solutions of macromolecules. It is apparent 
that the two cases become similar as molecular diameters increase above 50 to 
IOO A or as particle diumcters fall from the order of micron sizes. 

8.8.2 Suspensions 

Va~ious theories predict that a dilute suspension of spheres should remain New
tonian, the effective viscosity 11,-.cfr of the suspensions being gi,.,en by 

1/,•. clf ~ , 
- I + -..,/1 + h,/1· t . .. 

l/.._oh:.:m - (8.95) 

where. t/1 is th_e volume fraction solids and /, is of the order of 6 to 8. For a 
bacterial <.lenslly as high as 109 cells per milliliter and a cell diameter of 3 x 
10 ~ ~m, the _ value of 1/1 is abo~t 5 x 10 ·1: the eflcct of the cells is apparently 
negh~1ble .. I hgher volume fractions occur in filtration operations such as de
watermg (111 product rec~very from cell broths) and in fermentations producing 
the mold pellets or myceha of previous discussions. 

At higher_ volume fractions, solid suspensions may exhibit a yield stress; e.g., 
aqueous slurne~ of nuclear fuel particles with diameters in the micrometer range 
appear usefully modeled by the Bingham plastic model. Mycclial fermentations of 
Srtl!f110111_1·ce., wisem appear to follow a Bingham form except at very low shear 
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rates; this may be important in aeration. From Eq. (8.50) note that the maximum 
stress for a rising bubble is associated with the terminal rise velocity. Thus, in 
Bingham fluids, a sulllciently small bubble will not exert the yield stress on the 
surrounding fluid and it will remain fixed in the same fluid clement for long 
times; i.e., it would be expected to circulate in the vessel with the fluid rather than 
following the usually rising path of larger bubbles. 

The Casson equation has been fruitfully applied to descriptions of blood 
flow. Red blood cells form aggregates, the size of which diminishes with increas
ing shear forces. The apparent viscosity 11,. diminishes with increased shear, as 
seen from Fig. 8.12 for the Casson equation. In floe-forming fermentations, we 
may expect stirrer shear forces to control the average size of the microbial floes; 
hence the Casson equation may be useful in some such fermentations. 

A study of rheology of penicillin broths vs. time over a large range of shear 
rates used a turbine impeller for viscometry studies rather than a rotating 
cylinder, the two cited advantages being (a) the stirring prevents phase s:para
tion which otherwise would affect the reliability of the measurement: without 
stirring a thin "cell-free" layer of liquid is formed al the wall of the cylinder, and 
(/,) the shear rate of the impeller is a simple function of the impeller speed and is 
independent of the rheology of the liquid as has been shown previously (38, pp. 
\ 88 J 89]. This research revealed that the Bingham and power-law models were 
inadequate 10 represent the results over the full range of shear rates investigated. 
A reasonable modification of the Casson equation was derived: 

(M )1 , 2 = (M )1 12 I + · '" _ · (N-)112 
( 

069(M )112 I I ) 
r to (M rn)l / 2 t 

(8.96) 

where M, is proportional to stress: M,
0 
= 64Dt/2nK, N1 is the impeller rotation 

rate (revolutions per second) and K is the ratio of shear rate lo impeller speed 
(constant). The data agreed well with the above equation though a slightly better 
lit resulted if the second term on the right-hand side was modified to 

0.193(/H ,jus + 0.1 (N-)1, 2 

(M )l12 1 

to 

The importance of the result is threefold: (I) The rheological data wer: taken 
over a sullicienl range or shear rates to 1fi,;crimi11a1e between models which arc 
similar over restricted shear-rate ranges. (2) The results showed that the power 
and Bingham laws were most inadequate at low shear rates; this range is likely to 
be important in determining tank-mixing uniformity; i.e., extrapolation o~ ~he 
Bingham and power laws to this situation would lea~ to l_arge ~rro~s (m1~mg 
problems in vessels arc discussed in Chap. 9 in conncc_:11on with fluid circ~la11on-
1ime and residence-time distributions). (3) The modified Casson equation was 
shown to predict a factor dependent on the mold morplwlo{J)' (shape) throu~h the 
ratio of length to diameter of the filaments. This result (and other lheones for 
nonspherical particles) provide an important potential conn~ction _between reac
tor-design calculations (analysis) and morphology (observation) since the latter 
subject has been examined for a range or species and conditions in the literature. 
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The power-law model appears to fit data for mold filaments over the higher 
range of shear rates. It also describes suspensions of paper pulp; 4 percent paper 
pulp in water suspensions have power-law parameters 11 = 0.575 and 11o = 
0.418 lbf • sn/ft

2
• Investigations of oxygen transfer with pulp suspensions have 

been used to simulate some fermentation conditions: if the overall oxygen uptake 
is determined by mass-transfer limitations in high shear regions, this may be 
useful. The previous paragraph casts more doubt on such simulation studies 
where bulk mixing influences 0 2 uptake by the microorganism(s). 

ln continuous-flow systems with several reactors in series (Chap. 9), the tank 
number replaces time as an indication of population growth phase, and changes 
in rheology with tank number may be encountered. For example, two-stage culti
vation of Ca11dida uti/is [41] at large flow rates led to second-tank conditions 
such that the specific biomass growth rate became so much larger than specific 
rate of cell multiplication that an increase in average cell size occurred. A change 
of cell and aggregate morphology was also noted, indicating again a possible 
connection between morphology and rheology. 

8.8.3 Macromolecular Solutions 

A number of microbes secrete extracellular polysaccharides and related biopoly
meric derivatives. Examples include xanthan gum, polyalginic acid, and pullulan. 
The first is widely used in modifying viscosity of processed foods, in stabilizing 
suspensions, and as a major candidate for oil field recovery operations. These 
secreted biopolymers render the fermentation fluid non-Newtonian; the fluids are 
characteristically described by a simple power law behavior [Eq. (8.92)] where 
n < I (pseudoplastic). 

The time-varying biopolymer concentration in a batch fermentation gives 
rise to time-varying fluid and hence transport properties (mass and heat transfer). 
As correlations for transport coefficients in non-Newtonian fluids arc typically 
expressed in terms of the power law parameters, n and 11o, we seek a relation 
between biopolymer concentration and rheological parameters. 

For xanthan gum, the polymer concentration, [P], and the power law 
parameter, ,,0 , are related by a correlation of the form 

where B ~ 2.5. 
'lo c:o A-[P]

8 
(8.97) 

, .. For a number of microbial exobiopolymers, the time-varying power law ex-· 
ponent II and consistency 110 do not vary independently in a fermentation but are 
related by a correlation of the form 

In 11o(t) = C + D·n(t) 
(8.98) 

With [P(t)] available from a biological kinetic model, Eqs. (8.97) and (8.98) 
provide a simple description of the time evolution of n(t) and 'lo[P(t)]. These 
values can then be used to predict heat and mass transfer coefficients, as well as 
mixing and power consumption characteristics (39, 40]. 
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8.8.4 Power Consumption ~nd Mass Transfer in 
Non-Newtonian Fermentations . 

b R , be defined accordmg to An instantaneous impeller Reynolds num er e, may 
Calderbank (11]: 

1 I Ip __ D2Nl - n ( It )n 
Re, = 0.IKt 6n + 2 

(8.99) 

. . uals the shear stress r at a shear rate of I s- 1. 
where Ko the consistency mdex, eq . b ths of Endomyces, the power number 

For the nonaerated non-Newtonian ro h . F' 8 13 
. R Id umber Re' as s own m ig. . . [Eq (8 78)] was correlated with the eyno s n . 1 h' 

The. cu~ves plotted there can be represented by the relations ip 

(
D )

1
( w)= Pno = k(Re;y D~ DT 

where D, = impeller diameter 
DT = tank diameter 
w == impeller width 

and k, y, and -z: depend on the range of Re;: 

Re, 

<10 10.so 

k 32 11 
X - 0.9 - 0.4 
y - 1.7 - 1.7 
: 0.4 0.5 

>50 

9 
- 0.05 
- 1.2 

0.9 

(8.100) 

The similarity or Fig. 8.13 to Rushton's data and the pipe friction factor in Fig. 

8.8a, b is cle~r. . ou the correlation of Michel and Miller 
In aer~t1on studies by. theflsa~;)g~tte~' the results in the turbulent regime (used earher for Newtonian ut 

(Re; > 50): 

(
P2N,DJ)0.4S 

Pg 0C FO.S6 
II 

(8.101) 

The laminar and second regimes (Rei < 50) appear reasonably approximated by 
use of a smaller exponent: 

(
P2 N,Dl)o.21 

P,, oc Fo.s6 
II 

(8.102) 

I f p2N DJ/Fo.s6 = 2 x 10- 2, and slightly differ-The two curves meet at a va ue o 1 1 11 • d 
ent proportionality coefficients result for the different impellers use . 
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Figure 8.13 Power number vs. impeller Reynolds numb , 
nonaeratcd systems. ( Rcpri111cdfiro111 H .,. , . Jer, Re,_ (sec text) for three dilTcrcnt impellers it1 
N · v · ,ugucm m1 S M1•·u11111 "P R 

(11 /{)111(111 r('T/11{!/l/<1/i(J/1 Broth .. n,· I .I B. . J ' o, /lll"Cr eq11ircmen1.r i11 Non• 
• O l'lll, l<l<'llfl., l'O{. 8, p. 43. /966.) 

The dilution of mycelial cultures b II 
percent) produces marked changes in [ ~m: volume percents of water ( lO to 25 
plications for power-input variations ~~~ !fw~r-numbc_r paran:ieters. The im
may be significant. ution rate m continuous culture 

. The influence of the microbial population d . . 
which applies (floating single cells II cpcnds on the physical situation 
bubble surface etc) and th . 11' cc aggregates, cells localized near particle or 

' · e m uence of th · b. I • 
properties. The value of k a has b b e micro ia particles on the Huid 

, ecn o served t d'tn• · h 
concentration of mycelial A ~pergil/i . . 0 1 tms 90 percent as the 
Enhancement of 02 mass tr;nsfer i;s o~;er •;~reused from 0.02 to 2.5 percent. 
Candida imermedia, Pse11do111011as ovali~ crv~ m the pre~cncc of_suspcnsions of 
do cells arid alumina give similar It.' or .3-µm alumina particles. Not only 
ylation (Chap. 5) inhibitors, it is ;;:ublf~h~~t /t;~~;h us~ of oxidative phosphor-
40 percent vs. water and arc indc enden ~ c~. ancemcnts are typically 
shown that the e/Tect of the partfclc . t of ~ell viab1hty. It has been recently 
gas- liquid interface in such a wa as ~ isd to ~ tcr the hydrodynamics near the 
the adhering fluid film near the b~bblc (44~~rease the mass transfer resistance o~,. 

Al the high shear rates needed lo mix I . • . 
crobial activity have frequently be"n ob dpF1ascs ancl promote mass transfer, diminutions in mi-

• serve ·or example th · b·i· 
protozoon Te1ruhyme11a, began lo be scriousi ulter ' . e vi~ I Hy of a relatively large cell, the 
these experiments the maximum sl1c· . I y ~d by disruption at shear rates > 1200 s · , In 

• ar rate c 1aractenzcd by th. · II . · 
more important variable than lhc turbul I R Id c impc er lip speed appeared lo be a 

Th • en cyno s number or · . 
e 1mpcllcr can have other emects . the . f h . power mput per umt volume, 
• · · SIZC O I C extant m b' l 

as ment1oncc/ earlier. Taguchi and Yosh'd·' d ' 'cl •cl . icro la aggregates may be reduced, 
I a 1v1 c lhc experimentally observed reduction of mycc, 

1 H Taguchi and T y I ·c1 
. . os II a , J. Fer111e111. Tt•cfmo/., 46:814, 196!!. 

l 
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liul pellet size inlo two phenomena: (I) chipping small pclliculcs olT the larger pellet and (2) directly 
rupturing the spherical shape of the pellet. The time evolution of particle diameter D due to the first 
process appeared to be governed by 

dD 
- • - k(N D )' 'D'·' dt I I I 

(8.103) 

while the second process could be described as a first-order decay 

(!1.104) 

where NP is the number of nondisruptcd pellets remaining. The rate coefficient k, was correlated with 
D, N1, and D1 lo give 

(8.105) 

Assuming that the turbulent Reynolds stress rather than the viscous stress is responsible for pellet 
rupture and that the pellet resistance depends c/1rcctly on the measurable tensile strengths of the 
pellets, Taguchi ct al. argue that the lasl equation may have some theoretical basis. 

Regarding the oxygen transfer rate in paper-pulp suspensions, impeller and tank geometry were 
found to be important, in agreement with the earlier results of Taguchi and Miyamoto [42] for 
aerated and nonaerated £11domyces suspensions. In 1.6 percent pulp suspensions, the product k1a was 
described by 

( 
D}/1 )' ~" 

0.113 WL(D, _ W) (N11) (
D )' 021 l OK7 _! 
DT 

(8.!06) 

where I characteristic mixing time of vessel 
f, • liquid height 

W • impeller width 

and Di, Dr, and L arc as before. 

In summary, a number of factors including bubble and cell dimensions, fluid 
properties and rheology, agitator and tank geometry, and power input determine 
mass-transfer coefficients and surface area per unit volume. The combination of 
these estimates with cell kinetics of the previous chapter and notions of mixing 
and macroscopic reactor configurations of Chap. 9 is important in assembling a 
complete reactor design. This state of knowledge is obviously wishful; the previ
ous relations in this section are but the beginning of work needed to design 
confidently such reactors from first principles. As a closing example of some of 
the complexities yet to be unraveled, we note the time changes of the relations 
between bubbles, particulate substrate, and cells that accompany the fermenta
tion of Ca11dida petrophilum on 11-hexadecane, as shown in Fig. 8. 14. The descrip
tion of this gas-liquid- liquid-cell system by the authorst is illuminating: 

During the first period of fermentation, oil droplets arc relatively large and cells allach 10 oil 
droplets rather than to air bubbles. Air bubbles arc unstable ancl easily renewed. The k,a value 
can be kepi at the maximum level associa1ed with the fcrrnenlor. During the second phase, oil 

1 A. Mimurn, I. Takeda, and R. Wakasa, "Some Characteristic Phenomena of Oxygen Transfer in 
Hydroca rbon Fermentation," Biotechrwl. Bioe11g. Sr,11p. 4, pl. I, p. 467, 1973. 
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<lroplc1, hcrnmc smaller and cells arc ,t<lsorhcd onio the surface of rite o il d roplecs. forming 
dcmc flo.:s. fhe llo.:s lend 111 aUad1 10 chc surf.ice of rh.: air huhhlc.,. hu1 they can he c:isily 
scpar:Hed with agi1.11ion. 

The A-
1a v,1lue is dcrn:ascd conlinuou, ly as fcrmc111:1t1on pro1,,-ccds. The third phase is the 

l,1,1 half period of lhe logarithmic growth plmse, in which yeast is growing rapidly. ahhough we 
c·a111101 ohser\'c any oil droplcrs mknN.:opkally 111 the cuhurc liquid. Al 1!11~ poi111 lhe k,a \ ,tluc 
read1.:s Us minimurn 1hroughou1 lhc fermentation . . .. [Air) huhhlc~ arc covered wuh yeast ce lls. 
and lhc huhhlc, come 1ogc1her w11h cdls as ,111 incermedium. They arc \WY ~l.thlc and floa1 on 
1hc surfai:c of lhe 1,,uhurc liquid. 11-l',1r.111ir1 ,~ rnmplcccly cxhaus1cd III lhc founh phase. The cclb 
arc dispersed uniformly rhroughou1 lhc cullurc liquid. ln lhis period chc nalllrc of 1hc wllure 
liquid rn:1y he sinular lo Iha! in a carhoh,i,dr;Hc formc111:11ion, and I,,., rcco\·cr~ 11~ 111i1ial lcwls. 

An analytical model including a few of the features of this fermentation type is 
considered in Chap. 9 ( Example 9.2). 

8.9 SCALING OF MASS-TRANSFER EQUIPMENT 

A~ discussed hy Oldshuc,t the various quant ities wh ich may influence the 
product k1a in an agitated industri.il reactor do not scale in the same way with 
reactor size or impeller rate. 

I. The turbulent Reynolds number Re, determines 11,..,, a nd thus bubble mnss
transfcr coefficients k, 

e = - X R flll,nts D /ID (D P) 1 
) 

I ,, ,, , , V (8.107) 

2. The impeller tip velocity rrN;D; determines lhe maximum shear rate i\ which 
in turn inlluences hoth maximum stahle hubble or microbial lloc size (Sec. 
8.J) ,111<.l damage to viable cells (Sec. 8.8.4). 

J . The power input per unit volume P!JI through Re, determine~ mass-transfer 
coellicients and particulate sizes. In laminar and transition regimes of 
aerators 

,, X N;D/ from Fig. 8.8h 

For turbulent regimes. lhe power number is const,rnt: thus 

Then taking I ;._,.1.,, to scale with D/ gives 

p {N2 :/ I 
I ' N-'D 2 

I I 

' J. Oldshuc. /Jiot<'dt. llw,•11,1. H:J. 1%(,. 

laminar, transition .iera1io11 
lurbulcnt aeration 

-- -
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J 

~() 

~ 
Fii:ure 8.J~ Dilfcrcnl rd ation~hips among .ur hu~hlcs 
( 0 ). n-hcx.1dc, .111c <l roplcl ~ (0 ). and }Cast cclb (( >_a l 
d11fcrc111 sl.wc, of h:udi cuhmc of the }Ca~, Ca11d1'.la 
1•1·1rn1•/ul111u ( I log pha~c. :! tiN h,tlf of cxponcnl ral 
phase. J scLOnd half nf cx po m.:1111.11 ph,tsc, 4 . a fter 
n-hcxad1.-.:,1nc c~hau:.110 11 ). lkpri111,·,I from ..I . ,lf11miro, 

I. Ta/.., d,t. mu/ R. 11 ·,,kma . .. .\'11111,· ( haract,·ns/11 /'fu-. 

I ()\ '// ,, -r,,ml'/,·r Ill 1/1,koutr/,,,,, F, r1111·1t• tlOlll('Jlll O C 1 1 • 

. .. . II s·1·'Tttt .J l'r11l,01• and .If. Vma/.. 1c,k l. / (111011, 111 I\ • • ' • • 

. 1,/r. Microbml D111 .• fllll'/ i , I'· ./() 7', 11 rl, ·,1 •l t11,•rs,·t, /In · 

N,•11 l ork . 11r .1.1 

4. The power input ,/11ri11a aerat ion is 

'[ pz( N ;Di'>° 44 ]o 4 .S 
P,, = Ill N O.Sh .. (8. I08) 

Thus. 

I' ' ·[ pz (N;D ; )o..1.i111 -' ~ 

1; :::: 111 v z.zz N::·56 (8. 109) 

. .·. , eded during fermentation. 
which \~}~'. ~et.ern_1111~. t~~~t~ti~:ctt~t~:nally, a characteristic circul:~tion ti~ c 

5. If the vessel h~u,d I~ . 11 r· tc F through the impeller region vm1cs 
exists. The liqu!d relcirculat10D~ . owd ,: nk ~verage impeller velocity varies as as a cross-sccuona area rr ; an 
N;D;. Thus 

F, N;Dl N 
:.r. DI - j I ' i 

time 

a uantity of importance since it is invc~s~ly ~roportional t~). the _ti~c that 
nu1d may spend away from the homogcm:llng influence of the impeller. 

. . . 1 • fl . cc the process and which Given all 1hcse different quantttles wh1c t can m ucl~ ·I o11e(s ) sh~ul<l he used 
• • . 1 • • • • • •it·ttion parameters, w 11c 1 - • 

have d1flercnt dcpcnuenc1~s on .1gh, "b• .· . ' r sc·,Je-up" we mean the quantity l · , . " Ile up I Herc y ,1s1s ,o . , . . i 
as lhc ,as1s ,or sc, • . . d ' . . . the hrger unil will he ma in1.1111cu al 
which, hy choice of operating con 11101 ns l~t F l r, cx·1n•ple , if we scale-up on the 

· ti • ·mailer sc·1 e uni . l · • ' • · 
the same value as Ill ic s . . '1 • for mechanical agitators in the turhu-basis of constant power per unit vo umc, 
lent regime this means 

N;\Df. N/2D;2 (8. 110) 

. the sm·11l ·ind large scale vessel. respectively. 
where I and 2 J en~te the. v~,~~~s m. rc.;ct~rs:maintaining constant power inpu l 
In scal~-up of the c,lrly pc111c1llt:rb1I~) •al ) )us vessel geometric similarity were 
per umt volume (around I hp P . g. p .· -

1
. yi· •Ids of penicillin for 

. r • e· 8 15' this gives very s1m1 ,Ir c . 
used. As intlic.1tcu 111 

' ig. · 1 
· • • , • • . • F. , 8 1511. we sc.:c 

vessels from 5 liters lo 200 gallons. However, from the rnrvcs m tg. . 
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5 

4 

l0,000 gal 

5 liters 

fE--Original 
I des!gn 
I region 

I 
l.O 

2.0 

Symbol 

• 0 
~ 

a 
+ 

2 

hp/100 gal 

Condition 

~ : 7.6 L, W!sconsin type agitator 
7 ·6 L, Mucco Oat blade agitator 

~ : 420 ~• M!llco Oat blade agitator 
V 22-7 m; M1l!co Oat blade agitator 

e 
45-5 m Mil!co nat blade agitator 

3 4 5 6 
k, a'p (g mol 0 / mL/h) x w• 7 8 

Figure 8.15 (a) Penicillin yields vs. power in ut in v . . 
Super. Su11i1a, vol. I, p. 6/, /961 ) . (b) Yitami: B i~:ous szzed vessels ( After E. Gaden, Sci. Rep. /st 
( After W. H. Burtlw/omen-, Adv Apipl M' b' •,1 y (µg/g) vs. mass-transfer group (k,ap) (see text) 

. . icro w ogy, vol. 2, p. 289, 1960). 

', . 
that, at different P/ V values there ar . . . 
scales. ' e s1gmficant differences in yield at different 

Another frequently applied basis for s I . 
coefficient k,a. Fig. 8.15b shows vitamin Bea e-~p is constant volumetric transfer 
at different scales versus corres d" z2 yields from bacterial fermentations 
included here to correct for the gpont mdg _v~lues of (k,ap). The total pressure is 

rea er r1vmg force for o r: pressures which are encountered . I . xygen trans,er at higher 
tween yield and k,ap is good alt;n a;g;-sca~e b1oreactors. The correlation be-

• oug ata or the benchtop unit lie generally 
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below those for fermentation in larger vessels. Notice also that, in contrast to 
earlier discussions emphasizing oxygen transport limits on growth and the need 
for large k1a values, these data show a distinct maximum with respect to k1ap. 
This probably occurs because at the same k1a value, other mixing and flow 
characteristics such as maximum shear rate or circulation time are generally not 
the same in vessels of different scale. 

Therefore, if we scale up on one basis, we must be aware that other mixing 
and flow properties are different. This point is dramatically illustrated in an 
example of Oldshuet which considers scale-up from an 80 L to a 10,000 L agi
tated bioreactor. Here, D1 increases fivefold and V increases by a factor of 125. 
The 1.0 in each column of Table 8.5 indicates the property which is kept the same 
in the large tank as in the small tank. Values for each property have been norma
lized by the values for the 80-L tank, so the "small-scale" column shows all I.Os. 
For example, scale-up based on constant P/ V will increase the maximum shear 
rate by 70 percent (N1D1 = 1.1) and increase the circulation time about threefold. 
On the other hand, scale-up based on circulation time (that is, F1/ V) requires 
3125 times more power in the large tank! 

The different dependencies of important transport properties on agitator de
sign makes scale-up of agitated vessels something of an art. We must try to select 
as a scale-up basis the transport property most critical to the performance of the 
bioprocess. This is not easy given the potentially sensitive and diverse responses 
of cells to each of the transport phenomena influenced by the mixer size and 
rotation speed. 

The total oxygen consumption rate of the vessel is found by combining k1a 
with an appropriate macroscopic description of the vessel. If the bulk liquid 
composition is uniform and the bubbles are uniformly dispersed throughout the 
vessel, the mass-transfer rate is simply 

Vk1a(c* - c11q)., = oxygen consumption rate, mol 0 2/s (8.111) 

Table 8.5 Relationship between properties for 
scalc-upt 

Small 
Properly scale, 80 L Large scale, ID4 L 

p 1.0 125 3125 25 0.2 
P/V 1.0 1.0 25 0.2 0.0016 
N, 1.0 0.34 1.0 0.2 0.04 
D, 1.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
F, 1.0 42.5 125 25 5.0 
F1/ V 1.0 0.34 1.0 0.2 0,04 
N,D, 1.0 1.7 5.0 1.0 0.2 
Re, 1.0 8.5 25 5.0 1.0 

1 S. Y. Oldshue: Fermentation Mixing Scale-up Techniques, 
Biotec/1. Biocng., 8 : 3, 1966. 
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1110( Ill W( ,\I rr-GJNITl!Jf-;(j rt Kl)M.IJ l',T,\J <; 

wl_1c_re subscript. t! n~fcrs lo gas exit compositions (a consequence of the perfect 
m1X1ng as~umpt1on 1s that exit-stream compositions equal reactor compositions, 
Chap. 9). 

. Wl~en the bubbles rise in plug now through the vessel but the impeller still 
n~arnta1~s perfect mi~ing in the liquid phase, c* varies with position. Over a 
d1ffcren11al reactor hc1gh1 cl:, the instantaneous loss of oxygen from the bubble is 

H II d: dro, I = gas vol ( dilTerential )( cone. rate of ) 
dt RT n:actor vol reactor volume change in bubble (S. I I 2) 

which equals 

k1t1(c{ • ch)A d: (8.113) 

the mass transfer rate into the liquid. Since ro, = M( 7 ( Al is Henry's law con
stant), we have 

H tlp0 , HM def 
RT dt ""' RT dt Cl - k,t1(cf Ch) (8.114) 

For conslant bubble-rise velocity 111,, dr "" d: •111,, and the : variation of c* is 
seen 10 be 

Ch); k1aWf: 

H l\.f 111, 
(8.115) 

or 

. ( k1al?T:) 
( ,,)jnJc1 exp • Ji I\,[ 11,, 

The overall mass-transfer rate in the volume Al, is therefore 

(8.116) 

f\,a(c{ c,,)(:),.J d: = 1/RMTtt,,(l{ c1,),,,1c,A[ I exp( k,aRTl,)l (8.117) 
0 N 1\1111, 

!he in1craction of mixing, fcrrnentalion kinetics, and mass transfer is considered 
111 the remaining text chapters. 

8.IO HEAT TRANSFER 

In biologi~al reactors. heal may be :1dded or removed from a microhi,,I lluid for 
the following reasons: 

I. It is desired 10 slerilize a liquid reactor feed by heating in a hatch or contin
uous-l~ow vessel. Thus, the temperature desired must be high enough to kill 
essen11ally .ill organisms in the total holding lime (Sec. 9.9.4). 

1 
If t!le heat generaled in substrate conversion is inadcqua1e to maintain the 
desired temperature level. heat must be added. For example, the reactor is an 
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anaerobic sewage-sludge digeslor which operates best hdwecn. say, 55 and 
60 C (Sec. 14.4.7). 

3. The conversion of suhs1ra1e generates excess heat with respect 10 optimal 
reactor conditions for, e.g., maintenance of viable cells. so heat must be re
moved. as in most microbial fermentation proces!>es. 

4. The water content of a cell sludge is to be reduced hy drying. 

The first three relate to cell viability and metabolism and will therefore he of 
concern here. The last example is a unit operation, drying, which is covered in 
mos! texts on engineering unit operations. 

The he,1t is transferred between the bioprocec;s nuid to or from a second lluid 
in sever,tl ways. i.e., with externally jacketed vessels, coils inserted in a larger 
vessel, llow through a heal exchanger, or by evaporation or condcn~ation of 
water and other volatile components of the cell-containing nuid. Fxamplcs of 
such configur,llions arc shown in Fig. 8. 16. Temperature fluctuations between 
atmosphere and thermally stratified lakes and land also clc,1rly involve heat 
transfer. 1he res ulting temperatures determining the habitable niches for species. 
The present scclion focuses on heal lransfcr in process reactors. 

Assuming that transfer r.lles and changes in other forms of energy arc neg
ligible. the fundament.11 s1eady-s1ate equation in heat transfer rcla1es lhc total 

O Ul ,< I t ! lrtll' I r 
iOt t·· __ , 

( ~11\llt lb.II 1lf1 

-1:> 
r ; - -

, ~ ~ 

'·" I ) I 
l q 11ul 

(cl} 111:.1, -: \. t •• 101•1.: 11c ,,. l.. li. rc,;.1,. l t1J , I 

I• l ( in ulauun 1hwu~h hc:.;11 ""'l lh 1UJ!c r 

' /~ i"i - . 
·✓ JI 

il>.1r ,,1, 1~r)!ht ,. , 

, ~1 UII \.'r I W tnl\.'J I 

... 4----.. ...... .. _-

(ool.ult 
nuul 

~ It, 

J>(ln l 

1-ii:urc II. I(, I ,.unpk, of h.:al•lran~k r , onligurallon~. (a) Jad,..:1.:<l ,.:ssd. (/•J 1111.:rn;d ,·,11k (1 ) heal 
.:,diang.:r. (,/) pha,e ,hall!!<' of ma"· ,lll<l (<-) nat ural t.:mp,r;1tur..: o,dllatl(IUS. 
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;:~;a~~;~~~; heat is generated to its rate or removal through some heat-transfer 

Ne~ g~ncration rate = removal rate = fiA ll T (S. l l S) 

where ll T = charact~rist1c _temperature difference between bioprocess and cooling 
or heating fluid 

A = heat-transfer surface area 
li -== overall heat-transfer coefficient 

~s with. mass transfer, most of the resistance to heat transfer resides i 
~el~1~el_y qtcsccnt thin fluid near the solid heating-cooling boundary the b:1: 

UJ e1_n~ re~ucntly well mixed and thus approximately isothermal. Our main 
concerns m th_1s ~hapter are development of an overall energy balance and revie 
?f useful pred1ct1vc formulas for fj' for various heater-cooler-st T w 
~~tcrc_s;, ~dethbods for es~imatio_n of the heat load accompanyingc:i;;;b~!t;::~i 

ave a rca Y ecn considered m Chap. 5. 
The heat-transfer coefficients (Table 8 6) for boi·i,· . 

1 
d . 

. ( . · ng wa er an condensing 
;;po; 9 ~;a;;/ypically) make such fluids convenient in sterilization "reactors" 

. cc. . . . ere !~wcr temperatures arc needed, as in heated anaerobic slud c i,~~s:~rs, t non_bo1hng water stream is useful. Viscous liquids exhibit great!r 
ea • rans er res1st~n~es than water; as with mass transfer, this is due to Jesse 

degree ~f. bulk-fluid interchange with wall fluid and also to reduced th rl 
conduct1v11y (analogous to 9 ) erma 

02 . 

tran:;:p~~ti~~ o: Fi~ .. ~-16_ reveals several design problems associated with heat 
oc em,ca reactors. The externally jacketed system ha h 

tralnsfer ~reah A ~hich varies as the tank diameter (say impeller diameters) Da 2 Teahte-
vo umetric eatmg r d I . 

or coo mg emand of a reactor scales as D/ if the overall 

Table 8,6 General magnitude of heat-
transfer coefficient Ii t 

Free conveclion: 
Gases 
liquids 
BoilJny waler 

For~-c<l convection: 
Gases 
Viscous liqur<ls 
Water 

C'on<lcnsing vapors: 

Ir, kcal/(m1 • h • •qi 

J 20 
I 00 600 

1000 20,000 

I0- 100 
so soo 

500 10,000 

I000- 100,000 

t Data from H. Grober, S. Erk and U an· ' II 
II,. "/ ' . gu • 

"r111e111ertruq1111y J<l l-d p !58 Sprin V 1 Berlin. 1955 · · ' • · ' gcr- er ag, 
1 

Mulliplication by 0.204 gives Jr in units of 
Btu/(ft 2 , h. "F). 

,, . 
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microbial reaction rates and power input per unit volume arc unchanged. Thus, 
jacketed vessels, sufficient in rendering laboratory reactors isothermal, must fre
quently be replaced by reactors with internal or external coils in heating, e.g., 
anaerobic sludge digestion, or cooling (e.g., hydrocarbon fermentation for single
cell protein production) of large-scale reactors. 

The presence of such internal piping clearly alters mixing patterns, fluid 
velocities, and perhaps bubble-coalescence rates. The complexity of such a situa
tion reminds us of the need to perform measurements in reactors approximating 
the desired configurations, as we may expect a priori design of such reactors to be 
more uncertain than for simpler systems. (Problems of vessel mixing patterns are 
discussed in the text and problems of Chap. 9). For example, the correlations 
in Sec. 8.10.1 indicate that the heat-transfer coefficient /1[Btu/ (ft2 • h) or 
kcal/(m 2 

• h)] changes as we shift configurations from a single cooling coil per
pendicular to fluid flow to a set of staggered rows of coils in a tube coil perpendi
cular to the fluid-flow direction. Thus, the presence of the first row of coils alters 
the flow pattern past subsequent tube rows. 

In very large scale systems with large heat loads, such as bacterial growth on 
methanol in a 1500 m3 reactor, internal coils become inadequate for cooling. 
Then, circulation through an external heat exchanger, or through an exchanger 
integral to a loop vessel configuration, is necessary. Here is an example where 
cooling loads, in concert with other considerations such as required power input 
for aeration and mixing, dictate a need for biorcactor designs substantially differ
ent from traditional agitated tank configurations. Several alternative vessel, con
tacting, and mixing configurations are summarized in Chap. 9. 

Heat generation and removal rates are known with sufficient accuracy for 
some detailed heat-balance considerations to be possible, provided we clearly 
understand the basis on which such calculations are made and take appropriate 
precautions in terms of ovcrdesign to allow for some uncertainty. The following 
section discusses the estimation of the heat-transfer demand (analogous Lo an 
oxygen demand); the subsequent sections discuss the conductance Ji. 

Determination of the process heat transfer requirements begins with con
sideration of an overall energy balance. In a constant pressure system with neg
ligible changes in potential and kinetic energies, the energy balance can be cast in 
terms of enthalpy changes, i.e., the heats of chemical transformation or phase 
transformation (e.g., evaporation, condensation), the sensible-heat flow in mass 
streams, and the heat transfer to or from second fluids acting as heating or 
cooling devices. Let 

Qm01 = heat-generation rate from cell growth and maintenance 
Q._ = heat-generation rate due to reactor mechanical agitation 

Q1., = heat-generation rate from aeration power input 
Qm - heat-accumulation rate 

Qm11 = heat-transfer rate to surroundings or exchanger 
Q., • ., = rate of heat loss by evaporation 

Q,cn = rate of sensible-ethalpy gain of streams (exit - entrance) 
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Then 
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(8.119) 

Cooney, Wang, and Mateles [52] have utilized such a balance to calculate Q 
me1 f~om measurem~nt of Q.cc through monitoring the initial transient temperature 

nse of a nearly isolated fermentor. Under such an experiment Q and Q are 
• , cwap sen 

quite small, and Q••ch represents an important term compared with the difference 
of th~ lar~er indivi~ua) rates Qacc - Q.,. As just mentioned, Q•cc was monitored 
calonmetr1cally, whde Q., was calculated at each gas flow and impeller rate from 
the correlation of Michel and Miller (Eq. (8.81)]. 

In a fermentor design, Q•cc = 0 for a steady-state system [although tempera
ture _programming a batch reactor for optimal product yields (Sec. 10.7) may 
provide an additional complication]. Q.1 is estimated for ungassed or gassed 
systems using the appropriate power correlation presented earlier. 

Neglecting Qmp (which may be an important mechanism in trickle reactors) 
and Q,cn for the moment, the important remaining quantity is Q . Methods for 

• • • met 

estimating or measunng Qm., were presented in Chap. 5. In design of larger-scale 
reactors, the choice of an operating temperature and flow conditions will deter
mine Qmp and Q •• n, as the choice of agitator speed and diameter will determine 
Q.1 (corrected for the chosen aeration rate). Sparger design and gas flow rate will 
determine Q1 ••. The remaining terms are Qm and Q•«h· Whether or not the 
reactor is operated isothermally, at each instant 

Quch = Qfflcl + Q., + Q,., - Qacc 
Heater Generation Accumulation or cooler 
duty 

(Q sen+ Q cvap) 

Removal by other 
lhan u solid heal 
exchange surfuce 

(8.120) 

This last equation sets the heat-transfer magnitude needed to maintain the de
sired temperature and rate of heat accumulation, if any. 

We can use Eq. (7.35a) to represent the instantaneous mass-generation rate 
per unit volume in a batch reactor 

dx 
- = µx 
dt (7.35a) 

,, 
and the corresponding instantaneous microbial heat-generation rate Q (heat/ 
time) is evidently given by me, 

I 
Qmet ""' V.cac10,µX f.:1. (8.121) 

where Y4 is the heat generation coefficient (g cell/kcal) considered in Sec. 5.10.4. 
Methods for est!mating Y4 are presented there as are illustrative data showing 
greater metabolic heat generation for utilization of more reduced substrates 
(Table 5.12). 

TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN BIOPROCESS SYSTEMS 

Table 8.7 Effect of substrate and yield coefficients on operating costs of 
fermentation 

Cost, cents per pound or cells 

Substrate Substrate 0 2 transrcr Heat removal Total 

Malcate (as waste) 0 0.46 0.75 1.2 
Glucose: equivalents (molasses) 3.9 0.23 0.54 4.7 
Paraffins 4.0 0.97 1.4 6.4 
Methanol 5.0 1.2 1.9 8.1 
Methane 1.6 3.3 3.7 8.6 
Ethanol 8.8 0.75 1.3 11.0 
[sopropanol 11.6 2.7 3.1 17.4 
Acetate 16.7 0.62 I . I 18.4 

t B. J. Abbott and A. Clamen, The Relationship or Substrate, G rowth Rate, and 
Maintenance Coefficient to Single Cell Protein Production, Biotech. Bioeng., 15: 117, 
1973. 

517 

The corresponding equation for a continuous-flow isothermal reaction at 
steady state is 

(8.122) 

(8.123) 

Recall that, as before, Yx,s may depend on the culture age in a batch reactor 
and upon dilution rate D in a continuous-flow system. The dependence of Yxts 
(and thus Y4 ) on a cell maintenance appears in Eq. (7.26). . . 

Some economic estimates from Abbott and Clamen (43] as of 1973 indicate 
that both heat-transfer and mass-transfer (oxygen) operating costs of bacterial 
cell production from the substrates in Table 8.7 are appreciable fractions of total 
costs. 

8.10.1 Heat-Transfer Correlations 

From Eq. (8.118) and the overall heat balance [Eq. (8.119)] for _hea!ing, cooling, 
or sterilizing, the general working equation for heat-transfer design 1s 

Qmh = iiA !J.T (8.118a) 

An expression for the overall heat-transfer coefficie~t ii, an_alogous to the earlier 
overall coefficient K 1 for gas-liquid mass transfer, 1s reqmred. For ste~dy-sta~e 
heat transfer through a flat wall of thickness L,.. separating the fermentation fluid 
at i;,u,t. 1 from heating or cooling fluid at Ti.ui1t. 2 continuity of heat flux demands 

(
Twall .1 - Twall,2) 

h,.,1{Tbutlt, I - Twall, 1) = kJ L,.. 

= h,.i{Twall, 2 - Tbutk, 2) kcal/(cm2 -h) (8.124) 
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where k, is the t?ermal conductivity of the wall in kilocalories per centimeter per 
second per Celsms degree. In terms of an overall heat-transfer coefficient Ji. de-
fined by ' 

heat flux = h('fi,u1k. 1 - 7;,ulk, 2) 

rearrangement of the previous equations yields: 

I I 1 1 ;::;=-+ - + ,, h..,1 k, h..,
2 

(planar wall) 

(8.125) 

(8.126) 

In clear analogy wit~ our mass-transfer discussions, the overall resistance 1/li is 
the s~m of !hree res1st~nces !n series. For heat transfer across a cylindrical-tube 
wall _m heatmg or coolmg coils, the cross-sectional area for heat transfer changes 
continuously through the wall. In this instance the appropriate equation for;, is 

1 I In (dof d1) 1 =--=-+ --'-...:.;._ + 
hodo hodo 2k. h,d, (tube wall) (8.127) 

where d, and. do are tft.= tube inside and outside diameters, respectively. Note the 
use_of subscript o for l10 since it reminds us to use the outside tube surface as the 
basis for a_ heat-transfer ar: a. The thermal conductivity k, of the solid depends on 
the material; e.g., ~t 100 C, k, = 0.908 calf(s•cm•K) (copper) and 0.107 calf 
(s•cm-K) (st.eel): k, rncreases slowly with diminishing temperature. Appropriate 
values for different heat exchanger materials are found in standard enginee · 
handbooks. nng 

. The a_nalr~is of ~omentum and heat transfer at either fluid-solid interface 
gives the rnd1v1dual-s1de heat-exchange coefficients (/1 I, ) 0 (/ / ) • E 
(8 126) . d (8 . . . wl • wl r lo, ,, m q. 

· an .127). Where such md1v1dual coefficients vary along the heat-
transfer surface, an overall local heat-transfer coefficient is defined by equations 
~uch as (8.126) and (8.127), and a detailed integration over the heat-transfer area 
1s needed to calculate the total heat transferred. 

For fluid-wall heat transfer, the important dimensionless groups are the 
following: 

and 

N I hd usse t number -= Nu ""' -
kl 

Prandtl number = Pr == C,.µ 
kl 

• 2 
Brmkman number = Br = - -1!:!!_ --

ki1i,u1k - Twau) 

112 
Froude number = Fr ~ -

gd 

Reynolds number = Re .., pud 
µ 

(8.128a) 

,, 
(8.128b) 

(8.128c) 

(8.128d) 

(8. I 28e) 
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where k1 = thermal conductivity offluid, cal/(s•cm• 0C) 
C,. = heat capacity, cal/(g·°C) 

d = distance (tube diameter or spacing, cm) 
µ = viscosity (poise) 
u = velocity (cm/s) 
g = gravitational constant (g-cm/s2

) 

519 

As discussed elsewhere [5], the Brinkman number represents heat production by 
viscous dissipation divided by heat transport by conduction and may usually be 
neglected at the heat-exchanger surface for our purposes. (In the impeller-tip 
vicinity, this number becomes important.) Similarly, in a baffled vessel or one 
with an off-center stirrer, the ·Froude number is usually negligible. 

The heat-transfer coefficient h, rendered dimensionless as Nu, is a function of 
Pr and Re: 

Nu = f(Pr, Re) (8.129a) 

As hydrodynamics may vary with the aspect of the exchange surface, i.e., the 
length L to diameter d ratio, L /d, correlations are also available in the form 

Nu= f'(Pr, Re,~) (8.129b) 

Temperature variations induce variations of fluid properties at different points 
near the heat-transfer surface. As liquid viscosity is the most important of these, 
the ratio 

µb/µ0 = viscosity (Tbulkfluld)/ viscosity(Twan) 

is a useful correlating variable: 

Nu =f"(Pr, Re,~,:: ) (8.129c) 

As It (and therefore Nu) may be defined as a local transfer coefficient or as 
one which has been averaged over the surface in several possible ways, care must 
be taken to use the appropriate ~ Tioc or fJ. T,.. with Nu10c or Nua• from literature 
correlations. 

For fluids of viscosity near that of water, a useful correlation in turbulent 
flow (heating or cooling) ist 

(8.130) 

t W. H. McAdams, Hear Transmission, 3d ed., p. 152. McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York. 
1954. 
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520 BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS 

turbulent 

which appears valid when 

l04 ~ Re s; 1.2 x l05 

0.7 ~ Pr S 120 valid for all liquids except molten metals 

L 
d ';?;, 60 long tubes 

A modification due to Seider and Tatet incorporates an allowance for larger 
temperature differences; it appears useful for estimating heat transfer with viscous 
fluids (such as oils): 

Nu= - = 0.027 Reo.sPr0•33 2 hd (µ )0.14 
k µo (8.131) 

When natural convection is also important due to the presence of nonuniform 
lluid density, the Grashof number 

Gr= d3g llp Pav 
µ2 

appears in the correlation' for the liquid flowing in horizontal tubes: 

[d (d )o.1s]1'3( )o.14 Nu= 1.75 i"Pr Re+ 0.04 L Gr Pr :: 

(8.132) 

(8.133) 

(For vertical tubes, the viscosity ratio is replaced by LO and the constant 0.04 by 
0.0722.) 

When the fluid is known to be non-Newtonian, the forms change. 
equations1 which have been used for pseudoplastic fluids (Sec. 8.8) are 

Two 

Nu = - = 2.0 - Re Pr " --- -lid (d )''3['1 (bulk) (3 + 1/n) 1]0
•
14 

k L 11v(wall) 4 2 (8.134a) 

or lid (d ) 1/3(3n + J)l/3 Nu = - = 1.75 - Re Pr --
k L 4n (8.134b) 

where 110 is the apparent viscosity (Eq. 8.92) evaluated at the bulk 11uid or wall 
temperature. Note that for a Newtonian fluid (n = 1) without large bulk-wall 
temperature differences, Eq. (8.134b) reduces to Eq. (8.133). The viscosity varia--'• · 
tions with temperature, however, are explicitly represented in Eq. (8.134a) in the 
same form as Eq. (8.133). 

A wide variety of reactor heat-transfer surface and flow configurations are 
possible. Some correlations for several of these are given in Example 8.3; others 

1 
F. E. N. Seider and G. E. Tate, "Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop of Liquids in Tubes," Ind. 

£1111- Cl,em., 28: 1429, 1936. 
1 

R. C. Martinelli and L. M. Boelter, AIChE Mtg .• 1942 (cited in McAdams, op. cit.). 
1 

S. E. Charm and E. W. Merrill, "Heat Transfer Coefficients in Straight Tubes for Pseudoplastic 
Food Materials in Streamline Flow," Food Res., 24:319, 1959. 
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can be found in standard heat-transfer texts and in Chap. 3 of .chann (ref. 30 
of Chap. 9). Some example calculations for heat-tra?sfer c~effic,_ents ~nd heat
exchanger duties are considered in the problem seclion. M1cr~b1al ~utds oc~a
sionally deposit a residue on the heater surf~ce leading to ~oul~ng (time-varying 
wall heat-transfer coefficient) and a decrease m Ii for the flu1d-s1de. 

Example 8.3 Heat trans£er correlations 

Natural convection f rom vertical plane or cylinder:t 

Nu C! hL e c(Gr Pr)" 
k 

(8E3.l) 

where Lis the plate length or cylinder diameter, all parameters are evaluated at (1i,.1t + Tw.u)/2, and 

3.5 x 10' s Gr Pr s J011 c • 0.13, a • ½ (turbulent) 

10• s Gr Pr s 3.5 x 10• c • 0.55, q • ¼(laminar) 

Heal rran:rfer in concentric annuli :i 

Streamline flow : 

Nu !l h: • ( ~)° • (Re Pr)°•' ( z)°'4' Gro s 

where d
0

, d, • outside and inside diameters 

Turbulen I flow· 

outer wall 

inner wall 

GravitJ•jfow over lwri=onral tube surfaces: 

h 

where w "' liquid now rate 
L s tube length 
d. outside diameter 

Turb11lelll ftcm in lllbe:r ·• 

( 

W )1/3 
65 -

µ,LJ. 
Btu/(h•ft- °F) if~< 52S 

2µ,L 

hd Ro• P-" Nu = - • 0.023 e r 
k 

{
0.4 

b "" 0.3 
for hea ting 

for cooling 

(8E3.2) 

(8E3.3) 

(8EJ.4) 

(8EJ.5) 

I W J King, " Free Convection," Mech. Eng., 54:347, 1932. 
1 c.· c·. Monrnd and J. F. Pelton, in W. H. McAdams, " Heat Transmission," McGrnw-H1ll Book 

Company, New York, 1954. 
1 F. w. Dittus and c. M. K. Boelter, Univ. Calif. Pub/. Eng., 2:443, 1930 (sec McAda ms, Heat 

Transmission). 
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522 HIOCMEMICAL ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS 

Flow perp,·111lic11/ar 10 i.mlat,·d c,rlindcr: t 

lid 
Nu .. k = (Pr)(0.3S + 0.56 Reo.s1 ) 

Flow perpemlh 11/ur to ,me row of whcs cemere,I 2d apart: t 

lid 
Nu • T = 0.21 Re~·'' Pr"3 

where Re., is Re evaluated at 11m .. and 2d is defined as 

direction 

ofnow 

SW!J!Jcred .,uaes.rive ro11·s of the above l ,l'pe: I 

EBt 
2d 

EBl 

(8.E3.6) 

(8E3.7) 

Same as Eq. (8E3.7), but coefficient 0.21 replaced by 0.27 for 3 rows, 0.30 for 5 rows, 0.33 for 10 tube 
rows or more. 

The subject of transport of heat and mass is, we reiterate, an enormously 
de~elo~ed area. The ~r~sent c_hapter has provided some conceptual guidelines for 
estimating the quant1t1es of interest. The literature contains a vast number of 
referen~e~ _for heat-. an~ mass~transrer correlations under a variety of experimen
tal condtt10_ns, as md1cated m some of the general references of this chapter. 
Where poss1?le, ~se of c?rrelations from experimental configurations most apro
pos t~ the s1tuat10~ of interest should be practiced, always taking note of the 
margin of (un)certamty of the correlation. 

8.11 STERILIZATION OF GASES AND LIQUIDS 
BY FILTRATION 

Previous sections discussed use of elevated temperature to effect the desired level 
of sterilizatio_n, of~ liquid. High temperatures can damage medium components, ',· 
and ~cat stenhzat1on of gases is not economical. A common alternative approach 
apphcablc equally to gases and liquids is the use of appropriate filters to remove 
undesirable viable cells and, where possible, viruses from the appropriate process 
stream. 

_ Filters may be made from sintered porcelain, asbestos fiber mats, or synthetic 
~•croporous polymer membrane. While the first two categories are important 
h1stoncally, nearly all filtration today associated with sterilization relics on the 

1 S. E. Charm, Ftmdamc11rals of Food Enginecri11g, 2d e~ .. Chap. 4. Av1 Publishing. Westport. 
Conn., 1971. 
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use of polymeric microporous membranes. These filters may now be routinely 
used to render sterile a gas flow or dilute liquid suspension entering a bioreactor. 

The value of these membrane filters derives from several characteristics: 

1. The porous membranes formed, typically from stable gels, have extremely 
uniform porosity, thereby providing absolute retention of all particles above 
a certain size (controllable by pore size modification). 

2. The extreme porosity (often 70-80%) and thinness (ca. 100 microns) provide 
low flow resistance, thus allowing a high solvent (water) flux. For example, 
one liter can be passed through a filter having 0.2 micron pores and 10 cm2 

of filter area in 2- 3 min. 
3. The membrane filter materials (including cellulose nitrate, cellulose acetate, 

vinyl polymers, polyamidcs, and fluorocarbons) are all steam sterilizable and 
stable against most aqueous suspensions and many organic materials. 

4. The quality of the manufactured membrane is easily tested by challenge with 
a suspension of nearly uniformly sized viable microorganisms. For example, 
0.22 micron pore filters arc tested with a suspension of Pse11domo11as aerugi11-
osa bacteria, and Serratia marcescens elTectjvely probe a 0.45 micron pore 
membrane. Viral strains may be used to test filters with very small pore 
diameters, but uncertainties in virus culture techniques weaken this test for 
quality control. 

The filters or this section are used to remove trace particulates from air or 
liquid streams, typically to render them sterile (pharmaceuticals) or at least free 
from pathogens (beverages). Filtration for removal of particles from concentrated 
suspensions such as fermentation broths is discussed in Chapter 11. 

PROBLEMS 

8.1 Oxygen diffusivitiei; in prolein solutions Strocvc [S3] noted that an 1881 derivation of James 
Clerk Maxwell's (Treatise mt Electricity and Magnetism, vol. I , 3d ed.) for diffusion through a fluid 
containing spherical obstructions simplified to the form below when the obstructions were impcrmc
ublc : 

~ 2(1 - /) 

(Jo• 2 + f 

where !} • apparent diffusivity in suspensions 
? 0 • apparent dilTusivily in pure fluid 

f = volume fraction of obstructions 

He found that the form gave reasonable fit to experimental data provided thal f was defined as 
f fr + Jb, where/, is the volume fruclion of prolcin and fb the volume fraction of water physically 
immobilized on the protein surface. Taking the dimensions of the protein to be those of hydrated 
hemoglobin (spheroid 6S by 55 by 55 A), calculate and plot Q/Q0 vs. fr (not f) assuming no, one, or 
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two mtHlllla~crs of in11nohili,ed water around the protei n (T'ln"C of / 1·• o J ti () ' ) (' • 
, . . , ' e 1• •• • I ,., , Olllp,lrC yo ur 

r1:sult, with the folltmmg measun;d v.,lucs for me1hcmogl1•h i11 ,llld comme nt. 

. ./ !I~. 0 .69 0.41 0.17 

0.1 0.2 0.4 

8.2 l\luss-transfer codlicicnt Delermine k1 for lhc following conditions: 

Li,111id volume JOL 

1 urhinc nnpdler diameter 

Vessel diameter 50 cm 

Srced (TC\' 111111) 200 

IO cm 

Air medium binary diffusion coellk1cnt 0.5 x JO ' cm; s 

Airllow rate ::!L min 

Medium dcnsil) l.::!g_ un 1 

Medium vis,osi1y (WI g (cm· S) 

H .. , Oxy,:~n transfor, non:1,:i1a1cd C'onsider ;1 0.5L unMirrcd aer:t1cd 1.hcmostat with JO orili1.-cs 
mounlc<l m the hot tom. If c:td1 is I mm in 1li.1mc1cr an<l 11.ts a n .11rllow rate of 5 ml min. what srcciti1. 
,di growlh rale ,q)I he maintained if o~ygcn is l111111ing ! Ncglccl hn:akur and coalc~cencc a n<l 
assume the medium ,~ ~ullk1en1ly dilutr.: for ii 10 hehan: Ii~e pure w,Hcr. 

11111.n 0.5 h I 

"' 0.1 m:H r, n d!nc cm 

if 980 cm s ' Jt1: ,., ::! ,, IO 0 g,'(ull ·\I , 
0 ~ " 10 ~cm'~ 

,,, .. , 10 ; g_ '(L'lll ·S) />,:.,h 1-1 g L II I 10 cm 

,. 1.0 g ..:ells I. 

114 "\' •• •• ft ., 
: . :matmn o ,,11 ~ut I temperature Surfocc rcnc11,d thct•ry rrovi<lc, that 1he m:h~ tr:m,fcr cocf-

flrn:nt k, \'.lfl~s as( '.!)' •. I_ or diffusion in liq uid\. che Stolc,.f' in,tcm rd :ilio n g1n:s / JI '/ wnstant. 
1 hus lhc ,·an.1t1on of k, \\llh lcmpcraturc 1s rn.:dil lcd to folio,, thal of ( / 1, )1 : 

(11) l sing_ a ny rdc~cn1.·e tcxl for th.: ,iswsity of water \\ trn1perat11rc. 1.,1lt.:ula tc an<l r I,,1 the 
exrcLtcd •artatlon of k1( I) k1( /' 15 ( ) in the r:11wc 15 to 60 (' 

U>) rhe c,pnlihnum d1,sohcd o xyg~n lch·b (-fa hle N J) 1ary \\ilh h:mrcr,Hurc ,hsuming that 
the •~H_crfo1.ial• ._1rca 1~1lu!nc a 1s not tcmpcr;1t11rc-<l.:r~ndcn1. l :tkul,lh! and plot the ratio ,. 
{/.:,11, ( / )./,,,,, ( I I;,(. >I as Ill part (a l. 

, . Comment on thc tlliltt,_ of the 1~c:1rly <.:on , tanl ,,lluc of i' rrcdiLlcd in r :,n (b ). rxrcrnncn t:tlly. 
!Ills rn11stanL) h.1, h..:cn wnhrmc<l. [ ,-1 J. 
H.S •~•ch rc:tt·tor; 1,trO\l'lh \~. 111:1,s tran,fcr lil11it:ttio11 A h,11d1 fcrmcn1,11ion b w nd11Lted a l J ~ C. 
rxpcr'.mcn_<s "!'h ,odium , ullitc o xid:ttion imhL,1tc th,11 /,111'1 ,• 0.1 nwl (I ,h) The Lulturc ha, a 
douhhng 1!_mc. '." exro11cnlial gr'.1w1h. o_r_JO 111111. and :111 oxyge11 yield wdlkicnt of O (i gcdls. gO: 

(a) < ,lluol,ttc !he c.,r,mc11tJal ~pcuhc gnmth ra1e. 1,. 

(/,) l sc rq . (X J,H lo L:tlculatc lhc di"ol-.:d o xygc11 level. , , . a , the cell, in..:rc,1,c from 
' " IO "g ml. 1'101 , 1 h , . At what hioma-.\ Ic,ct is c1 prcdi1.tcd 10 hccomc , .cro ! 

(c) In rcali~). ,·, d,,e, not hc·wmc ,cro. Rach..:r, 11 hccomc, ,1 fun<tion of ,·, ,II Jo\\ Ji~soh s-J 
oxygen lc1cls as II\ for cxamrlc. l:q. (8.15). ll, c t q (!!.I S) amt the , :unc p,1ramc1cr , ,tluc, ,1, ;iho"c to 
L;1Jc11l:tte ,, " ,·. lake /... 0 0.05 m mol. L. ([asic,t lo a ~, urnc 1, and Lakul,lle ,•.) 
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(,/) ror ,·, • II 9, f. \\C have a ,,nm 1/r-limilc,I 1.·ondit1o n. while , 1 • 0.1,: gi ve\ a 111r1., .Hri111,f,r 

limited Lon<lllion. ll,c l:4. (8,15 1 and your grarh in part(, ) 10 deduce the rang<:~ o f , value\ corre• 
sponding to aronr/1 and 111<1.s.Hrw,,f,'r limited o peration. 

(<') The right Iw n<l srdc of [ q. (8.15) is simply (,h ,/r,. l'lo l (,/x ,//) vs. , on the same gr,1rh •" 

r :1rl (<'I. Wh;1t exrrc, slOII giw, \" at (,/,; ,111.,,,'! 
IU, Elfcct of prcssun• Oxygen tran,rcr has h..:en i11u c,1sed hy augmcntmg the oxygen pa rtial rrcs\urc. 
l'o • as m.t) he easily done by use of rurc oxygen in place of a ir Cccd, . Operation at higher pre\ surcs 
ha~ also 111:cn rropmc<l. L nfortunatdy. t..u l1urc, may cxhihit o xygen inhihition J ue. for examrlc. to 
the form:tlion of c\ecss aLti,i: forms of o xygen w11hm the cell whid1 111ay damage funct ion~ "lnd1 

rc,1uirc a lot..a l 11.·ducing almo, rhcre. 
(H) A\sumc 1ha1 gnmth•dcrendcncc o n oxygen can hi: rcrrcsentcd as 

/I 

or 
,, 

l1m.u •( I 

J.:0 _+ , 1 +,;K, 

where ; f- 0 1', an<l c , 1_/,,, 0 , . Show tha1 the max imum , r ccilkgrowth rate 0 1:1:ur,;at c" ;· 
1 

' . 

(/,) llsmg [q. (8. I 5). modilictl to indu<le 1hc oxygen mhihit ion term in part (11) aho , e. derive ,m 
C<Jllation that \\Ill rn:<l11.t "hat o x~gen prc,surc. ,,0 , . should he u~c<l at ;my -' va lue to mainta in 
maximum 1.·cll grmqh, S1111.c 1,(m.1x) co ns1ant. gi, c a lso the req uired t ime <lcren<lenL'C for /'o ,(I}. 

11.7 :\kt:tbolic product exporl (,1) At tuucs I. 2. J. and 4 h in an 1.-asrartatc r ro<lu.ing [crmenta• 
11011. the extr,11.-cllular product b ch arc measured as I.::!. ). and -1 g,,L. rcspel'tivdy. If the ,urfat..lanl 
cc!ylp~ ridinium d1lori<lc is ;uldc<l a l r 0. the corresponding measured product levels in the mc<liurn 
arc J::!. 22. 30. and 15 g L. ( an you <;.1y wha l funda menta l proccss(cs) kinctic;11l y govern !he a rrear• 
ancc of prod uct m the origin,,! ferment:1tion'! in thc \Urfa..:tanl•modilied medium ! (data from Ref. 55). 

(/, ) Ammo aci<l export in some E. wli arre,1r~ to he a halance helwcen simuhaneous passive 
transport out o r the cell and at..ti,c 1r;1r1sport into lhc cell. Write a rate cqualion for amino add 
e,porl ,~hkh 1s governed h; thc~c two rhcnomeoa. U,ing ra<lio la helcd ca rhon in 1hc amino ad<l, 
outline some 111i1i;1l rate measurement e.,rerimcn ts hy whkh vou could d etermine all o f the r :1ra m• 

cters 111 your proroscd ra te cquauoo. 
Muta tion rrograms to clunm,11.: ca1:1holi1c rcrrcssion aod acti~c tr ,1n~rort urtakc can lead to 

transrort•hmiti:<l product cs port ( Sci: Ref. 56). 
K.K Microbcad immobili1.1,d mycclia The a<lsorp lion of \ po re, of ,1 l',•11i, 1/1111111 , /rrr.soy,•1111111 st ra in 10 
.100 500 1,m r orous rartklc~ ,,a~ u, c<l to create an unmohili, .c<l lll}<Chal Lal.1lys1. !he ..:haractcrislks 
of whkh ,ire cornp:trc<l hdow \\Ith., mycclial suspcn,io n culture. Bo th were prorag;itcd in the same 

huhhlc column hiorc;1ctor 
(a) A,,ummg (roughl} ) that k, \',Irie, a , (1rl 1 :. what ,,a, lhc r;1t io of '1scos1tics in the Llllturcs : 

1, (susrc1mon) i1(un111oh1hl 1.'d)'! \Vh;1t. in your view. allow, a hro1h ,, ith ,1 higher hiomass level to 

cxl11h11 a hmcr , i.sc,hlty '' 
(h i D1,rnss the trade-oils 111 c,,,1, of \Uspclhton ..:ulture , , . 1mmohil11cd ..:ulturc whidt ,,,mltl 

lc;1d to d101cc of the 1110~1 cco no m,,.; r roccs, I 57 J. 

Su, rcn\llHl lm111oh1I11.cd 

\'m.u (J? L) 17.0 19,0 

/>n1 u<g. L) 20 55 
/;111!J., (m mole, 0: L•h•atm) 50 100 100 .150 

lla,is Power inpu l (kW m 1) 2.3 2.3 
O\) gen transfer cun10111y 

(1-.g 0 : kWh) 0 2 1 0 4!! 

S r cLifa CIICf!! Y 1.ons11111r1io 11 
(~ Wh gpcn<.il 0 .12 0 07 
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526 BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS 

~:v~le-up Methods Table 8.5 provides a scale-up basis under various circumstances (e.g., constant 

(a) Discuss the (un)desirablc effects on other operating variables resulting rrom scaling-up at 
constant reference of(P/ V), N1, FJ V, N 1D1, or Re,. 

(b) I~ has ~en suggested that scale-up is best done by keeping k1a and fluid shear (lip velocity) 
~on_stant, m particular D,IT ~ 0.25 - 0.4 and N 1D1 • O.S m/s. Use the correlations of this chapter to 
m~•ca~e how (P/ V), Nr, F,/ Vand Re, would vary under scale-up with these mass transfer and shear 
gu1dehnes (S8]. 

8.10 ~ling param~ters in ae111tion (a) In agitated aeration, Sh = rz Rc:"'Sc"'' according lo many 
c~rrclauons. Assummg constant bubble size, show that achievement of identical values of k, in two 
different vessels, e.g., small (I) and large (II) requires that the impeller speed in revolutions per minute 
N, scale as follows: 

N ,(II) • [ D1(1) ]1-11.,, 
Ni(.l) D,(II) 

(b) Consequently, establish that constant k, implies 

(P/ V)11 .,, [ D,<I)]•- J1.,, 
(P/ V)1 D1(11) 

For the turbulent ~~rrelation in the text, what fortuitous result arises in the previous equation? 
. (c) For cond1t1ons where the bubble size itself is detennincd by impeller conditions, what rela-

tions hold for N,(Il)/N,(I)?, (P/ V)11/(P/ V)1? 

8.1 I .~ubble-column performance (a) Estimate a, H, and k, for a bubble column under the following 
cond111ons: 

Oas 11ow = 20 std ft3/min 

Liquid flow • 25 gn[fmin (water) 

Column ID • 16 in 

Average bubble diameter D • 0.25 in 

(b) An alternate correlation (59] for bubble swarm (liquid or liquid-liquid mass transfer) is 

Sh ,. 2.0 + o.ois7[ Re°"84Sco.JJ9(~1::)0·0HJ.61 

Co~pare the explicit depen~ence of each physical parameter with that of the text fonnula. Evaluate k, 
agam and the percentage difference between the two estimates. 

8.12 Stream re11e111tion (rapids and ponds) A moving stream might be approximated by alternating 
deep and shallow segments of the same width. If the "deep" and "shallow" segments have deplhs hu, 
h5 and lengths / 0 , /5 : 

(a) Whal _is the_ rati~ of ner?t!on _mass-tr~nsfer coe~cients for the shallow 10 deep segments'/ ,, · 
(b). ~u~pmg b1olog'.cal ac~1v1ty mto a single species, develop an analytic description for sub

s_tr~t~ ullhzallon by aerobic species of this ponds-rapids configuration, assuming oxygen transfer to be 
hm11mg. Slate your assumptions clearly. 

. (c? Develop expres~ion~ (making simplifying assumptions if needed) for the fraction of total 
m1c_robml growth occurring m the pond and the fraction of total oxygen transfer occurring in the 
raprds. 

~13 Simpli6ed stream reaeratlon: (Streeter-Phelps equation) Stream reaeration can be described as a 
simple plug-flow phenomenon under conditions where organic sedimentation sediment reactions and 
loss of organic volatiles is unimportant. A balance on organic mancr S in a s~ream of velocity 11 ~ives 

iJs iJs 
ai • - u OZ - µm.,s 
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and lhe ol.ygen balance is 

oc0 oc0 - • Y. - • - u - + k0 ,(c0 , - C0 1) - µ,. .. s o,s 
01 oz 

Onadien1 G atn by mus Lo.n by microbial 
tran..dcr oxidation 

+ photosynthesis rate - algal respiration rate - sedimentation rate 

(a) If oxygen is always in excess for the microbes oxidizing the nulrienls, show that 

s(z) "' s, . 0 exp(- µ m .. ~) 

5?7 

(b) Al steady state, nc:glecling photosynthesis, algal respiration, and sedimentation, show that 
the o xygcn-conccnlration profile satisfies the Streeter-Phelps equation 

( 
k0 ,z) 

+ (c~, - c0 ,., . 0 ) exp - -
11

-

where ko, ko,JI 
1.:

0 1 
• eddy.averaged oxygen-transfer coefficient [from (8.88)] 

I • stream depth 

(c) Establish analytically thal for the Streeter-Phelps treatment, c~, - co,(z), known as the 

oxygen deficit, has a single minimum at 

What is the downstream distance : corresponding to this point of maximum o xygen deficit? Repeat 
this derivation including consta nt photosynthesis, algal respiration, and sedimentation rates. 

8.14 Heal transfer, bubble size For the stoichiometry given in Prob. 5.13, (a) suppose that a batch 
aerobic fcnnenlor is run in a cylindrical tank of 6-ft d iameter with 130 fl of 1-in•diameter cooling coil 
arranged on 2-in spacing. Assume that all heat transfer is through lhc coils and that the bubble 
sparger always maintains a sufficient K 1a value so growth is not oxygen-limited. If the average fluid 
velocily perpendicular to the coiled lubes is 10 percent of the impeller-tip velocity, what is the 
minimum speed in revolutions per minute needed for heat transfer if the average cooling liquid 
temperature is I s•c and the fermentor should operate no higher than 28"C? Repeat this calculation 
for cell densities of 10•, 10' , 108, and 109 cells per milliliter (impeller diameter • 4.5 ft, thickness = ½ 

in, height • 6 in, single paddle). 
(b) At I09 cells per milliliter, the aeration rate is such lhut 10 percent of the entering oxygen is 

consumed by the cells. For a poorly designed sparger, bubble size is too large. What stirrer speed 
(revolutions per minute) is needed to give adequate bubble size? Can this reasonably be achieved 
wilh one large paddle? Would a better design include a second much shorter, high-speed paddle just 

above lhe sparger with, for example, D1 • 0.2D1, N1 • ION1? 
8.15 Dimensionless groups: Buckingham :r theorem In heat transfer by forced flow of fluid over a tube 
surface, the parameters which are physically important in determining the flu id-side heat-transfer 
coefficient (a conductnncc h) are the cha racteristic diameter of the pipe D, the fluid velocity u, and 
viscosity µ (in poise), density p, specific heat at constanl pressure C P (in calories per mole per degwc), 
and the thennal conductivity of the fluid k 1 (in calories per second per centimeter per degree). The 
Buckingham II theorem slates that "the functional relationship between q quantities whose units can 
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be given in terms of p fundamental units can be wri11en as a function of q - p dimensionless groups. 
The fundamental unils in heat transfer are mass m. length /, time t, and temperature T. 

(a) Express h, D, u, µ, p, Cp, and k in terms of such units, i.e., variable • m"l"t'T". 
(b) Four dimensionless groups are commonly formed from these variables: Nu ( = hD/k

1
), Re 

( ;a pDu/ µ), Pr ( = Cpµ/ k1) and Stanton number St ( El h/uCpp). Comment By inspection, what does 
the Stanton number represent? 

8.16 Power-law fluids: starch hydrolysis Pastes resulting from cooking I % wt/vol amylopectin in 
waler are pseudoplastic, thus following the power law, T • 1/'I', with n < 1.0. For balch er-amylase 
hydrolysis of lhis paste, the following changes with increasing time were observed. [60]: 

1/, dyn•s"/cm2 0.32 0.26 0.20 0.14 0.10 0.03 
n 0.73 0.75 0.78 0.83 0.85 0.98 

(a) Show that these data can be described by 

where To, i'o = const 

(b) Establish with an appropriate graph that all r-vs-y curves at each degree of hydrolysis pass through a common point. 

(c) How would the power input at fixed rotation speed vary with lime? Could this parameter be 
used for on-line batch-process control? 

8.)7 Power input vs. impeller speed in non-Newtonian fluids For non-Newtonian fluids wilh power
law indices n less lhan unity, the shear rate -, may be taken to be proportional to the impeller rotation 
rate N1 (61]. Show that: 

(a) For a fluid between concentric cylindrical surfaces, shear stress on the ou1er cylinder (as lhe 
inner-cylinder rotation speed varies) changes according lo (dr/dN

1
) a; N7 • 1. 

(b) The Reynolds number, Re= D; N,Pl 'I. , where If. is the apparent viscosity (shear-ralcdependcnt), varies as Re cc N; ·•. 
(c) For Reynolds numbers defined nbove, the dnta for power number ( = Pg,!Df N; p) vs. 

Reynolds number fall on or just below thnt correlation for the New1onian-fluid values. Thus if P" 
varies as Re•, establish that the power inpu1 P varies as Nf +•11- ••. 

(d) From the previous informalion, how would you evaluate the proporlionalily constant be, 
lween 'I and N, for a non-Newtonian fluid? 

8.18 Hydrocarbon-fermenration phases (a) For the quotalion of Mimura el 111. (and Fig. 8.14) de
scribing lhe lime course or a particular hydrocarbon fermentation, write a mathematical descriplion 
of growth and substrate(s) utilization in each phase of lhe batch fermentation. For each "phnsc," 
indicate quanlitntively where the controlling rcsistancc(s) to growth may lie, i.e., hydrocarbon solubi
lfaation, oxygen transfer, cell me1abolism, etc. 

(b) Postulate various reasons why the cell-hydrocarbon-drople1-air-bubble-solvent system 
adopts each configuration mentioned by the nuthors. Whal obvious experiments are suggested by thjir 
direcl observa1ion? How would you discrimina1e between or prove the hypotheses advanced? 

8.)9 Double-substrate design (both gasei;) Hnmer ct al. ["SCP Produc1ion from Methane," p. 362 in 
Single Cell Protein II, S. R. Tannenbaum and D. f. C. Wang (eds.), MIT Press, Cambridge, Mnss., 
1975) report lhat the utilization of methane in the presence of oxygen in a conlinuous-flow conlin
uous!y sparged fcrmenlor can be described by the double Michaelis-Menlen form of cell grow1h: 

c1 C1 r =µ x---
• mu KI + C1 K, + Ci 

where I is oxygen, nnd 2 methane. 

(a) Assuming constant yield coefficienls, Y1 and Y2 (grams of cell per gram of substrale i, 
i • I, 2), write down the steady-s1a1c balances for a sterile-feed system for cells and substrates I and 2. 
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be K . d assume both liquid and gas phases to be Take the overall mnss-transrer conduclance lo 11° an 

completely mixed._ . . wash-out will again occur. Show by graphical or analytical 
(b) As 1he d1lut1on rate increase:, D ~ 0 72 h- 1 for the following parameler values: K 1 = 

evaluation lhat washout occurs al a out ~ . - K a"' tooh-1, cT"' 
Kl = 5 x 10_4 g/L, Yi= 1.25 g cell/g 0.2' y2 = 2.0 g cell/g substrate, K,. a - u 
0.015 g/L, c; = 0.007 g/L, µ,.., = 0.8 h- . 
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CHAPTER 

NINE 

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF 
BIOLOGICAL REACTORS 

Knowledge of biological reaction kinetics and mass transfer, our primary con
cerns in Chaps. 7 and 8, is essential for understanding how biological reactors 
work. In order to assemble a complete portrait of biological reactor operation, 
however, it is necessary to integrate these two fundamental phenomena with the 
gas and liquid mixing and contacting patterns in the unit. Different design and 
scale-up procedures are required for reactors with different flow and mixing char
acteristics. Consequently, our major task in this chapter is to blend these various 
ingredients to obtain a coherent overall strategy and analysis of biological 

reactors. 
In our considerations of cell kinetics in Chap. 7, the complex multiphase, 

interactive nature of cellular bioreactors was indicated. In that context, we ex
amined different types of approximations which could be introduced in order to 
simplify the kinetic description of the cell population to a practical, workable 
level while at the same time trying to minimize errors introduced by the approxi
mations. Similar problems and needs face us in biological reactor design and 
analysis. Now, we examine the interaction of the complex cellular kinetic features 
discussed earlier with an also complicated fluid flow, mixing, and heat transfer 
situation. We must now consider the effect of scale or size of the reactor on the 
mixing, flow, and heat and mass transfer patterns inside the reactor and how 
different flow and transport fields will influence and interact with biocatalyst 
kinetics. In this chapter we shall focus on different descriptions of contacting in 
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the reac1or and ti · . 
1 

. lC lnler.iction of cont·1c1in , • · . 
n a fashion an.1logous lo th·11 con ··d J p,1t1_erns wrlh biochemical reactions 

<l
n:~~ _10 _apply approximations,ju<lici;~s~yrc. ca~r~r for ccll_ular kinetics, we wiij 
escrrp11on. rn or er to obtarn a workable reactor 

. In. addressing ques1ions which ·I . II . . . , . . 
s~rat~g1cs for describing biorcactors s .1;1 ·1t~e rn this chapter of approximation 
1111-~ 11111,• scufes and n •latire fe/1/fl/i ~,'.a't .:v•TI e extremely useful lo consider re/a-
w Heh we en• · • · · t. · 1c spectrum of 11·1n, . d I counter rn h1orc·1ctor d . . e an cngth sc·,Jcs 
gc ·t ·d b I ' csign and ·maly •· ·. · • · s e Y t ie characteristic tim . d I ' sis rs extremely large as sug 
analysis of bioreaetors ,:s i'd, 1·c,:s a~ cngths in Figs. 9.1 and 9 '> A k.ey. t -
h • . · · en 1 1cat1on of th · . ·-· o 

p cnomen,1 of central interest in ·1 p· t' I c tune ,ind length scales for lhc 
often possible to analyze ph~nom~1n ,ir -:~u ~1r reactor design context. Then ii is 
~lllch 1,_1rger than those charnctcristic ':~ :h~me o_r, !~ngth s~al~s much smaller o~ 
t1vcly simple approximations We I . I process of rmun rnterest using rel·1-
d' • · · · iavc ·1 rc·i<ly • • rscuss1on of the qu·1,·1· steady t ' • encountered lhesc 1'de·1s ,·11 o ,.,-. sate·1p .· ·. · •· ur 
models in Sec. 7.4.1. Herc co~p·1ri~o proxrmat1on rn Chap. J and of structured 
rcp_catedly in formulating ;, clear 'co.n -~ ~f-l~n~1h and time scales shall be used 
which arc most important in tl1e re· ~tep u,t p1~tu_re of the biorcactor proces,·cs 
·1 J · · .tc or descr t r .. , · • na ys1s o_bJcclive. · •r ion 10r a particular design or 

Also involved in decisions . . ·1bTt f . . . on ,1pproprntc r .. t d . . 
' • • y o cxpcrrmcn1al methods fo ·I . . '. . ~,1c or cscript1ons is the avail-
processes of interest, and the ab.ilit rt c 1~1tc,lcnz111g lhc lransporl and reaction 

y o so vc the mathematical models b· . d . ,lse on 
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/ ,\ / 

certain reactor descriptions within reasonable time by currently available numeri
cal methods. We shall sec 1hat our ability lo arrive at predictive biorcactor 
models is best for the relatively simple situation of one or a few reactions cata
lyzed on one or a few enzyme catalysts and that, in the c.1se of cellular reactors 
with complex multiphase mixing, our lack of knowledge of the structure of the 
cellular kinetics and of the slructure of the physical llow situation hinders predic
tive an.1lysis at this time. This clearly indicates a major need for additional funda
mental research on bioreaction and interacting multiphase llow phenomena. 
Without more fundamcnt.11 understanding of these processes, we shall always be 
faced with a considerable amount of empiricism and need for many scale-up 
cxpcrimcms in order to arrive at what may be processes far from optimal. 

To begin our consideration of biorcactor design and analysis, we consider 
elaborations on 1hc ideal batch and continuous-now stirred-tank (CSTR) reac
tors introduced in conncclion with our kinetics discussions in Chap. 7. 

9.1 IDEAL BIOREAC'TORS 

In Sec. 7.1. we introduced ideal well-mixed biorcactors. In these sy~tems. mixing 
is presumed to be sulliciently intense and uniform such that reaction conditions 
and biocatalyst levels :ire clTcctively homogeneous throughout the reactor. Thb 
approxim:1tion will be valid if any gradients which do exist arc sufliciently ~mall 
so that the reaction rate locally for a given cell or biocatalyst particle is not 
changed significantly as that c:1talyst particle moves from one domain of the 
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reactor to another. Alternatively, if the catalyst particles circulate through differ
ent regions of the reactor very rapidly with respect to the characteristic response 
time of the catalyzed reaction to changing conditions, then calculating reactor 
performance based on the assumption of average, uniform conditions throughout 
will usually be satisfactory. Conditions like the ones described may be met in 
laboratory reactors and even pilot scale reactors, depending upon the process 
involved. In growth of dense cultures of filamentous organisms or organisms 
producing extracellular polymer, however, highly non-Newtonian conditions are 
encountered in which, even in small benchtop reactors, ideal mixing is not 
approximated. 

Examination of the theory of ideal completely mixed bioreactors is impor
tant for several reasons. First, such reactors provide well-defined conditions for 
kinetic studies in the laboratory. Second, such models may frequently be used 
with reasonable success even when the conditions required for validity of these 
models are not well satisfied. Finally, such ideal mixing configurations provide a 
starting point for examination and characterization of nonideal mixing and reac
tors with significant spatial nonuniformities in reaction conditions. As we shall 
see, we can sometimes calculate and simulate in the laboratory nonidealities in 
large-scale reactors using model systems comprised of interconnected ideal reac
tors. In this section, we first elaborate on the ideal batch and ideal CSTR reac
tors discussed in Sec. 7.J. Finally we consider an ideal plug-flow reactor in which 
negligible backmixing occurs. 

9.1.l Fed-Batch Reactors 

It is often desirable to add liquid streams to a batch bioreactor as the reaction 
process occurs. This can be done to add precursors for desired products, to add 
regulating compounds such as inducers at a desired point in the batch operation, 
to maintain low nutrient levels to minimize catabolite repression, or to extend 
the stationary phase by nutrient addition to obtain additional product. When a 
liquid feed stream enters the reactor, the culture volume is also altered, and this 
must be taken into account in the equations used to describe the reactor. Letting 
F(t) denote the volumetric flow rate of the entering feed stream at time t and 
c,t<t) denote the concentration of component i in this entering stream, the mater-
ial balance on component i takes the following form: ·, · 

(9.1) 

Assuming that the densities of the entering liquid stream and of the culture fluid 
are both equal to p, a total mass balance on the reactor contents takes the 
following form: 

d 
-- [p. VR] = p. F(t) 
dt (9.2) 
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. . d ·fied to take into account different feed and 
(How would this eq~~t1on be ?10 I sa aeration of the reactor contents?) 
reactor content dens1t1es. resultmg from, h y, substantially with time during 
Assuming that the density p does _not c ange 
batch operation, Eq. (9.2) becomes simply 

dVR = F(t) (9.3) 
dt 

. . . . dicated on the left-hand side of Eq. (9.1) 
Carrying out the d1ffer_entiat10n_ m f fme) substituting for dViJdt using Eq. 

(remembering that now VR is a fun_ct1on o tf I ~orking form of the component i 
(9.3), and rearranging the result gives a use u 
material balance 

dc1 F(t) ] + 
- = -- [C11-C1 rf, 
dt VR 

(9.4) 

are the mass and component balance equations whi~h de
Eq~. (9.3~ and (9.4) . hat suitable kinetic expressions r J, are. available, 
scrrbe this system. Assummg t . I t the effect of different batch feedmg stratethese equations can be used to s1mu a e 
gies F(t) on reactor performance. 

9.1.2 Enzyme-Catalyzed Reactions in CSTRs . 

e ctions assume a variety of configurations 
CSTRs used for enzyme-catalyzed J a I d to provide the necessary enzyme 
(Fig. 9.3), depen~ing on the. metho em~:~eare continuously added to and n~
activity. In the simplest design (a), endzy ffl t 11·nes Obviously this approach is 

h I ·a the feed an e uen · 
moved from t e reac or v1 . ·ve that they are expendable. 
practical only when the enzymes are so mexpens1 

(a) c.,niin~ous feed or enzymes 
in \olutmn 

(b) Rcleminn or ~nzymcs in 
'.'olution ui i ng a pornus 
membrane 

. (, /) Pellet, or immnh)hzcd enzyme 

(, ) Rapid recirculation throu~~ a shon 
packed column or immob1hzcd 

enzyme 

(~) Screen m lhc crnuc,n1 hnc. ate held in •·oniamcrs on ag1lator 
prevents cscdpc of ,mmob1hzcd shalt 
enzyme pc llcls , 

. . r CSTR designs for enzyme-catalyzed rcacuons. Figure 9.3 Schcmauc diagrams o 
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Use of more costly enzymes requires that they be retained in the reactor or 
recycled. Recalling our discussions of enzyme immobilization in Chap. 4 suggests 
several possibilities, the first of these (Fig. 9.3b) employs an ultrafiltration mem
brane in the effluent stream with pores slifficiently small to prevent escape of the 
relatively large enzyme molecules in solution. A screen in the effluent line suffices 
if the enzyme is immobilized on insoluble particles which arc suspended in the 
reaction mixture as a slurry (Fig. 9.3c). Another approach for physical retention 
of immobilized enzymes within the vessel is shown in Fig. 9.3d, where the enzyme 
is held in screen baskets attached to the agitator shaft. This configuration, which 
has also been widely used for study of gas-phase reactions on supported-metal 
catalysts, is intended to minimize mass-transfer resistance between the liquid 
phase and the immobilized-enzyme pellets. A more conveniently implemented 
arrangement for achieving the same objective is circulation of reaction mixture 
from a well-mixed reservoir through a short packed column of immobilized 
enzyme (Fig. 9.3e). So long as the recirculation rate is sufficiently large so that 
only very small conversion (ca. < I %) occurs in a single lluid pass through the 
column, this overall system is equivalent to a CSTR reactor [4]. Thus, this design 
is especially convenient for laboratory kinetics studies. 

Enzyme recycle is feasible only when the enzymes can be readily recovered 
from the product stream leaving the reactor. Two promising approaches to this 
problem are containment of enzyme inside liquid-surfactant or phospholipid 
membranes and immobilization of the enzymes on magnetic supports. 

Regardless of which strategy is employed, the common objective is mainten
ance of the desired enzyme concentration within the CSTR. Assuming that this 
has been accomplished, we can concentrate our attention on computation of the 
effluent substrate and product concentrations. The basic principles and general 
material balances discussed above for microbial growth are applicable, as arc 
additional constraints implied by the relatively simple stoichiometry of these 
reactions. 

For example, for the single reaction 

s - p 

I mol of P is formed for each mole of S which reacts, so that the feed (s
0

, p
0

) al}_q 
effluent concentrations (.~, p) arc related by 

s0 - s • p - Po (9.5) 

With Eq. (9.5), reaction-rate expressions v(s, p) which arc functions of both sand 
p can be written in terms of s only, simplifying the necessary algebra. The sub
strate mass balance in this case lakes the form 

F(s0 - s) - VRv(s, p0 + s0 - s) = 0 (9.6) 

Table 9.1 gives solutions to this equation for a variety of kinetic forms. These 
formulas are easiest to use in an indirect fashion: insert the desired substrate 
conversion into the right-hand side and compute the required residence time 
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substrate conversions r, = 
Table 9.1 Relationships am~ng d catalyst concentration 

/ mean residence time, an t ¥:~ ~n~~:;-catalyzed reactions in a CSTR . 

Reaction-rate 
expression ror u 

Michaclis •Mcntcn : 

Vma1S -K,.+s 

Reversible Michaclis•Mcnten: 

v,.,.(s - p/K) 
K,. + -~ + K,.p/ Kp 

Competitive product inhibition: 

Vm••s 
;;-+'K:(f+pi;) 

Substrale inhibi lion: 

{,(~'"-+So) I - r, 

K,.(Po + soJ)] 
•{ K., + So - Jso + - K, 

.. + - --K (l - J)so] 
,5.~{1 + .~o(l - J) K, 

d · I Reactors, p. 158, . h·1·• d En:ymes for In usma t R A Mcssmg, J,nmo ' ,. e 
· · . p New York, 1975. table 1, Academic rcss, 

S39 

. for more complicated reactions ncentration. Design equations 
and/or en_zyme cob . . d by similar methods. 
and kinetics arc o tame 

. h Rec cle and Wall Growth 
9 1.3 CSTR Cell Reactors wat y d ycle stream containing 

• Ch 11) an a rec . Id 
Addition of a cell separator (see :~d to increase biomass and pr~duc~ y1e 
concentrated cells to a CSTR c~n ~c u Adopting the notation shown m F1~. :.4, 
per unit reactor volume per umtdt1mcy.cle volumetric flow rates and x,, x_o, an x 

k f and f as the feed an rec m biomass concentrations, re-
we ta e o • . d product-strea . ttling 
as the reactor, recycle-strea_m, anf differ due to a separator, such as a se 

. I These concentrat10ns o ten spect1ve y. 

,., • I·, . \ I . r CST R with 
F . 9 4 Schematic diagram o 1gure • 
recycle. 
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basin, a, <he poin1 where <he reac10, emuen, s1ream i, ,pHt. Wi1h " = F,/F

0 
and h = x,J.,,. <he S1eady-,1a1e bfomass-consen,a,ion cqua1ion fo, <he ,eeyc/e sys1em is 

IIIOCHI.MJ( Al l"NGJNl:l"l<JNG I llNDAMl:NT,\lS 

F,.\·0 + /IX1 VR - (F
0 

+ F,h
1 
:: 0 

so that lhe overall or external dilu1ion rate D, which is F
0

/ VR, is (9.7) 

D ~ JI 

I - a(h - I) 

Since lhe mic,oorganfams in the re-cycle stream arc usually more concen
tntted than in the ceacto, elfiuen1, h > I. Then fq. (9.8) rc,caf, <hal, wi1h rccyc/~ 
Ifie dif u1fon Cate i, facgcc I flan <he o,ganism •, 'P<'<ific growth ""e. Thus, with 
o,ganisms gcowing at <he same ca1e, use or recycle pccmi1s pcoccs,ing of more 
feed ma<c,iaf pee uni, lime and reacto, •olume lhan in lhe noncccyc/e situalion. 
Thi, fcatucc or cc-cycle is Used to g,ca, ad,antage in biofoglcaf wa,1c-trea1men1 
pcoccssc, con,idoccd in fuc1hcc detail in Chap. 14. (Wha1 i, <he c/Tect of <ccyc/e if 
/, - I? Wha, physical in1ccp,c1a1ion can you pro,ide fo, you, answc,'/J 

Additional impoctan1 bcnefi1s or <ccyc/e a,c re,calcd by a few manipufa<ion, 
of lhe sysiem mass balan,-cs. Assuming a cons,an1 yield facto,, <he substr,ttc balance is 

(9.8) 

Combining this equa<ion wi<h Eq. (9.8) we find <hat 1,x,. lhe biomass pcodection ra1e per uni! reactor volume, is 

JIX1 
D(s0 - s) - y - "" 0 

(9.9) 

JI Y(so - S) 
Jl>;J -= 

I - u(h - I) 

This is grea,e, <ban lhc non,ccyclc pcod0c1ion '1tte by a facto, or [ f -
,~h - I)] '. If we assume <ha,,, follow, Monod kinclic,, we c,,n also show tJ.,, 
recycle increases the washout dilution rate by this same fac1or. 

Expccimen,, wilh CSTR, propagating cell population, somelinie, alloo, 
highe, dilution ca1es witJ,ou, wa,hou1 tlian 1bc lheo,y of <he idc,f CSTR indi
ca1cs (re-calf Sec. 7.1.2). This phenomenon "'" occu, because or wall growih. 

(9.10) 

There may be "'""'' solid films or ocganism, a, difbcn1 poin1s in lhc •csscJ. 
Such colonies"'" acise, fo, example, abo,c <he liquid lc,ef. whccc ,pfo,hed drop. 
fels ha,e hil lhc ,cs,eJ wall,, o, in c<c,iccs and cmnnics in ccfali,efy S1agnan1 
zones of tl,e ceac,o,. ,r we 11.ssume <ha, c-cfls on Ifie film al <he >cssef wall ha,c 
concc,urntion ,., which is cons<an1 wi<h time, repmduc,ion in the film implies 
addition or cell, from 1hc wall into lhc slincd liquid. In such a si1uation <he 
steady.stale continuous-rcac1or mass balances lake lhe general form 

Dx ::: JI.\: + 11f "J" 

I I 
D(s0 - s) a:: y JI\' + y Jll _,.J 

f 

(9.1/) 

(9.12) 
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""'°' AND"""""' o . . lhe folm respcc-
. and yield factor m ' . d y . d y are the specific growth rat: . g bulk-liquid parameters Jt an whcce µ I an I . f om thccorrcspon m . . . ,;ons 
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tively, These may differ .r I d1'ng difTusion•reacllon mterac ·,n Eq (9 11) is a 
• f asons me u . h h 

I 
x term · · . ro, a vanety O cc h' . to notice here IS t at t e I ''i{. all gmwlh runcoons 

The important t mg ·ously dependent on D, so tW at w h uld note in this 1 · h is not seri . h ut e s o . 
source term w llC ·1 feed which prevents was o . . rface-to-volume ratios 
as a second. nonsten.' y reactocs ha,c much lacgcc su lems ;n, ofv;ng wall 
connection that labo.~~to.r ed counterparts, so that bm ,s{5 y data on microbial 
than their comme~c1a -s1z , in scaling up from la ora or t,1 extra care JS necessary grow , 
kinetics. 

Fl Tubular Reactor I 9 
1 4 The Ideal Plug- ow . h· cl with sufficiently arge 

• • h u h • large pipe o, c _ann lu, flow, which means 
When fluid mom t rn '~00 in a p;pc), ii appm,omalcs p ~ion ff we assume Id 

mber ( e.g. > - • er the cross se · 
Reyno s nu . •. n or axial ,clocny ov d ough the ,eactor, we 
thal lhecc ;, no '"":'.':atcly dcscc;be, fluid movemin;., •;,a,toc (PFTR) ea,;ly 
thal plug flow app,~ . balance on the plug-flow IU ~ Is the Sleady-statc con
can formulate the m,1Ss . , oach. As flg. 9.5 suggcs . • . taken pcrpcn
us;ng the dijJC1·euN<1/-.se.·u~!':i!'a th;n ,1;ce of lhe tubula, ceact::, C the mass 
servation equation ,s a~p ~c Considering an arbitrary compon • dicular to the reactor ~xis .. 
balance on the lhin section is 

Aue/, - Auc:j,H: + A tl; rf,I= = 0 (9.13) 

t Per unit . C . terms of amoun . of spe<'ICS m . 
. the rate of formation .. 'd' ' by A d: yields where "1, is , . Rearranging and d1v1 mg volume per unit lime. 

(9.14) 

Taking the hm1t o . . . f this equation an d rec.tiling the e m1 d f• 'tion o f the derivative 
gives the final form 

(9.15) 

,, --~• IL_'_''_, -~.L! _.li_ ,_ +•_ ;l,:_,_ .· ·_ ·- _ __Jrl -~.• " 

: /. .. ",; l'hw-llow rca~lnr. I· IJ!Ure 7 •• " 

I, 
I 

I 

I 
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. ion oes not 
assumption be valid fi . cause a change in fl . . 
Eq. (9.15) becomes or a microbial process?), the axial ~:1 d_ens_uy (would this 

oc1ty ls constant and 

de 
u - =r dz fc 

The qua t· , . (9.16) 
n Jty z,u is equal to the ti . 

from the reactor entrance to axial p":,:i:7qu1red for a small slice of fluid to m 
ion z. If we use th1·s t . • ove 

ransu time r 

as a n · 
. ew independent variable, h 

rewntten as t e mass-balance 
equation (9.16) can be 

(9.17) 

de 
- =rf 

. . dt C (9 18 
which IS exactly the same as . ) 
demonstration can be s the batch-reactor mass ba/anc . 
constant velocity each ~::re~ented by a physical argume=~-~:IS tathematical 
lutely no interac;io . n ~ tee of fluid moves throu . pug flow with 
with each thin slice n With. neighboring slices. The s st!h t_he vessel with abso
initial charge in a batb~having the same as a batch r:act m I~ totally segregated, 
flow reactor, and if t~e reactor h~s the same compositiono;~ tho";equendy, if the 
batch reaction time th ~ean residence time L/u in the tube _e eed to the plug
The boundary condjti e ube e~uent is identical to the b t ~s the same as the 

on appropriate for this model is a c -reactor product. 

where z = o d enotes the react . I 

c/, .• ~ co (9.19) 

As an exam I or in et and co is the C . 
stat are applica~1:• :e thhall assume that the kinetics ~;:~ntr:tion in the feed. 
balances on cells and be PF~R (or the equivalent b t ~n t e Monod chemo-

su strate In the form of Eq. (9.18) aa~e reactor). The mass 

dx µ __ ,,. muXS 

dt ~ 
• (9.20)' 

with initial conditions 

ds I - =::: _ _ µmaiXS 

dt Ys + K • (9.21) 

x(O) "" Xo s(O) = So 
(9.22) 
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On physical grounds or by manipulations with Eq. (9.20) and (9.21), we can see 
that the s and x concentrations are bound by the stoichiometric relationship 

x + Ys = x0 + Ys0 (9.23) 

Using Eq. (9.23) to express x in terms of s and substituting this into Eq. (9.21) 
gives the single ordinary differential equation 

(9.24) 

Integration of this equation subject to condition (9.22) can be achieved analyt
ically, with the result 

x0 + Y(s - s0 ) s 
Xo + Y(s0 + K,) In ----~ - K, Y In - = µmaxt(x0 + Ys0 ) (9.25) 

Xo So 

The effluent substrate concentration is the s value corresponding to t = L/u; then 
x is found with Eq. (9.23). If viewed as the result of a batch reaction, the kinetics 
of Eq. (9.20) here shows no lag or death phases but does reach a stationary 
phase. 

In contrast to a CSTR, sterile feed to a PFTR automatically implies zero 
biomass concentration in the effluent: plug flow prevents a slice of fluid moving 
through the vessel from ever being inoculated. One way to circumvent this prob
lem is by recycle, so that the incoming stream is inoculated before entering the 
vessel. 

The plug-flow material balances may be readily integrated to relate exit con
version to total reactor residence time L/u for several different common forms of 
e11zyme kinetics. Results of such calculations are summarized in Table 9.2. 

The relative performance characteristics of ideal CSTRs and PFTRs depend 
upon the reaction network involved and the corresponding kinetics. For a single 
reaction with ordinary kinetics (decreasing rate with increasing substrate conver
sion, such as Michaelis-Menten kinetics), the PFTR provides greater substrate 
conversion and higher product concentration than the CSTR of equal volume. 
The opposite is true if the kinetics are autocatalytic (higher rates with decreasing 
substrate concentration). For microbial processes, the PFTR typically maximizes 
effluent product concentration. However, the requirement of continuous inocula
tion and practical difficulties with gas exchange for PFTRs often results in use of 
their analog, the batch reactor, when high final-product concentration is impor
tant. For exponential microbial growth, the CSTR is more efficient than a PFTR 
or batch reactor. Investigation of the performance of ideal PFTR and CSTR 
reactors for various simple reaction networks is a major theme of the reaction 
engineering texts listed in the chapter references. Additional comparisons are 
explored in the problems. 
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Table 9,2 Relationships amo NGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS 

and reactor design paramete ng ;,ubstrate conversion~= (so - s)/s 
PFTR t rs or enzyme-catalyzed reactions . o 
& . ma 
. zymes in solution' or in i .. 

!tons mmobdtzed pellets with neg/igibl 
e mass-transfer limita-

Reacrion rate expression for v 

Michaelis, Menten: 

Reversible Michae/is-Menten: 

Vm.,(s ~ p/K) 

K., + s + K,.p/K, 

Competitive product inhibition: 

s + K,.(I + PIK,) 

Subs1ra1c inhibirion: 

l + K,.Js + s/K
1 

PFTR design expression for .!..:_! ~ 
£ u 

Sod - K,. In (l - o) 

s{J ~ Zj[t + J In (I - bJ)] 

- ( K., + 50 + : : Po); In (l - bJ) 

where h a ~ 
K 

s{J - :j(J + In (l - J)J 
- ( K., +So+ ~>o) In(/ - J) 

t Adapled from R. A. Mcssin I • 
158,t AThcadcmic Press, Inc., New :~r~"';;~tized Enzymes for Industrial Reactors p 

Sod - K,. In (I - J) + s~ (o -J') 
K, 2 

. e ( 1 ~ c)/c factor in these e ' · · ' · 
zymcs m solution quat1ons should be sel equal t . 

• 0 unity for en-

9.2 REACTOR DYNAMICS 

In t~is section we consider dynamic ch . . 
~amics of CSTRs are the primary focu :ractenstics of bioreactors. Although d 
tntroduced can be ap lied s ere, many of the conce ts a . . Y
the equations needed tpo d to.bother reactor configurations PW find pndnc1ples 

· escn e unste d · e rst evelo examine use of th a y-state reactor r, P 
reactor W ose equations to characteriz . per ormance and then 

is ofte~ li;i~:;ub~e~~::r :~~~ess~ul application :/;;::::~
0
~:~:;ior of the bio-

operating conditions metic models which are accurate pdresented ~ere 
· un er transient 
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9.2.1 Dynamic Models 

For dynamic studies of CSTRs the conservation equation (Eq. 7.4) must be 
modified to give the corresporiding unsteady-state mass balance: 

Jr (total amount in the reactor) = rate of addition to reactor 

- rate of removal from reactor + rate of formation within reactor 

Thus, for a well-stirred vessel we have for component i 

d 
dt (VR•c1) = F(c1r - c1) + VRrf, (9.26) 

Assuming that the feed stream and reactor contents have equal density, equality 
of inlet and outlet volumetric flow rates means the volume of the reactor contents 
VR is constant, allowing rearrangement of Eq. (9.26) into the form 

dc1 dt = D(c11 - c1) + r1, (9.27) 

This unsteady-state material balance is the starting point for characterization 
of reactor dynamics. Before introducing some general mathematical tools useful 
in dynamics analysis, we should comment on the new considerations required to 
justify the use of a CSTR model to calculate dynamics of a bioreactor. At this 
point we shall focus entirely on mixing phenomena, saving for later consideration 
of the required biological kinetics model for transient analysis. As mentioned in 
Chap. 8, one characteristic parameter of mixing in a vessel is the mixing or 
circulation time. This is an order of magnitude indication of the time required for 
an element of fluid to return to a similar region of the reactor after circulating 
around the reactor according to the existing flow patterns. In order to apply a 
CSTR model, it is important that this circulation time be short relative to other 
characteristic times concerning the CSTR . 

In particular, a new characteristic time is introduced when we examine dy
namic behavior of a CSTR. Now, there is the possibility of time-varying feed rate 
or feed concentration. In order for the ideal mixing approximation to apply, it is 
necessary that the circulation time be much less than the characteristic time scale 
for Huctuations in the feed stream or, for that matter, in any other entering 
streams such as base additions for pH control. Exactly the same consideration 
applies to the use of the perfect mixing assumption for the case of fed-batch 
reactors discussed earlier. 

Eq. (9.27) applies to each component considered in the bioreactor model. In 
all but the simplest case, then, the dynamic reactor model consists of a set of 
equations of the form of Eq. (9.27) which are usually coupled through the rate of 
formation terms r 1,. That is, in general the rate of formation of component i may 
depend on the concentrations of all of the other components in the reactor. It 
will be very convenient to introduce vector-matrix notation at this point to sim
plify writing large sets of equations. 
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BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING FIJNDAMENT 
We shall adopt th . ALS 

c notatron convcmion th I 
uppercase boldface lcucrs like A d at ~wercasc boldface letters like c d 
may be written in the fi cnotc ma1nccs. Then, the set of . . . cn~tc vectors and that 

orm cquatrons md1catcd by Eq. (9.
27

) 

dc(t) 
-de "' f(c(r), p) 

where c i . (9.28) 
s a vcc1or of conccn1ra11ons . h . . 

equal lo the number of com WII ~rmcns1on m (with m clcmcnis o 
parameters such ·ts f,R d ponenrs considered in the model He d r componcnls; an in-vector) 

' • ,c conccn1r- f d · . · re p enotc 
the vector-valued func11· r. a ions, rlutron rate and kinct,·c p· s a q-vcclor of model 

. on rs equal t th. • ' aramelers Th ·th 
Smee the syslem described b • 

0 ~ n~ht-hand side of Eq. (9_27)_ · e' component of 
our analysis without · y Eq. <9·-8> JS m general nonlin 

of lhc system near a ;:~;;~~;/;. so;e approximations. Oflen we ::;• i:t:r~:~:I~ c:nnot ~o loo far in 
!ration vector c, must satisfy ca y state c,. In the notation of Eq. (9.28) h m ynam1c properties 

, I c steady slate conccn-

f(c., p) • o 
W~ can attempt to determine behavior n (9.29) 
series about c, and ncglcctin • all car c, by expanding the right-hand sid. . 
they arc presumed small Th; ler:s _of second order and higher in the d ~ ~f (9.28) In a Taylor's 

. n we o lam the followmg linear appr . . cvu111ons c,(r) - c,., since 
ox1mat1on for our sysiem: 

dx(1) 
T • Ax(r) 

where the vector x( ) d (9.30) 1 cnotes the vector of d · . 
ev1a11ons from lhe s1cady state c . ,. 

x(t) • c(r) - c 
The clement "11 in the ilh column of the matrix A is delin:d by (9.31) 

,Y,(c,. p) 
a,1 -=---

ac, (9.32) 
We should emphasize lhat A 
Iha corresponds lo som · 

n one steady slate for a ivcn . . c particular steady slate So 
each steady sl:llc. g p and this usually implies that a diffi . me s~stcms have more 

The dynamic . crcn1 A matrix corresponds lo 
solutions of Eq (9 30p)ropc_ ·r/tics of the linearized syst 

us I cm arc relatively easy · · ua Y lake the form lo determine since all 

.. 
X(I) = L a,fJ,e'•• 

. . , . , (933) 
The quantttrcs JI, and ). arc the . . 

· Ii ·1 correspond • 
SUIJs ics the characlcristic equ· 1 · mg pa1rs of eigenvectors and c1· I 

a ton gcnva ues of A. Thus ,1 ,. ;., 

. dct (A - ..!J) == 0 
(11s the identity matrix) and the fl 1· f 

· , sa is y (9.)4) 

(A - ;.,f)JJ, = 0 i '"' I 
The a arc co , . .. • n, 
h . , nstanls lo be chosen lo fulfill h . (9.35) 1 
c hnc:1r ulgcbraic equations I e spccrlied initial condilions· 

• consequenrly they satisfy 

.. 
L a,fl, ~ x(O) 

I • I 
where x(O) is . ·,· 

. a spec, icd vector of ini I ial dev1· 1 · 
a ions. 

(9.36) 
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This linearized dynamic model of the reactor provides a systematic framework for identification 
of characteristic response times of the system. Within the framework of local dynamics which arc 
considered here, we can sec from Eq. (9.33) that the time scales for decay of disturbances from the 
reference steady state c, arc characterized by the eigenvalues .l1 or the matriK A. Thus, in terms or local 
behavior, the system exhibits a spectrum of characteristic limes indicated approximately by 

i • l, ... ,m (9.37) 

These values can be used lo examine the relative magnitudes of reactor time scales with time scales 
for input variations, for example. 

While the approach leading to the time-scale estimates given in Eq. (9.37) is systematic and 
locally rigorous, the time scale estimates so obtained are difficult to assign a particular physical 
significance. The eigenvalues ).1 arc in general functions or all entries of the matrix A and, as such. 
depend upon the entire vector of steady-stale operating conditions c, and the entire parameter vector 
p. This situation docs not allow convenient comparison or time scales for mixing, for reaction, and for 
other interactions in the system. In the case of a CSTR, the eigenvalues may be shown lo have the 
form - D + (a value characteristic or the reaction network).' Although providing some guidance, 
this relationship dues not unravel the complex relationships between other parameters and the .l.,. 
Accordingly, some judgment, experience, and some art is needed in developing a rcusonable yet not 
altogether mathematically rigorous approach for identification of different characteristic length.~ and 
time ratios. Of course one systematic method for achieving this which is well known in chemical 
engineering is transformation or ull system equations to dimensionless form, followed by rearrange
ments to identify dimensionless groups which characterize the systcrp's behavior. Frequently, such 
dimensionless groups ta kc the form or ratios of characteristic length or time scales. 

9.2.2 Stability 
Next we shall examine how the dynamic characteristics or the reactor depend upon the function f and 
the selected parameter values p. For our purposes, the local stability of a particular steady state c, will 
be or greatest concern. tr a steady state is locally asymptotically stable. the syslem concentrations will 

. return lo that steady state after a small disturbance has moved those concentrations slightly away 
from lhe reference steady state or interest. For an 1msrable steady stale, the concentrations considered 
will "run away" from the steady-state values following certain small disturbances. To be sure to avoid 
ambiguity, we shall restate these definitions in more formal mathematical languagc. 

We shall say that the steady stale c, is locally asymptotically sra/Jle if lim,_q,c(I) ... e, provided 
that the initial state c0 is sufficiently close lo c,. [Our mathematical measure of closeness for vectors is 
the Euclidean norm, defined by 

(
., )1/l 

lcl = L c: 
l•I 

Then "c0 sufficiently close lo c; means that le,. - c,I is a sufficiently small real number.) The steady 
state c, is ylobally as)'mptolically sta/,/e if lim,-..,c(I) = c, for any choice of c0 (except ridiculous ones 
like negative concentrations). If c, is an unstable steady stale, some initial stales c

0 
arbitrarily dose to 

c, lead to trajectories c(t) which do not approach or slay arbitrarily close to c,. Thus, in the c:1se of 
instability, the magnitude of the deviation x(t) lends to increase from its initial value for some initial 
deviations. 

Local stability is determined in most cases by the eigenvalues .l1 or the matrix A defined in Eq. 
(9.32). The steady stale c, is locally asymptotically stable if all eigenvalues of A have negalivc real 
parts: 

Re (.l,) < O i= l, ... ,m (9.38) 

1 
M. Fjeld, 0. A. Asbjornsen, and K. J. Astrom, "Reaction Invariants and their Importance in the 

Analysis or Eigenvectors, State Observability, and Controllability of the Continuous Stirred Tank 
Reactor," Chem E11y. Sci., 29:1917, 1974. 
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